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1974 NEW ISSUE PROGRAMME
The following new issue programme has been published by
29

J

anu ary

the PTT:

b.&
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AU
19
30

3

50 Years of Youth Hostels
100 Years of 'SATUS' .

ZEs.

Shooting Championships

-.85

AL

1

'INTERNABA' Miniature Sheet

30
30
60
3,00

§-Q

30
40

3

Centenary of U.P.U.

28 March

§9_,

2

XVII World Postal Congress

30

-.60

IR

2

. Europa ('CEPT')

30

- .70
-.60

Asi

16 April
30 May

Pictorial postcard - Basel Zoo
.

1.50

1,

30

4 15
30
40
60
1

+5
+ 10
+ 20
+ 2() 2.00
80 -

3

15
30
Ag

1pro Patrial
Archaeological finds Of various epochs

Service stamp B.I.T.
19 September Publicity Series II,
Centenary of the Constitution
Aid for Sport
125 Years of Federal Post
Defnitjr

Architecture

-

4

—.85

100
120
130

5.70

vs.

29 November 'Pro Juventutel
,
Poisonous Plants of the Forest

4 15+5

30 + 10

40 + 20
60 + 20

Totals:

Stamps & postcard

27

Service stamp

1
28

-----o0o-----

A. PUBLICITY - Series I
15 Rp. 52jagra.siAtu ft3_,T_

tl02.9.1.Etiga.

2.00

-.80
Fr.18.60
miumwm.

The first organized hostels were set

up in atria, Bern & Basel
1924
and joined in 1926 to form the jwies Union of Youth Hostels. TharA mr14innnw
lin
-

such hostels, providing accommodation for 9,000 visitors. As well as marking
the jubilee, the stamp also promotes youth, tourism in general and youth hostels
in particular.
30 Rp.,
eten
W.
G
a s&S
sAs
US'
Is the oldest internation asSociAtion of its kind. . Since its modest
beginning it has grown into an organisation with 51,000 , members grouped in 454
societies,
40 Rp. Werld SheotinteChampionahtps , 1974.
The Swiss Shooting Association will hold.
its World Championships in Thun lt,Bern
in September 1974,. As 60 nations will be taking part in the contests, considerable
interest will be aroused, both in Switzerland, which has some 500,000 marksmen, but
also abroad.

Designers:

15 RP.', Celestino Piatti, Basel.

30 Rp. HermannSchelbert, Olten
40 Rp. Heinz BOrgin, Basel
Printings
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
zhitt
36'x 26 Mm.
2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each.
Special covers will be available, one for each value and one for the set,
and the ,First Day cancel will read simply: '3000 BERN - 29.1.74
ALTSGABETAG'. The
usual collection sheets and folders will be available.
- - 000 - - MINIATURE SHEET for the International Postage StamP Exhibition 'INTERNABA'
tc be held in Basel from 7-16 June 1974.
The Exhibition, sponsored by FIp, marks the Centenary of the Universal
Postal Union founded in Bern in 1874 and whose international Bureau has been sited
there ever since. Depicted are the early postal messengers of Basel (30c.), Zug
(30c,), Uri (60c.) and Schwyz (80c.), taken from the series of 13 cards of the
'Official Messengers of the XIII Old Cantons' by F. Buscovita, the originals of
which are in the Postal Museum in Bern.
The 4 stamps may be detached
and used separately. The net proceeds
from the sale of the miniature sheet
will be used to meet the costs of the
Exhibition and to promote philately.
Printed in 5 colours: violetbrown/yellow/red/blue/black by HelioCourvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds it
sheets of 15 blocks, but sold only as
single blocks,.
A special cover will be available and the First Day cancellation will
be the same as for the.Publicity stamps.
WANTE D
355RC - Coil stamps, 5c. Messenger ordinary paper with control
363RC - Coil stamps, 50c. Spalen Gate
ordinary paper with control
Both mint'
FOR SALE
Pro Juventute blocks of 4 unmounted mint
1964-1972 (Cat. L13.12) ... £10.00
Pro Petrie, blocks of 4 unmounted mint
1964-1973 (Cat. £15.61) ... £12.50
Apply tot D. M. Slate,
149, Ware Road,
HERTFORD, Herta SG13 7EG
Are there some contributions in
the pipeline ?. ? ?

GOODBYE-151 t PARK ROAD
We are moving: As from
27th March 1974, our
address will bet
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
24,

Great North Road (or P.O. Box 242)1
Highgate, London N6 4LW
Telephone: (01) 348 - 0296

Nearest Underground stations East Finchley
(Northern Line) and buses Nos. 102, 104,
143 & 263 stop outside our door. Callers
welcome but a prior telephone call would
be appreciated.
In appreciation of support from many
good friends over the years, we are
offering - until February 15th 15 % DISCOUN4
on stamps costing len than 45 ($12050)
per item, Excluded are items over £5
per stamp, current mint stamps, catalogues
and accessories.
For administrative reasons we can
accept only orders of £5 ($12.50) gross,
i.e. 4:4.25 ($10.63) nett, with an upper
limit of £100 ($250.00) gross, i.e. 485
($200.00) nett.

HTHELAMATEUR
KATCHER
COLLECTOR LTD.,
151 Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London, NW8 'THU
ni
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The postal charges to be paid by the recipient
By G. D. Wilson

Part II

The Swiss Exchange Office marks can be summarise

follows s:

AIM - The letters LB (Lettre
bgloise) followed by the
Charge in numerals, e.g. 'LB 01'.
This was a two-line stamp in a
square frame, and is known for
4, 8, 10, 12 & 16 Kteuzer. (Figs.
1 & 2).
BERN - Until 31st December 1832
Porrentruy used the
marks with the letters FD (Fischer
)elle) followed by a numeral, e.g.
'FD2' (2 Kteuzer).
This single
line mark, unframed, is known for
?, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 & 16 Kreuzer.

lag.

1.

let January 1933 Bprn
controlled its own postal adMinistration and the Fischer
'contracts were not renewed.
Porrentruy then used a new mark
containing the letters BE,
followeiiby the charge in
numerals, e.g. 'BE 210.
From

This two-line stamp wasin
an octagonal frame and is known
for 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, -14
16 Kreuzer.

Initially Geneva used marks
with the letters FF (Fischer.
Forney), followed by a numeral.
(Fig. 3). These marks were:of
the same design as those with FD and are known for 4, 10, 12, 14 & 16 Krouse?.
Geneva did not renew its contract with the Fischer Post after
the end of 1830. From 4th Jan.
431 until a new treaty wag
ratified, Geneva used the mark
E NEVE,
(GeAve Ferney 4 Kteuzer)
1920
ii
on mail originating within the
Canton. The other 'FP' marks
were used on mail originating
from other places within the
network. In July 1831 the new

940

44/1

/,

CENEVE

4/1J
die60

Vs' oil/33
ge(4.4404
3

afe

Fig. 4

treaty with France became effective
and from 5th July 1831 the mark '0F41
was replaced by the framed 'LG' (Lettre
genevoise). This is found in black
until the.end of 1840 and thereafter
in red. One last amendment came on
27th December 1832 when the framed
'LG 10K' was introduced for use on mail
originating from the Canton of

Fribourg, Thia was connected with
the
cancellation. of all the Fischer

Page 4
contracts.
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NEUCHATEL - Just one commonly used
mark - 'LN 5- KT' framed, However, from 4th June
1838 until 4th January 1845, the
mark 'LN' was used on mail addressed to Pontarlier, Salina, Ornans,
Morteau & Champagnole. The charge
for this limited range was 2 deeimes and the mark 'LN' - which
incidentally, is in an octagonal
frame - is fairly rare.

_YAM -

Both Orbe and Coppet used
the framed, single-line
mark with the letters LY (Lettre
Fig.. 5
vaudoise), followed by 1 the charge
e.g. 'LV. 2K.'
This mark is known for 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 & 12 Kreuter.
ZURICH - A two-line,
framed mark with
the letters LZ (Lettre
zurichoise), followed by
the charge. It is known
for 8, 12 & 16 Kreuter.
.
(F‘.1'
6)
The different rates
were connected with the
associated Cantons in the
networks:
For Basel and its .
Canton, the charge;Was
4 Kreuter. For the
Cantons .associated with
Basel, the rates were: 8 Kreuzerfer Aargau &
LOzern: 10 Kreuter for
Schaffhausen , : 12 Kreuz-,
erfor Un, and 16
Kreuter for Ticino.
Fig. 6.
The handstamp numerals mentionod in my original article were contemporary with the Exchang
e Office
marks, and it seemed certain that there was a connection. My first
real clue was
found in the 'Catalogue des Eetampilles et Obliterations Postale
s de France et des
,
Colonies Franoaise', published by Wert in 1929. , An extract from
a French Post
Office circular dated 2nd April 1829 states: "These numerals indicat
e the charge to
be collected for refund due to the Foreign Exchange Office, in
addition to the French
charge from the point of entry at the frontier to the place of destina
tion."
I was then indebted to M. Vuille for the information that the Postal
Treaties
of 1828/29 contained a schedule for relating the charges in Kreuter
to comparable
ones in decimes,
Ther4Vot a strictly' mathematical conversion : rite, but a system
of reducing 'the Swiss range of eight charges to a French range
of six charges in decimes,
One reason for this arrangement was most probably the rather chaotic
situation of different currencies and rates of exchange.

An analysis of many covers and their markings shows that ,t4 e handatamp numeral
indicating the amount of refund to the. SWiS6 'iAchang
e Office is always 2 declines leothan the amount shown in the 'convarsion' schedule
In fact, a table can be drawn
up showing the relationship between the three amounts;
Swisa Ex. Office
charge (Kreuter)
2
4
6, 8
10
12
14, 16
am still rot to

.

French equivalent
in decimes
3
4
5
6

7
8

;31.-1re

out the actual mecinalm by which.

Handstamp
Numeral
1
2

3
4
5
6
r{.:;11.' U.37.1dS were
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were made. Obviously there would be mail going ihto Switzerland from France and
a system of book-keeping would be able to offset many of the refunds due, etc.
There is some evidence to suggest that periodically the respective postal administrations discussed outstanding balances of refunds and agreed a settlement.
I am also uncertain about the ' exact reason for the refund being 2 decimes less
than the charge which the French postal authorities assessed for the Swiss part of
the letter's journey.
One reasonable explanation is that this represented

commission for the Freoch who had to collect the total postal charge from the
If this is the case, then the flat rate of commission
recipient of the letter.
represents a percentage varying from 64L down to only 2.

The Postal Treaties included a clause which stated that ehould a Swiss Exchange
Office fail to affix its handstamp iedicating the charge due, then the French would

work on the lowest rate teelieable.

I have seen luite a number of Swiss covers

where thie 'penalty' clause has been put into operation.

In July 1845, new treaties were :dieted between France and the same 5 Cantons.
On this occasion, however, Geneva eigved in her oen right and not as an associated
Canton with Bern.
These new treaties chaneed the system of Swiss lie7change Office
marks and accord-

ing to the receree,
all the marks and
procedures mentioned in this
article sholAd
have ceased to be
effective on 1st
December 1845.
From what I can

discover this
applied equally
to the Handstamp
numerals, but I
have a cover dated
27th July 1849,
posted in ZUrich
and addressed to

Marseilles, bearing the No.1 mark
of the French

Fie. 7

SUISSE'
R

NTAAULR

Bureau in Basel and so routed via
St. Louis - and yet
the handstamp numeral
'2' had been affixed
(Fig. 7). I shall
be interested to hear
of other examples of
this use after 30th
l oveaber 1845.
A cover from
VerriZres to Berdeaux
(Fig. 8) is an

example where no 6'W18E
Exchange Office marking is used and,
therefore, the refund
is at the minimum
rate of 2 decimes.
This would still have
been the case had the
mark been included.

Fig. 8

It has been my
intention in this

article to make amende for Illy long silence and to summarise all the facts which I
have been able to muster so far.
1 feel that the broad details of the Exchange
Office procedures and the handstaap numerals are now established.
The areas of
doubt ere the actual mechaniem of the refund system and whether colleagues have
covers which do not seppert ti VariOUS dates given in the article
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THE UNIVERSAL POSTAL uNNE

LIECHTENSTILLE
The following stamps were issued on
6th December:

A. Definitint -

LANDSCAPES

5 Rp. :Alum (2 colours: red-violet/
ochre)
25 Rp. Steg Kirchliepitz (2 colours:
violet/brown
40 Hp. Rennhof (rink) Mauren
(2 colours: blue-violet/brown
2 Pr. Gorge of the Samina (2 colours:
brown/turquoise blue
Designer: Louis J g ger, Vaduz
g
,En ravere Heinrich Heusser, Uberggeri
Printing: Rotary recess printieg by PTT
Printing Works, Bern
36 x 26 mm. in sheets of 20
with violet fibres
White
Falser:
p
B. Special Stam s -

of

30 Rp. Butterfly - Coenonympha Oedippus
(5 colours: yellow/dk.blue/

dk.ted/oilver/orange)

40 RP. Great Plover - Numenius Arquata
(4 ccleurs: yellow/grey-blue/
brown-black/brown)
60 Rp. Water Prog - Rana Esculenta
(5 colours: yellow/orange/
blue/lt.grey/green
80 Rp. Ringed Snake (Notrix Notrix)
(4 colours: yellow/brown grey
blue
Louis Jager, Vaduz
Designer:
Roto-heliogravure by
Printing:
Ceurvoisier S.A.
36 x 26 mm. in oneets of 20
Size:
White, satinised, with brown
Paper,:
green fibres

C. CHRISTMAS 197'5
30 Rp. Madorna by Bartolomeo di Tommaso
da Foligno (from the Princely
Collection.) 6 colours: yellow
red/blue/gold/black/fir green

Designers Karl Gessner, Vienna
Engraver: Alfred Nefe, Vienna
rhotoFraphv: waiter Wachter, Schaan
Print)ng: Recess by Austrian State Printing works, Vienna in sheets
of 20 stamps

Paper:

Special white stamp paper

Special covers were ie.:tied for each
value and the same First Day cancellation
was used for all 3 issues. It showed a
branched candelabra and read:
'949 0 VADUZ - AISGABETAG 6 DEZ. 1973'

LATE NEWS

We learn that the

JANUARY 1974

URI Centenary
Issue, due on 28th March, will feature
portraits of postal pioneers:
30 c. Montgomery Blair; 40 c. Heinrich
v. Stephan and 80 c. Eu0ne Borel
Also that the World Postal Congress
stamps will be a se-tenant pair, 30+30c.
with views of Lausanne and eern.

With the 'Centenary of this Organisation imminent, it is appropriate to
consider its history.
Because the headquarters are in Bern
, are apt to link it specifically with
itzerland, but it was in fact the idea
of a Dane, Joseph Michaelsen, in 1859,
although it was 3 years later that
Montgomery Blair, the then PostmasterGeneral of the United States, proposed
that representatives of a number of
nations should meet to censider the setting
up of an international system of postal
communications.
Accordingly, in May 1863, officials
but
failed to agree on a basis for negotiation.
A further attempt was made in 1868 but
progress was interrupted by the FrancoPrussian 'Or of 1370.

from 15 countries met in Paris,

It was not until October 9th 1874
that a Congress, held in Bern at the
invitation of the Swies Government, finally got down to work and just 5 days
later, on October 14th, the first agreements were siened. This time matters
proceeded more rapidly and ratification of
the agreements having been obtained, from
the various Governments, the institution
of the "General Postal Union" became
official on 14th July 10751 followed by a
second Convention in 1879 at which a
number of amendments were made, including'
a change of name to the "Universal Postal
Union", the name by which it has been
known ever since, and from these beginnings
grew the present Organisation, of which
almost all stamp-issuing countries are

members.
The 25th anniversary was celebrated
in 1900 by the issue, in Switzerland, of 3
The design, a fewale figure s
stamps.
surrounded by telegraph wires and a cascade
of letters, eymbolisiee fares of communication, was severely criticised, even
ridiculed. Three printinee were made and
have provided collectors witn an absorbing
study, since it is not e question of seekin g varSetees, but of finding a perfect
stamp:.
The 50th anniversary 'wee held in 1924. •
Possibly ir an attempt toeuvoid the mistakes
of the previous issue, there were only two
stamps, -both depicting the Standesrathaus
in Bern, where the first Foetal Congress
was held, The 20c. was designed by
A. Taehe and the 30c. by We Stettler.
J. 4renger engraved botn stamps and the
recess printing was carried out by Landes-

topograehie of Bern and Orell
kdrich reepectively.

of

For the 75th annivereary in 1949
there were three attractive stamps by Hans
Th8ni, featurink the UR. monument in Bern
and syMbolie designs repreeenting world

postage.
And

we come ta ti;o C.:entcmary.
_

P -

'IA A SUCCLSSFUL 1974

ZreeeSellej e c ne

-cum-Sditers

I wish to thank all those Members

who were kind enough to send Christmas
and New Year Greetings, much appreciated

and sincerely reciprocated.
With the proverbial 'little bit of

luck' and continued assistance from our
many contributors, I hope to keep up and ever improve e the standard of our

'Helvetia News Letter' during 1974.
417e4 ig40144

fristAtirtan_wez:

SUBSCRIPTIONS

i

Remember, under the Insurance Rules
1 aokete can be sent only to_fulls,
Up members, so it is to your advantage
to be prompt,
' A. J. HARDING
p

Yet again I must urge members to
adhere to the Rules. Some of you are
omitting to send along the postal .
receipts - essential as evidence in the
event of a claim for loss - , as is the
recipient's signature if packets are

passed on by hand.
If away from home for 3 days or
more, please let me know.
C. RAUCH
IN G E

N,E V A

Two special stamps were issued on
llth January 1974, depictine the new
International Labour Office building:

Designer:
Prisltine:

60 Rp. 4 colours: violet/
green/red/grey
80 Hp. 4 colours: brown/
green/red/grey
U. Gencsath, U.S.A.
Heliogravure by Heraelio
Fournier S.A., Spain
36 x 26 mm.
2,100,000 of each value
For use on U.N. mail cely

A special cover was used and the
First Day cancel showed 3 labcurers and
inscription: '1211 Geneve - 11.1.74 isremier jour - Nouveau siege du Bureau
International die Travail - Administration Postale des Nations Unies'.
Similar stamps of 10 & 21c. were
issued in New York on the same daye

slogan uses. However, this list

will now be seat to those.interested by
the Swiss Machine Cancellation Society

(vsm).
....... that

at least all new slogans, not
only those of Cr. 3 Local Publicity, will

now be shown illustrated in the weekly
official Bulletin,
that the new Landscape stamps,
•
especially the 30c. are rather dark, so
that details of the postmark are not
easily visible.

3 XXIIIes Epreuves

de ski, 12-13
Braious, Val14o du

•
that even though the Swiss public
buy more stamps with a charity surcharge
than any other, the Pro Juventute Organisation is having talks with the PTT on
new methods of raising their falling
income. Perhaps we will see a repeat of
the 1953.'booklet' sheet,
.... that at last the 3rd, and last
instalment of the new loose-leaf edition
of the classic Andres & Emmenegger
'Postmarks 1843 to 1907' has been published in 4 further volumes, at SFr050.-,
joining the 5 volumes of the two previous
.... that at the Sept. Milner Basle
auction a 'Zurich 4' on a large cover was
not sold, but at the Corinphila auction
in Ulrich in October a similar stamp on
cover fetched SFr.67,000.- (plus 1Q%).
Shows how the size of the cover now
affects a sale.
. that the answer to Question 19 is
1927 set of Pro juventute stamps
uod for the centenary of Pestalozzi's
As a trial the 5c & 10c were
ted by the same method as before, i.e.
eo, but the 20c was engraved in steel
K. Bickel and recess printed by the
1 Cartographic Institute in Bern,
e- the 300 was printed by the new
lotogravure technique by a firm in Leiden
(Aland. Paper and perforations are
also varied.
.... that Question No. 20 is about Karl
Bickel, the master engraver, who had a
decisive influence on Swiss stamps. How
many stamps (basic versions only) did he
design and/or engrave?
.... that the answer to Question No. 18
is, of course, 6000 Lucerne, and not

CEL
Auto

.... that one of the latest PTT economy
measures is to stop publishing the monthly

the E c

Pcket Secreta.
To try to equal last year's
efforts I will accept any booklets sent
In by MID-FEBRUARY.

ALM:

there are more of the new 5c. landscapes
with a double print than without? Of the
4 sheets of 50 stamps each, only stamps
Nos. 9, 19, 29, 39 & 49 of sheet 4 are
'normal'. Take a careful look at the
loweet blue line of the church tower,
and collect in pairs.

list of

Membere e you are doing pretty well
with subs (about a third paid), but come
on, the rest of you, pay up now

From

DID YOU KNOW .?
..... that according to 'Philatelica'i

r 74 x,

usanne.

tflO RD

IgINDON GRW , Hon.Sec. Mrs. E.J.RaWnsley
Again the 3-day week and travel

difficulties greatly reduced attendances
at the meeting on 'January 9th, resulting
in a very small Auction.

Agglagum: Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.
At the meeting in Leeds on Dec.
15th, Northern members were pleased to
see once again Mr. Tillen from Birmingham.

The subject for study was 'Ship

Fortunately a number of queries had
been sent in and these were discussed at
length, and many solved.

Posts' and Mr. Wilson began proceedings
by distributing a paper on his studies
into markings of Lakes Lucerne & arich,
Mr.-Bulstrode then gave a short
then, together with Messrs. Moore, Tillen
display of Swiss forgeries, including
and Dr. Ritchie, displayed a wonderful
examples by Fournier and Jperati, of early array of covers, the earliest being a
,Claseics, first Federal issues., Rayons
Lucerne mark of April 18610
.
and even a few '8trubelis'. Some were
Mr. Moore followed with a display
very obvious, others extremely dangerous 1
of marks of Lakes Maggiore & Como,
and demonstrating the need' for extreme
beginning with a cover of 1810 from Intra
care with all these issues.
to Ivitto. Also shown were an example
Following the recent article on
from Lake Brienz of 1913 and 'Lettre de
'Seise Trial Prints', Mrs. Rawnsley
Voiture' marks of Lake Geneva of 1907
showed examples of the various issues
& 1908.
Mentioned therein.
The meeting concluded with a study

of the Bodensee markings by Dr. Ritchie

FEBRUARY 'MEETINGS

and modern Bodensee cachets by Mr. Tillen.

NORTHERN GROUP: Saturday, February 9th
OFFIGI4 MAIL -

3LOGAN CANCELLATIONS - January '74
Discussion Leader: Mr. J.N. Highsted . MLUN GENEVE Vehicules utilitaires

LONDON GROUP: Wednesday, February 13th
POSTAL HISTORY Miss A. Grunberg
J4CIAL CANCEL - 2nd European Regional'
aoference of the I,i Q. Held from 14 23 Jan. 1974 at Geneva. Special cancel
read: '1211 GENEVE 14-23.1a74 - BIT
Conference regionale Eurepeenne.

accessoires - 26.1 au 3,11 1974 Geneve 1
Internationale Br,efmarkenausetellung
BASEL 7.16-6.74 - Espositione filatelica
Internationale - Exposition philatelique
international - 4000 Basel 2
4ELTPWTVERE1N 1874-1974 - 100 Jahre
Internationale Zusammenarbeit 6300 Zug 1, 8032 Zurich 32, 9000 St.G.1

UNION POSTALE UNIVERSELLE 1874-1974 - 100
de collaboration internationale 1200 Geneve 3, 1620 Bulls
MUNE POSTALE UNIVERSALE 1874-1974 - 100
Anni di Co-operazione Internazionale
6830 Chiasso 2
2-10 Feb. 1974 St. Moritz - Alpine Skiweltmeieterschaften - 7500 St. Moritz
ATIB

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES

1 9 7 4

New Editions: Published September '71
EUROPE 1974
Price:
With thumb index:

£6.00
£8.75

SITZERLANDJLIECHTENSTEIN 1974

Pocket size:

Price:

£0.70

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London WC2 7Lw
•••••••••• n••••

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published regularly in the
BERNER BRIEFMARKEE ZEITUNG

Annual fee; SFr. 18.50
For fine, first-class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE
send your Want List tot

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie,
CB-3000 BERN
P.O. Box 2535

A

NEW

YEAR-

A New Look at your Collection and to
fill any vacant spaces A New Study or Theme to be started.
For the best results send for
material on approval or let me have
a Wants List of your requirements
for
4tamps-- All issues, mint or used
Flaws and Varieties
International Offices -

Airmaila

TPOs

Covers - FDC, Commemorative, Railway,
Soldier, First Flights etc.
Ttte-bgche & §4-tenant . ,

etc. etc.

J S ARMSTRONG
Torrisholme,
14, Low Lane,
M ORECANBE
Lanes'

pv-IILATELic soc
Founder E. H. SPIRO
President : L. MOORE, M.B.E.. F.R,P.S.L.

.\
<,(,,\/
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G EN EVA
CENTRE OF THE INTERNATIONAL AIRMAIL SERVICES IN SWITZERLAND
By P. HMIS
ir aircraft
Passengers at Geneva Cointrin airport, watching the Swissa
aircraft
each
guessed that
taking off and landing Would not be far wrong if they
the first
for
must return to 1919
hold contained many tons of mail-bags. But we
of the Bflbendorf-Kirchlindach
internal airmail service to and from Geneva, that
September to 31st
(Bern)-Lausanne, carried out by army pilots, which from let
was a service
there
1925
t
Augus
In
.
October that year was extended to Geneva
between Geneva and Basle.
-Lyon (extended in
But to follow in chronological orders in 1924 Geneva
(Balair); in
ille
-Marse
Geneva
1926 to Paris and London); in October 1926 Basleh-Zuric
Geneva
;
1928 Geneva-Marseille-Barcelona-Madrid (Balair-Lufthansa)
amburg
fort-H
-Frank
-Basle
Stuttgart-Halls-Leipzig-Berlin (Lufthansa); Geneva
Copenhagen-Malmo (Lufthansa).
SWISSAIR
Each year after this new services linked
IL &lista 0.1.112vIgatleaWisest Goan.
(7.-.
1
1iri •
Geneva and Switzerland with the other countries of
2 41 ; ,
„rv L
helped
1932
in
sair'
Europe. The creation of 'Swis
considerably with the development of this network
and of the airmail service.
In particular should be mentioned the
a historic date for Cointrin and
1966,
6th June
y. It was on this date that
histor
l
airmai
Swiss
a Swiss airport was first linked into the internal
air network of a foreign state, that of the famous
French PTT night postal air service, the lines
being Strasbourg-Mulhouse-Geneva-Lyon and Lyonient for the French postal
Geneva-Strasbourg. Geneva Cointrin airport is conven
Savoie, and also for the
and
Savoie
service to and from the departments of Hauten-Bordeaux makes the
a-Lyo
Genev
t
fligh
French post to and from Switzerland. The
Clermont-Perrand,:
Lille,
and
Paris
for
s
connection with the night airmail flight
also for
se,
Toulou
and
nan
Perpig
Poitiers, Nantes and Rennes, Montpelier,
l service,
airmai
French
ent
excell
the
of
e
Marseille, Nice and Ajaccio. Becaus
ly delivered the next
post from Switzerland for France sent from Geneva is normal
thereby bringing about
day in the towns mentioned above and the surrounding areas,
the two countries.
an appreciable acceleration in the postal services between
sible for the
In Switzerland a certain number of post-offices are respon
h 1 for
ZUric
and
2
Basle
1,
receipt and despatch of airmail. They are Geneva
addition
In
s.
parcel
l
airmai
letters and Geneva 15, Basle 17 and Ulrich 58 for
t and
transi
l,
arriva
the
ng
Geneva 15 and Ulrich 58 are responsible for handli
departure of all airmail.
of airmail
The office at Geneva 1 handles a large out-going quantity
for all countries of
every day, an average of 275 to 300 sacks weighing 4000 kg.,
l items
On the other hand Geneva 1 receives 60,000 to 80,000 airmai
the world.
of the volume of
from all over the world every day. These figures give some idea
open from 5 a.m. to
airmail traffic passing through each day and why the office is
d also not be forgotten that
3 a.m. the next day - 22 hours out of 24. It shoul
the major part of this mail originates in Geneva.
l parcels to
As already pointed out Geneva 15 is responsible for airmai
t

1

,

WET& ....

1.014.11101•10111.1.1*

(Continued)

and from abroad, with an average daily
traffic of 1300 items, two-thirds of which
are for despatch to nearly every country
in Europe and overseas, every one of which

MARCH MEETINGS

LOND ON

is accompanied by its own 'route sheet',

on which is indicated, amonuother things,
the number of packets, origin and destination of the item, date of despatch and
reference number, the airline used and
the payment due to the PTT of the country
receiving the items.
The handling of all these airmail

parcels necessitates close collaboration
between the airport customs officials and
the PTT . , as all these items are subject
to their control, either the parcels themselves or their accompanying papers.
Geneve 15 is a larger post-office
than you would think as passengers only

see one of its three parts, the small
Office in the passenger hall for postal,
telephone and telegraph business.. Behind
the scenes are two more sections responsible for airmail in and out and in
*transit and handling 4500 metric tonnes
per year. Since the opening of this
Office Until the present the premises
have been sufficient for the traffic
handled, but with the increasing volume
of post which must be sent by the fastest
route, expansion must continue at
Cointrin Geneva 15 and it will, therefore,
Continue to merit the title of the centre
of the international airmail service in
Switzerland.

Saturday, 16th March:
LADIES AFTERNOON

NORTHERN GROUP:

Wednesday, 13th March:
CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS Mr. D. R. Beak

In the March 'Helvetia News Letter'
we shall commence publication of a long
and most interesting study of these
'Customs Cancellations', the results of
Mr. Beak's painstaking work on this
subject oVer the last 2 years.

We
to help
Mail to
come to

have been asked if we are able
with information on Censored
Britain in W.W.II? Can anyone
our aid?

Some of the queries are:
1. When did censorship on mail, both
by Germany and Britain commence?
• What routes were used? Some covers
bear 30c. postage, others 60c. And
i n 1942-1945 only 50c. Why the
reduction?
• When , how and why was a cover from
Basle of Dec. 1942 marked • Zurtick Retouzo etc., yet repeated in

Jan. 1943 by air?
These ' briefly are some of the
questions we are unable to answer at
present and any information would be
most welcome.

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF AIRMAILS

THE

Frequently intriguing questions come
along, some of which may interest others.
One such was from a member who had
come across some stamps of Colombia,
overprinted with a large '8' and which
he had been told had a connection with the Colombian Consulate in Bern.
Could we confirm? We could - or
rather Mr. D.R. Beak could, as he
explained at our January meeting.

PHILATELIC
EVENT
OF

10 values ranging from 5cent. to
5 pesos were overprinted in 1923 with a
somewhat squat '8' and 12 values in 1924
with a taller, thicker 'St.
As stamps they should probably be
regarded as forerunners of Colombian
airmails, but if you ever come across a
cover with both Swiss and Colombian
stamps on it, then snap it up.
111•1•1111.0 r.D.11n 1/11.

YEAR

Once again we hope to see
many old and new friends at

STA M P EX

In 1923 and 1924, in the pioneering
days of aviation, letters by air from
Switzerland to Colombia were franked
with Swiss stamps of appropriate values.
to
The sender then had
obtain from the
Colombian Consulate in Bern a stamp with
an 'S' overprint, which covered the cost
of transport from the main airport in
Colombia to destination.

THE

1974
FEBRUARY 25th
MARCH 2nd
at the Royal Horticultural New Hall
We shall as always, have
a fine array of items in all price
ranges on display,

while our Staff

will be ready to help you with your
Wants Lists.,

H L KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London NW8 7HU
Tel., 01 - 586 - 0616
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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN
EXHIBITIONS AND EXHIBITORS

... By C. ANGUS PARKER

I read Mr. Sheldrake's article in the December issue of the ' Helvetia
News Letter' with considerable interest. I can understand his viewpoint but feel
that comment would be useful.
The annual national stamp exhibition, 'Stamper', that is held at the
Royal Horticultural Hall about the end of February to the beginning of March each
year has increased the amount and importance of display space given to exhibits
on several occasions and it has just been announced that the number of frames
that are available at 'Stamper 1974' will be increased from about 250 to 400.
The amount of money received as fees from exhibitors at 'Stamper' barely
covers the cost of handling and administration only, including receiving and
returning the exhibits, storing and carrying them under security conditions, the
judging arrangements and facilities, but only because a large amount of the work
is carried out by judges, committee members and helpers who receive neither
remuneration nor expenses for so doing.
The cost of providing the frames, erecting the frame stands and all
other expenses connected thereto is considerable and no contribution at all is
made towards this from the exhibitors' fees. In addition the cost of medals and
engraving these and the special prizes, amounts to many hundreds of pounds and this
comes out of the general funds. As a matter of interest, while the admission
charges to the exhibition make some contribution to the expenses, the major
source of income to provide the funds to mount the exhibition quite properly comes
from the rental of the trade stands.
As to the standard of entries to 'Stamper', while it is always nice to
see this rise even further, the number and quality of entries to 'Stamper 1973'
was excellent, and the writer is not aware of any valid criticism from the
"powers-that-be", let alone from the normal philatelist and stamp collector that
it is his pleasure to meet.
•
Is it possible that Mr. Sheldrake might have read some comments on the
exhibits at the more recent B.P.E., that was held at Seymour Hall from October
31st last year and confused them with 'Stamper'?

Finally I think it should be remembered that both 'Stamper' and B.P.E.
provide a forum (and a stepping atone to exhibiting internationally) where
collectors who have not exhibited before may try their hands and other exhibitors
may develop new displays or extensions and improvements to previous ones. This
is a very valuable service and should not by any means be discouraged. As to
accepting entries without any fees at all, I would be very hesitant to suggest
this course, as human nature being what it is, few of us are prepared to value
anything that is completely free.
On another matter touched on by Mr. Sheldrake l when he suggested that
prospective exhibitors should establish proof of previous success in local
Society competitions, I would not be in favour of this and from my modest personal
experience of both 'Stamper' and B.P.E., as a judge and as Secretary to both
Juries, I hardly feel that this is necessary°
-----o0o - Comments received from members would seem to indicate that while there
is considerable sympathy for Mr. Sheldrake's plea, it is realised that these
events must be paid for and show a profit, otherwise they will not be held at all
and thus deprive collectors of the opportunity to see material that is of the
greatest interest, to meet old friends and to browse among the trade stands without having to travel miles all over London*
Your Secretary did suggest that perhaps the.fee might be made £1.00 per
frame, and also that it is not always convenient to have to submit the large
number of sheets required, with a further reply from Mr. Parker, as follows:
"I would hesitate to suggest that the charge should be reduced any
further, particularly in the light of substantial increases in costs and
expenses, The jury of eminent philatelists, who are independent of 'Stamper'
and the P.T.S., has insisted on a larger number of sheets being received for
judging. It is possible to submit 18, but that they are not too happy with
that number, 36 sheets is felt to be the very least that should be sent and
it is possible that some people may feel that even that is too small a number.
With effect from this year the number of frames at 'Stamper' hae been increased

THE NACHNAHME SYSTEM
The report from our Northern Group on their January meeting in Leeds is
so interesting it is quoted here in full:
"Dr. Ritchie lead the discussion and presented a paper which he said was
based mainly upon an article by our President, Mr. L. Moore, and subsequent
correspondence with Herr J. Hiller, all of which was published in the HNL shortly
after the Northern Group had studied this topic in November 1964.
"The paper give a very detailed account of the different aspects of the
'Nachnahme t system, together with much 'information about postal rates and interpretations of old weights and Rayons. In 1895 special 'Nachnahme' labels were introduced and Dr. Ritchie produced illustrations of the various types and the dates for
which they were operative. His paper ended with some consideration of the procedures adopted when, for some reason, it was not possible to deliver the letter and/or
recover the amount due. Dr. Ritchie showed several 'Nachnahme' covers franked
with stamps of the 'Silk Threads' issues. He explained how the cost of the service
had been determined and to achieve this he had had to study maps to assess distances
and translate these to the appropriate Rayon (zone), and unravel the intricacies of
the old weights and currencies. His covers included many examples of the types of
payment - subscriptions to journals, membership of societies, etc. - and perhaps the
most interesting was the payment of a telephone account in 1911. He also showed a
cover of 1916 on which the 'Nachnahme' charge had been covered by fradking the letter
with Postage Due stamps to the appropriate value,
"Mr. L. Moore then showed the covers which were the !subject of his earlier
article in the HNL of December 1964 and the fascinating reply by Herr J. BUhler
printed in the January 1965 issue. His earliest cover was from Baren to Thun,
dated 10th April 1851, and bearing a 10 Hp. Rayon II and a 2i Hp. Ortspost with, in
manuscript 'Nsichnahme 15i Btz.' and 'Franco'. He also showed several other covers
franked with Rayons I and II and 'Silk Threads', together with various 'Nachnahme
markings. Amonest these treasures one might pick out a printed card from Lugano
to Biases, bearing a block of four of the 5 Hp. 'Silk Thread' and representing a
receipt for the renewal of a newspaper subscription - dated 15th October 1861.
"Mr. I. Gilchrist also showed some interesting covers of which two were
particularly fascinating. One showed an example of the second 'Nachnahme' label
to be introduced; and the other had the circular cancellation 'BERN NACHNAHME' with date 15/2/10 - which is not listed in Emmenegger."
R.A.H.
MI11111•n

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE

COIN (Continued)

and this means that anyone winning more
than a certificate of participation
should receive at least 2 frames in the
Anyone exhibition, i.e. 18 sheets.
winning a special prize or any medal from
silver-gilt upwards should have their
exhibits shown infull, despite the
present difficulties due to travel and
power restrictions, not to mention
economic circumstances."
Well, this seems to bring us back
to square one.
What happens to the competitor who
hopefully applies for 1 frame, submits
36 sheets, and is -lucky (?) enough to
achieve a top award? Is he then faced
with a bill for 4 frames? If so then
Mr. Sheldrake's original comments on the
high costa which may devolve upon a
competitor would seem to be justified,
with success likely to be more of a
punishment than a p1easure4
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCEL - from 6 Feb.

3115 GERZENSEE

Wandergebiet am Belpber.

(K.608)

jilaig1-20-2441.4101
1, World

Al p ine Ski

Chameionshins 1974
held in St. Moritz from 2 - 10 Feb.,
when a special cancellation was used
'7500 ST. MORITZ - 2-10.2. readings
(emblem) - 1974 - Alpine Ski-Weltmeisterechaften.
2.

Diplom atic

litztriluatisTe

Deve1omet .of

International Human, Riehts in ArRed
Conflicts - to be held from 20th Feb,
to 29th March 1974 in the International
Conference Centre in Geneva. During
this period the PTT will provide a
special Post Office and mail will be
cancelled with a special postmark consisting of a 6 line inscriptions
'1211 GENEVE/CONFERENCE/DIPLOMATIOL/
SUR LE DROIT/HUMANITAIRE/20.2-29.3.74'.

31

Centenary of the Universal Postal
Union. From 11th February to 31st
December 1974 the Post Office at
3000 Bern 15 will use a special commemorative postmark: '3000 BERN 15 - 11.2.74 1874/1974 (between laurel sprays) WELTPOSTVEREIN - UNION POUALE
UNIVERSELLE'.
During this period the propaganda
cancel K.544 will be withdrawn.

JART 1914
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I have recently been looking at a magnificent book published in Switzerland which,with text and superb illustrations,tells the story of the Church of
St. Martin in Zillie, Ct. Graubdnden. The casual visitor to this remote village
would never suspect that this modest Romanesque building, dating from the early 12th
century, over an earlier foundation, houses one of Switzerland's priceless treasures,
a unique ceiling only a little older than the church itself.
Completely flat, it consists of wooden panels about 1 metre square, painted

with great simplicity and in only four somewhat sombre colours: olive-green,
turquoise blue, dark red and sepia. To add emphasis the figures are heavily outlined in black which makes them stand out in the manner of early stained glass.
The panels are arranged in a rectangle, 9 panels wide and 17 panels long.
The outer border of 48 panels is made up of 4 corner designs of angels
which represent the 4 winds, while the remainder consist of pictures of fishes and
other aquatic monsters. From these panels were selected the designs for two of the
1965 Pro Petrie stamps: 10c. the goose with the fish's tail, symbolic of evil and
the 30c. two fishermen with a net full of fish.
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The inner rectangle has 105 panels, all of
which face towards the altar,,7 tido and.15-lont
and of these the centre ones, which are doubly
outlined form a large cross of 21 panels , while
each rectangle within the arms of the cross also
contain 21 panels and were probably intended to
represent the 4 Gospels.
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X The 4 winds
• Fishes and monsters

+ The early life of Christ
0( The teachings & miracles
* The Temptation of Christ
eI The Passion
4 The story of St. Martin

The first 6 rows (of 7 panels) show scenes
from the birth of the Christ Child, with the Magi one of whom is shown on the 1965 20c. stamp.
Joseph, Mary with the Child, the homage of the
Kings and an angel showing the way all appear on
scenes selected for the 1966 and 1967 stamps.
The next 5 rows, with the exception of the
central stamp, show scenes from the teachings of
Christ and the Miracles, while the central stamp
depicts the Temptation of Christ, as shown on the
50c. stamp of 1965.
The next 3 rows represent the Passion of Christ
and then the story stops abruptly with the Crown Of
Thorns.
The final row bears no relation to the
theme which otherwise prevails throughout and
consists of scenes from the life of St. Martin.

There is no known reason for this, but subtle
differences in the style suggest that the master
painter, whose identity seems to be unknown, may
have died and possibly left no details of the
intended completion, or that whoever carried vet
the final work, probably a pupil of the artist,'
felt himself incapable of 00mpheting the concept
and instead used the theme of St. Martin, Patron
Saint of the church.

The most curious thing about this remarkable ceiling i3 the mathematical
calculations which, make up the arrangement, but which are completely logical since
nearly all the numbers involved can be seen to have a reference to the Gospels*
The total number of panels is 153 (9 x 17).
9 is 3 x 3 which represents
the Trinity; 17 is significant since it consists of 10 - the Ten Commandments and 7 which has always been a mystic number, and 21 is 7 x 3, while 153 is in the
series of triangular numbers and the sum of the whole numbers of 1 - 17.
Since not everyone may be able to visit this medieval treasure house, it
was a happy choice to transfer some scenes to the medium of the postage stamp for
all to see. And, in the same way,we must also admire the geniue of the artist,
Hans Schwarzenbach of Bern, who has so superbly carried out the task of creating
these miniature masterpieces, aided by the outstanding printing techniques of the
firm of Courvoisier.
410
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SUPERB NEW _ISSUES FROM LIECRTENSTEII IN NAM
Works of art are the subjects for two sets of stamps, plus a special one
for the World Football Championship, all to be issued on 21st March:

A.

, 'EUROPA

t

(CEPT)

,Sculptures from the Princely Collection

30 Rp. - 'Der schreiende Reiter' by Andrea. Riccie. 4 colours: brown/
yellow,-ochre/green/black
Antonio
Susini (The Cowering Aphrodite)
by
'Kauernde Aphrodite'
40 Rp.
4 colours: golden - yellow/red-brown/br. black/blue
alOogranher: Walter Wachter, Schaan
Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
Printing:
White, laid stamp paper with brown &green fibres
Pacer:
Size etc.
26 x 36 um. in sheets of 20 stamp
B.

nd 8e. ea: P

rom e P

Special Stamns

30 RN -7 Chinese Vase, 19th century - 5 colours: yellow/red-brown/blue/
black/grey-violet

50 Rp, 60 Rp. 1 Fr.
*t
Printing:

LAM:

Size e_tc.

1740 - 5 colours: brownish-red/ochre/blue-green/
black/green
colours:
yellow/red/orange/blue/black
1830 - 5
"
"
ca 1700 - 5 colours: yellow-ochre/brown/blue/
black/red-brown
Walter Wachter, Sphaan
Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
White, laid stamp paper with brown & green fibres

26 x 36 mm. in sheets of 20 stamps
World Foot -411 Chamniomshiv

C*

5 colours: red/blue/yellow/

80 Rp.

Players on a football field

Designer:
Printing:

olive/black
Bruno Kaufmann, Berlin
Roto-hellogravure - by Courvoisier S.A.
White, laid stamp paper with brown & green fibres
36 x 26 mm, in sheets of 20 stamps

EA:Oki
Sip" etc.

All the above will be on sale throughout Liechtenstein from 21st
March and available from the Philatelic Bureau, FL-9490 Vaduz.
Special covers are available for each issue with appropriate
vignettes or inscriptions and the same First Day cancellation, comprising the ICEPT°
emblem and reading: '9490 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG 21.3.1974' will be used for all three
issues.
D AN E FOR RESEARC PROjEC

SLOGAN CA1CMLAT ON:

SCHWEIZERHILFE Stiftung fOr Junes
One of our American members la
Auslandschweizer - Fondation pour lea
participating in a study of mail connectenfants suisses a l'etranger ed with Refugee and InternmeAt Camps in
Various towns
Switzerland.
l'automobile 14-24 mars 1974
He would be happy to hear from anyone SALON de
- Geneva 1 18 Feb.
GENEVE
who has material of this type, with
CURLING WELTMEISTERZCHAFT BERN 18-23
either a detail description of markings
Marz 1974 - 3000 Bern 1 18 Feb*
or preferably a xerox copy.
If you would like to help contact
MR. K. SHARP, 1336 White Oak Drive,
Verona, Penn. 15147, U.S.A.
ODD NOTES:
According to a cover received the
Societa Navigazione del Lago di Lugano
celebrated 125 years - 1848-1973, but
seems to have missed out on either a
special stamp or even a slogan to mark
the occasion - only a 'sticker' attached
A pity.
to the back of the envelope.
Sine various of the private railways have publicised their achievements
by this means one would have expected
the Lake Steamer Co. to follow ouit0

Europa-Meisterschaft Jun. Gruppe A Herisau 22-30 MArz 1974 9100 Herisau 1 Feb*
TOURIST SLCGAN CANCELLATIONS
TRAMELAN STATION D'HIVER from 6 Feb.
WATTWIL Schul Zentrum im Toggenburg
from 6 Feb*
GOLDACH - zwischen Berg mid See
from 20 Feb.
Further articles for publication in our
'News Letter' will be most welcome in fact eseential!
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7-16th June in Basle
Swiss Industries Fair
Building.
.
!MOM, 7 1n11.11N *MO

In about 4 months'
time the doors will
open for the largest and most attractive
international stamp exhibition ever held
in Switzerland. Not only does it
comprise a special exhibition to mark the
centenary of the U.P.U., but it also
provides an occasion to see outstanding
international exhibits.
Two rarities
will be "Switzerland 1900 on Cover", and
also "Colour Proofs of the 75 Year UPU
Issue' from the collection of H.M.
Queen Elizabeth II.
16 foreign postal administrations
will be represented, many of whom will
be issuing special stamps for the UPU.
In the Court of Honour will be seen
the most beautiful sisgle pieces of the
'Basle Dove' from collections all over
the world.
Exhibits by Guests of Honour will
inciude the largest known block of the
'Two Pence Blue' from the British Royal
Collection and selections from the
collections of Prince Rainier III of
Monaco, Prince Thurn & Taxis, the world
famous 'Hawaii' collection; the Cardinal
Spellman Museum, the British National
Postal Museum and Royal Philatelic
Society, while the Anne Boyd
Lichtenstein Foundation will show one of
the finest luxury collections ever
compiled.
In the Study Class will be seen 17
study collections formed by famous
philatelists, "hors concours', amongst
them Ernst. Miller's Rayon I & II;
Fisher's Great Britain 1840,4880;
Hirzel's unique collection of USA and the
'Baden' exhibited by an American collector
these being just a few of the highlights.
In addition to these outstanding
exhibits there will be shown 'Jollections

based on special ideas', occupying 308
frames, displays to interest the more
modest collectors in which great philatelic ingenuity is more important than
material value,
The Stamp Printing Dept. of the PTT
has agreed to produce a folder featuring
an unaccepted design for the '/NTERNABA
74" block, with portraits of famous men
of philately and postal history. This
handsome souvenir may be acquired by all
holders of exhibition guide-books - to
be supplied together with entrance ticks s
Basle awaits you in June of this
year, and is ready to offer many other
distractions. Treat yourself to this
trip:
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DID YOU KNOW?
... that after an interval of only
2 years the PTT are asking for permission to increase the foreign postage
rates? Also telegrams, telex and
public telephone box rates.
that WG0-0MS-WHO is the title of
an excellent A4 sized brochure issued
by the Swiss UNO Stamp Collectors Group
and is the first of a number of such
special studies. Even tho in German the
illustrations dominate so should be
easily followed by non-German-speaking
enthusiasts. This Group was founded in
1973 and issues regular bulletins of
interest to UNO collectors. Write to
Dr. H. Witzig, Marktgasse 52,3000 Bern,
.... that with one exception all Swiss
post offices are most helpful and will
cancel perfectly anything sent to them
by post. The one exception is the Swigs
Office in the United Nations Building,
1211 GENEVE 10 Nations Unies. The
latter will not do so but give it to the
UN Philatelic Bureau. Both offices e
cancel only UN stamps, _bat the latter'e
cancel has 2 stars of each side of the
postmark and no 10. Therefore, it is
very difficult to get hand and machine
cancellations without 2 stars, *
that once again the UN Philatelic
Bureau has made a mess of things. On
21st December they started to use a
special cachet on all mail to commemorate
the Middle East Peace Conference, without any notification to collectors:
.... that our 21st Question is a special
one. Draw a square 6 x 6" and divide
it into 16 little squares each
x li"
Take 16 different stamps, 4 each of
Definitives, Commemoratives, PJ and PP,
each type having a 5, 10, 20 & 30c.
value. Place in the top left-hand corner
the 5c. Def., top right the PP 30c.,
bottom left the PJ 20c. and bottom right
the Corn . 10c. Now place the remaining
' 12 stamps in such a way that in each
horizontal and vertical row, and alsein
the 2 diagonals there is only one of each
type and value. All correct entries
written out on a sheet of paper with name
and address, received by the secretary
before the March 'News Letter' is sent
out, will receive a small prize.
....
that the answer to Question No.20
is 91, of which 85 were in steel-engraved
recess, all superb examples of artistic
craftsmanship. P,J,38 from 1927-1964;
Commems: 9 from 1932-1946; Defss 35
from 1936-1949; P.P• 3 from 1942-1964.
li he33 'Servers of Mankind' of 1935 were
printed by typo, while the 3 'Federal
Defence Loan' of 1936 were done in
photogravure.

?Idl e
See also Page 16
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yzzLE CORNER COMES UP AGAIN:,

Perhaps someone can offer a solution
Appropos of the comment in our 'Did
to a query from overseas, a member who
you Know' column, Mr. Rutherfoord has
says he has two 'miniature' stamps, simsent examples of the various postmarks
ilar to the Small Landscapes Z.257 & 207, in use:
but measuring only 12.5 x 10.5 mm. and
pee. 101, cancelled by a circular AMBULANT postmark (no date given), and asks
if these are akin to the unofficial
miniature sheet issued in 1972 for the
o.20
Swiss Railways Stamp Exhibition held in
NATIONS
Zurich in that year.
The stamps mentioned, however, are
much earlier and so far no-one appears
•
IL
N4i *'
to have seen anything answering to this
?
?
?
description.
4EW ISSUE OF THE 'ORTSVERZEICHNIS'
The 1974 edition of the PTT Postal
Directory will be issued in June and
will cost Fr.1.00
This handy volume gives the name
and postcode of around 7000 cities, towns
and villages, together with details of
connections with post, telegraph and
telephone, and links with trains, boats,
It is invaluable to those
autobus etc.
wishing to check postmarks, postal
connections etc.

Hand and machine postmarks of the Swiss P.O..
just as before but much more difficult
to find since October 1969. Same
slogan used as at the U.N. Philatelic
Bureau.

Orders will be accepted through the
PTT from 8th March'.
.01•1•11M

IF YOU HAVEN'T PAID YOUR 1974
SUBSCRIPTION, PLEASE po SO WITHOUT DELAY.

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES 1974

Figs,

III kIV - Hand and machine postmarks as used at the
U.N. Philatelic Bureau since October
1969,

SWISS STAMPS

New Ed4tions were published in Sept. 1973
EUROPE

not only provide pleasure to look at
but also interest to study.

1974,
E8,00
L8.75

Price:
With thumb index:

If your main collection has been
completed as. far as you can, then.
turn to one or more of the many
specialised fields:

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1974
Pocket size: Price:

£0.70

OM NM NM MI

POSTAL HISTORY - an almost inexhaustible study

Please order Catalogues from

AIRMAILS early flying meetings,
first flights, special
flights, balloon flights

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London WC2 7LW

POSTAL STATIONERY - has many aspects

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published regularly in the

These and many more await your
attention.

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG
Annual fee:

SFr. 18.50

Send for approval selections to

For fine, first class stamps
•

send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie
CH-3001 BERN
P.O. Box 2585
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Swiss Customs Cancellations
B y OZREK R. BEAK
Customs cancellations are a fiscal use of SWi3S postage stamps, and it
is for this reason that the y are referred to as cancellations rather than postmarks.
The cancellations are applied at the customs posts on the borders of Switzerland
and in a. number of cases, to be dealt with later, at swiss posts located oueeide
Switzerland. The postage stamps are used for paying the duty due at the customs
post and these are then cancelled on the form to which they have been appliede.:
The writer has examples of customs eancelletionsen envelo p es which have passed • •
through the normal post, • but in none of these cases haa the customs cancellation
been applied to the stamp but merely to indicate free passage through customs for an official envelope (the only envelopes seen have all borne official stamps of
the perforated cross or overprinted cross types).
Customs cancellations on stamps
on piece are, therefore, usually on parts or whole customs forms, which can be of
a variety of natures but whole fors are not very frequently seen.
The only
complete forms that I have are 'Volt d'Entr6e' for cars.

There are numerous types of early customs cancellations and a range . of
these is listed in the Andres & Lmmenegger handbook, and also in the excellent
article by Herr Alfred Golay, which was published in the 'Schweizer Briefmarken
Zeitung' and subsequently' in our owe 'News Letter' in October 1971.
The writer
has only one example of the pre-1832 caneellatiene and this is for KHEUZLINGEN
and is similar to A & E No. 8927.
These early cancellations are rather scarce
and, therefore . , the basis of this article is the use of the cancellations from
1882 onwards,
The main series of cancellations seems to have started in general uee
about the time of the issue of the 'Cross & Numeral' and 'tending Helvetia'
stamps in 1882.

From that time onwards the types can divided generalle into
the following classification:

A.

Unidentifiable an to the place of uses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.

Identifiable as to place of use but undated:
1.
2.
3.

e.

Dots and squares
Diamonds
Lires
Crosses
Miscellaneous individual types
Shield type with lined background
Shield type with plain background
Miscellaneous individual types .

Dated and identifiable as to place of use.

The illustrations in this article have all been drawn freehand and,
therefore, they should only be used as a guide as they cannot be completely
accurate for measurement.
Some of the smaller imperfections in the individual

types could not be - brought out in print so they may appear somewhat better than
any strikes which may exist.
These illustrations are representative of the wide variety of
cancellatione which exit,
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take each class separately:-

A. Unidentifiable aa to place of use
There are various types in this class as detailed above but One
generalisation which can be made is that there was certainly no standardisation
in the type of canceller used in the early days after 1.882 for about the next
40 years. Many of the types are so individual that they can only have been
applied at one particular customs post*
The conclusion one draws io that Vac perso .n in charge of each customs
post was given complete discretion as to the type of canceller used and almost
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all cancellers were certainly made at the customs post itself.
Very few of these unidentifiable tepee can be given a fixed period of
use as most examples are off piece and do not bear dates and even if on piece.,
this is usually too small to give much indication as to the time of use. The best
guide to the period of use is the date of issue of the stamps on which the
cancellation is appliedn

ln pats

and Seuarek

The sizes given in the following eub-dieisions within this type are for
guidance and cannot be taken as firm lines of separation of the classes. The
dots and square are often rather irregular throughout one cancellation and,
therefore the size indication is based on the predominance of the squares of
about one size.
(a)

pots, - very small squares not more than 1 mm. across.

Whether these canoellers were too much trouble to make is not known but
used for a short time and are on 1882 and 1888
issues only. They obviously took a lot more carving than those with larger
squares.

the y only appear to have been
(b)

Small

sceEtrea - over

1 mm, across but less than 2 mm.

These are much more prolific than the dots and are in fact the largest
group of this,section, being in use on issues from 1882 to 1914 high values.
(c) Medium s q uare!. - over 2 mm, across but less than 3 mm.
These cover approximately the same range of issues as the small squares.
There are a great many different individual types but other than by photographing every stamp there is no p ractical way of describing the differences.

(d)

laul_mattla - over 3 mm. across.

These cancellations really act as 'obliterators' and have a rather more
limited ran ge of use as it appears that they were not made so big until the
1894 issues appeared and do not occur on issues later than 1910. Almost all
the squares of all sizes are struck in black, but in this class there are some
with bright clear blue cancellations.
(e)

levee squares - over 3 mm. across but spaced in alternate rows to give
draughtboard appearance.

a

The cancellations (a)
(d) all have the squares in reasonably regular
straight lines but a very few of this type (e) occur between the 1905 and 1909
issues and are very distinctive.
(f)

Rectangles

various sizes.

This class falls very loosely under 'squares'.
There are a few different
types between 1894 and 1909 which consist of lines of rectangles in fairly
regular form.,

(g)

Roller cancellations ?.

It is difficult to know under which heading this type of cancellation
should really fall as there is no certainty that rollers were used.
I have a
number of strikes between 1908 and 1914 which are in the form of diagonal lines
of 2 mm. regular parallelograms separated by only about 0.5 mm.
On two of the
1914 high values there is evidence of a join in the cancellation but one of
these strikes is on a pair of stamps and this demonstrates that if it was not
applied by a roller the canceller must have been at least 55 mm. in length,
Unfortunately none of my strikes are on piece but if a complete form with this
cancellation comes to light it would prove one way or the other if a roller was
used.
I have another example that could be a roller cancel. This gives the
impression of a ' car tyre' mark (Fig, 1) and is on a pair of 10 c. Tell stamps
of 1914. Again a large impression is needed to prove or disprove the theory.

2n pie
_weete. •
(a)

Small diamonds - 3 am. x 2

mm.

This is definitely one individual canceller (Fig. 2) on the 2 stamps that
I have seen from the 1908 and 1909 issues. The diamonds are very regular and

form a cirele of approximately 20 am. diameter,
(b)
imon - 4 mm. x 2.5 mm.

This type again is more regular than most of the squares cancellati

ons.
The diamonds are in an overall oircular format but the circle is larger than
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than the normal size of sjtamp and as I have no example on piece the full size of
the strike is not known. The impression is gained that the examples, which
cover the period of issues from 1899 - 1908, all come from the same canceller
but, of course, there is no clue as to its place of use.
7 mm. x 3 mm.
(c) Lasse diarno
This is a rectangular canceller comprising long slim diamonds of reasonably
regular size and is applied on issues from 1908 - 1921. Four of my copies are
on very small pieces of blue customs forms with Italian printin g on the reverse
which suggests that this canceller was probably used on the Swiss-Italian border.

3, Lee
It is almost impossible to classify thie type of cancellation which forme
a large group. There are variations from many thin lines narrowly or widely
spaced to very thick lines narrowly or widely spaced and all permutations in
between. Almost every strike is made from a different canceller and demonstrates the 'artistic licence' of the particular head, of the customs post where
each canceller was made. Most of the strikes are in black but there are the
odd few that have been made in blue. The various line cancellations were in use
covering issues from 1894 - 1921.
4,

Crosses

The cross in various forms has been the basis for cleite a number of very
individual cancellations.
(a) Large oven croee (Fig. 3) (20 mm. across) in a thick circle of 30 mm.
diameter.
The arms of the cross are 8 mm. across, This strikn occurs
on issues from 1908 - 1921 but a conclusion can be drawn that it may have only
been in use for a reasonably short time around 1921 when all the earlier stamps
I have an extremely fine strike on the 5c. on Tic. 'Tell
were still in issue.
Boy' provisional of 1921 and this shows virtually no signs of wear which is
apparent on many of the other strikes. There is a nick out of the lower outside
corner of one arm of the cross and this is apparent on all strikes including the
This is confirmatory evidence that the same
provisional mentioned above.

canceller was used for all strikes,

(b) Solid zma (Fig. 4) (14 mm. across)

in a very thick circle of 25 mm. diam.

The arms of the cross are 4 mm.
across. The main distinction between
this and (a) above is that most
examples have an additional railway
cancellation. Unfortunately the
places where the railway cancellation
were applied do not seem to form a
pattern which might identify the
place of use of the customs strike.
The railway cancellations are from:Huttwil (dated 21 OCT. 1914)
Baden
Langenthal
Laufenburg
Utzenstorf
Altstetten (Zurich) (dated
27 FEB 22)
Siggenthal WOrenlingen (dated
21 MRZ. 1922)
Generally the strikes are very rough
but they deteriorate considerably between the dates 1914 and 1922. It
would appear that the canceller was
never very sharply carved and it seems
unlikely that it was used much out-

side the 1914 - 1922 period.
(To be continued
- 13/3/74
3252 WORBEN Badeort im eeland K. 509
6045 KAGISWIL
Naturschutzgebiet

Wiche1eee - F.610

As always we were
• very pleased to meet
many of our Helvetia
friends at 'Stamper'.
The many fine and
unusual items displayed on our
Stand are an indication of what
we have to please the collector
of Swiss stamps.
If you wish to
view these

7

or other material -

in your own home, our APPROVAL
SERVICE is at your disposal.

HE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London NW8 THU
Tel,
01 - 586 - 0616
FT

ASDA.

HPS., SPA,
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NEW ISSUES in MARCH
. - . Three sets.of stamps will be issued:
It hao been decided to make a change from the symbolic.
design for the 'Europa stamps, which appear each year and
The 30 c. depicts 'Continuity', the
on this occasion to substitute 'Sculptures'.
best known work of Prof. Max Bill, renowned for his modern sculptures, while the

A.

EURElla CEPT

40 c. stamp is 'The Amazon' by Carl Burckhardt (1878-1923). Dating from 1923

it is to be fond on the Middle Rhine Bridge at Basle and is considered to be cue
of the major works of this celebrated Swiss sculptor.

30 c. 'Continuity'
40 Hp. 'The Amazon'
Max Pill, Wrich

Designs,:
Desiener:

2 colours: red/grey
3

blue/grey/brown

Printing: Rotary heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
28 x 33.4 mm.
ILLLL I
White
postage stamp paper, luminous,- with
EARIL:
2
sheets of 50 stamps each
I.D.ra-reiLliasizni.

violet fibres

fe the XVII WORLD PCS'

To mark this event, to be held
of stamps will be issued, depicting
Dci gns

30 o.
30 c. L

from 22nd May to 5th July, a se-teinant pair
old and new aspects of Bern and Lausanne.

- the site of the U.P.U. - shows old houses, the Parliament
Building and the new SBB station
ann - the Town Hall, the castle and the Chauderon Centre
Both in 5 colours: orange/dk red/ reddish-blue/

rose and dark brown
Designer;

itt=ilia

Urdu •

Ernest Witzig, Lausanne
Rotary heliogravure by Gourvoisior S.A.

36 x 26 um.

White postage stamp paper, luminous, with violet fibres
2 sheets of 50 stamps each
25 of each value arranged in
Isma.szlj.ntpy
chequerboard fashion

haw

Co The first , INTERNATIONAL POSTAL CONGRESS, which led to the founding of the
UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION, was held in Bern on 15th September 1874, attended by
Delegates from 22 nations, followed by the setting up of the 'General Postal Union'
on 8th October of the same y r. In 1878 the name was changed to the 'Universal
Postal Union' and to-day there are 150 member countries. To mark the Centenary
3 stamps will be issued, portraying the 3 men mainly responsible for the creation
of the U.P.U.

aglow

30 c. EUGENE MEL (1835-1892) of Neuchltel, Federal Councillor from
1872-5 and from 1875-92 Director of the first international
U.P.U. office.
2 colours: lilac-red/black
40 c, HEINAICH Inzajzmula (1e31-1897) of Berlin; Postmaster-General
of Germany, initiator and founder of the U.P.U.
80 co maw mull (1E313-1883) - Postmaster-General of the U.S.A.,
initiator of the first Conference held in Paris on llth May 1063.
2 colours: olive-green/black
pesigners: Edmund Kassner, Mrich
Max Mtiller, Bern - steel engraving
WAWA:. Rotary line engraving by PTT Stamp Printing Office, Bern
23 x 33.4 mm.
White,
postage stamp paper, luminous, with violet fibres
14MAIJ

Lara
:
, ,s,L11Liz
, d

2 sheets (1 & 2) of 50 stamps each

A special cover with appropriate vignette will be available for each
issue, and the same simple First Day Cancel will be used for all: '3000 BERN 28.3.74 - AUSCABETAG'.

Bureaux.

Collection sheets and folders will be available from the Philatelic

NOATHERN GROUP: Saturday, April 20th ANNUAL GENERALin
MEE=Leeds
1
LONDON GROUP;
Wednesday, Apzil 10th.
°STRUBELIS - hr. G. N. Hodges
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Our thanks to all those who have supplied information on this subject.
trust that the following extracts may be of help to our enquirers and others,

In the early da y s of W.W.II mail from Switzerland to
U.K. came by way of Beale and France, and later via
Basle and Lisbon. Censorship was in London. The Lisbon route was surveyed by a
special air flight Heston-Lisbon on 6 April 1940 and thereafter mail to and from
Europe to London was generally sent this way.
When Germany occupied the whole of France in Dec. 1942
the procedure in Switzerland changed and mail to U.K. became subject to German
censorship. Switzerland then established a central receiving office in ZUrich for
U.X. mail was sent from ZOrich to Stuttgart for
mail going outside the country.
The route to U.K. was:
where the office for German censorship had been set up.
Swiss mail: ZUrich-Stuttgart (for German censorship) - by rail through France and
Spain to Lisbon and thence by air to London where it was subject to British censorship.
In generale 2 censorship labels appear, one at each end of the envelope.
The letters were crossed with blue bands about 4" apart - a weak water paint - to
disclose any invisible inks etc., but the envelopes were not subjected to this
treatment, which was done at the London censorship office.
The basic rates for the service were 30 c. in the early
The various rates which are
days and 50ce when air transport was introduced.
in letter weight and (b)
increases
(a)
factors:
2
found on letters may arise from
from under-payment.
delays
resulting
against
ensure
to
sender
over-postage by the
be levied).
to
charge
current
the
to
as
clear
always
not
(Post offices were
This information came from a former member of Bath
P.S. know deceased) who eent and received letters quite reeularly throueh both
World bars without difficulty.
MR. V. W. HALL, Baths

As I understand it Geneva was used aa the only
exit from Switzerland to England until the
landings in N. Africa provoked the occupation of all France so that there was no
Therefore, from 8 Nov. 1942, letters went to
longer an exit from Geneva.
Stuttgart for German censorship - the earliest cover I have seen is Jan. 1943.
As far as postal rates are concerned I have
mail posted in 1942 & 1943 with 30c., 1943 with 60c., and 1945 with 30c., so it
does not seem to have been entirely a 50c. rate from 1942-45 as suggested.
MRS. E. I. WILTSHIRE Esher:

MR. C. RAUCH Chelmsford: The question raised made me dip out wartime
letters from Switzerland to my Mother. The
Paris since the outbreak of war was cut off
via
operated
surface route which had
followed by the occupation of Paris,
1940,
June
in
France
of
by the collapse
line, which cut France in two, ran
demarcation
The
northern and western France.
was the interchange point for mail
anich
(
Moulins
Dole,
via
from Geneva westwards
from the two zones) to near Tours and then southwards passing near Pau to the
Spanish-French border.
On 18 July 1940 the Germans issued their decree
After
regarding French postal services, to come into operation on 1 Aug. 1940.
a time (? when) it became possible to send letters only by air via Geneva,
Marseille and Lisbon. (The question arises as to whether mail was sent via Madrid
At the end of 1941 a British censorship base was
or some other point in Spain.)
established in Bermuda and I believe that mail from Lisbon reached the U.K. via
a friend (a censor) who gave us his
This was confirmed in one letter
Bermuda.
Bermuda address - all very irregular:
Is not the key to the question that on 8 Nov. 1942
U.S. and British forces landed in French N. Africa and on 11 Nov. the Germans •
On 27 Nov. the ?renal scuttled their ships in
invaded the remainder of France?
Toulon and I presume the flights via Marseille came to an abrupt end. Subseauent
correspondence was routed. via Jtuttaart and Lisbon.

To a similar question raised in '.. tamp Collecting'

1970, the writer indicated that the stamps used were the 50o. & 90c.
0
in Aug.
could have been overweight - or overpaid.
defiritives and 70c. airmail - some letters
ic 1, 44 +
*
throueh Lisbon, but
operated
mail
the
how
show
to
seem
replies
These
from Olten to Stone
letter
a
of
photoetag
a
sent
member
our
letter
in a subsequent
Sweden.
via
Schweden"
"Ober
handwritten:
is
cover
the
on
(Staffs), and

Does anyone know how and when this service operated?

It does seem a

little extraordinary to have sent mail (dated 2.11,44) from Switzerland, right
across Germany to Sweden, and if so, at that stage of the war, even more surprising
that it ever reached its destination,

STAM P EX
AWARDS
We were delighted to see that all
but one of the Swiss exhibits were by
members of 'Helvetia' and offer our
heartiest con g ratulations to them all,
and particularly to MR. R. A. HOYLE,
Secretary of our Northern Group for his
outstanding success in winning not only.
the H. L. Katcher Helvetia Trophy and a
Silver kedal for 'Early Swiss Mails and
Cancellations' but also a Diploma for
his study of the '20 c. Grimsel'.
A Silver Medal wee awarded to one
of our newest members, M. 4. S. N..WALL
for 'Jwitserland in the Air', covering
pioneer, first and special flights.
Bronze-silver Medals were won by:
CDR. R. F. BCL3PR0DE for 'Proofs and
says p to 1900 2 frames) and since
1900 (2 frames', with superb little
known items.
W

MR. G. M. HODGES for a fine exhibit of
i

Strubelie' 1854-62.

MR. S. R. MacKENZIE for 19th Century
Postal History, including unrecorded
types of markings and earliest recorded
,usages.

MR. H. DIXON for a study of 19th cent.
T.P.O. marks.

ILLEA--it-211411A
On 22 Marce 2 stamps will be
issued to mark the Centenary of the UPU„

Design: 30 c. Posthorn encircling a
globe. 4 colours green/gold/red/lt.blue
60 c.
- do - 4 colours:
blue/gold/green/red
Designer: Arne Johnson, Norway
Frintirj lieliogravure by Ashon Potter
Ltd., Canada
Size:
40 x 24 mm.
Issue:
30 c.
2,100,000
60 c.
2,100,000
A special cover will be available
and the First Day cancellation shows a
cover with the U.N. laurel emblem
encircling the dates 1874-1974 with above
22.3.74 - Premier jour and below
'Centenaire U.P.U.' all within the wording '1211 GEEVE ADKINISTRATION POSTALJL
Di7:;4 NAT:CNS

A similar stamp of 10 USA cents will
be issued in New York on the same day.
:IFECIAL CANCELLATIONS
World Curlin Cham p ionshi ps 1974 in Bern
To be held from 18-23 March. A
mobile P.O. will cancel mail with a cancel showing a curling stone, date and
inscription '3000 BERN - CURLING WELTMIETERSCHAFT'.

DID YOU KNOW,
.....that Switzerland has the third
highest telephone density in the world.
following USA and Sweden? But also that
it has the highest teleprinter (telex)
Stockholm. has 100.6 teledensity.
phones per 100 of the population, the
highest in the world, but ZUrich is
second with 'only' 88.9 4 followed by
Paris, Geneva and Basle. All this means
fewer letters and, therefore, fewer stamps for us,
.... that the PTT is apparently cutting
down on the quantity of special nonsurcharge stamps issued to post offices?
Philatelists will get their suppliervall
right, but there will be fewer available
to the general public i.e, fewer used
stamps about.
that from 21st January to 14th
February 1974 the mountain village of
Amden was cut off by a rock slide which
blocked the road from Weesen at the end
of the Walensee. All post was taken
in both directions by military helicopter e but this Aail was .1221 marked as
official cachet, However,
such by
some Air Philatelists and private firms
stepped in and now several thousand
genuine covers exist, with multicoloured cachets for both directions of
flight, registered, and using the helicopter stamp.1972, etc. etc.

lax

.... that a Private Packet Acceptance
Office has now been superseded by a
proper PTT post office at 4153 HEINAU
(BL) 2 Surbaum on 13.1.74. Usually it
is the other way round. 'When the PTT
move their main office to another more
populated end of a village, then for
instance, a nearby shop is allowed to
accept parcels. In Winterthur when the
suburban post office of Pass was moved
in 1936, a parcel office was opened in
the Public Baths (soapy, not swimming!)
of T8ssfeld over the road.
.... that the answer to our special
as follows: (one of several possible):

question No. 21 - is

• Def • Corn • PJ • PP ..

5
• PP
10

20 10 30

PJ • Com . Def .
5 20
30

• Corn • Def PP . FJ
30
10 20
5

. PJ •
20

PP . Def.Com

5

30 10

e: Entries received have been
forwarded to Mr. Rutherfoord

for scrutiny,
... that Question No. 22 is: which
logan is known as the 'James Bond'?

NORTHERN GRQ: Hon.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax
At the February meeting in Leeds
J.N6 Highsted presented a display of
SWISS OFFICIAL STAMPS & MAIL, detailing
and displaying the four groups of stamps
from 1918, the Tell & Tell Boy overprints
in Mint sets with official stamped postcards; the Perforated Cross issues, the
Printed Cross overprints and the small and
large Landscapes overprinted 'Officiel'.
All these issues were well represented
with mint and used sets and many covers.
,

Other items displayed were 'Franco
Labels' both'in strips and on cover; an
1841 registered insured letter receipt
with impressed stamp used at Uznach, Ct.
St. Gallen; early covers from various
departments which were allowed to use
official mail, customs marks on cover;
official cancellations from the Philatelic
Agency in Bern and special address labels
Of special
for use between post offices : .
interest was an official money order form
of 1867 overprinted official and official
postcards confirming seat reservations on
Alpine Postal Coaches.
We much regret to hear of
sudden death of

the

MR. H. F. GURNEY
Margate, Kent, who has been a
member since 1967.
'
L

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES
New
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Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley

Members at the February
meeting, well attended once more, had a
rare display of POSTAL HISTORY, presented
It was divided
by Miss A. Grunberg.
into three sections:
Firstly pre-stamp covers of Ct.
FRIBOURG, with a : wealth of interesting
cancellations and other ancillary markings from 1788 onwards and showing the
various openings of Frybourg, Freiburg
and finally Fribourg in use during the
sally 1800s.

The next section dealt with
covers of Ct.GENE1/4, commencing vrith an
example of 1758 and letters from the
Helvetic Republic period. Despite
Miss Grunberg's intensive studies some
markings still remain a mystery and
particularly intriguing was a cover from
Does
Geneva to Edinburgh which has
anyone know the significance of this mark?
The third section covered mail
from Canton VAUD, commencing with a
letter from Lausanne - Grenoble of 1793
and others from Lausanne and Vevey in
1800, during the Helvetic Republic, and
a host of others.
Such a wealth of interesting
material was shown that it i4 impossible
to describe in detail, for the fascination of Postal History is the amazing
variety of markings of all kinds in
manuscript or stamped, and which
indicated weight, routes, and the
various charges to be levied on the way
to destination.
Altogether a wonderful display
greatly enjoyed by all those present.

Editisatatnt_alkliahti..iaas_liD

EUROPE 1974

£8.00
£8.75

Price:

With thumb index:

3WITZERIAND/LIECH2ENSTEIN 1974

Pocket size:

Price:

40.70

Please order Catalogues from

Before prices rise again you
will be well advised to make sure
of any items which are missing from
your collection.
Material from my APPROVAL
SELECTIONS enable you to select
what you need at leisure, or you
can send your WANTS LIST for prompt
attention from my stock of
STAMPS - all issues -,mint/used

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London WC2 7LW

TETE-BECliE and
AIRMAILS

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG

Annual fee:

SFr. 18.50

SE)TENANT

and FLIGHT COVERS

FLAWS and VARIETIES
POSTAL HISTORY

etc., etc.

J.

Write now to
For fine, first class stamps

...

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND Eugat
send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Rertsoh ec Cie
CH-3001 BE
P.O. Box 2585

s

FDOs and SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
M

ORECAMBE
Tamnn_
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SPECIAL POSTCARD FOR BASLE ZOO
After an interval of some years the ?PT administration will issue on
April 16th, a new item of postal station in the shape of a picture postcard to
mark the Centenary of the Zoolorical Gardens in Basle.
It was felt that a
commemorative stamp wOuld be somewhat short-lived, whereas a postcard becomes
a souvenir of interest not only for the collector but also for visitors for a
long time to come,

Hera, the
landscape
Piatti.
size 45 x

Printed in two colour typography. by the FTT Stamp Printing Werke' in
picture eido, in green and black, shows a freely drawn imaginative
with many animals, designed by the well-known Basle artist Celestino
The address side, in bluish-red and black:, has a portion of the picture,
32 mm., in place of the usual imprinted stamp.

The card costs 60 n., whiet includes 30 o. to cover the postal charge.
It will be obtainable from the PTT Philatelic Bureaux, uncancelled or cancelled
with the special Firet Day cancel depicting two girafres, as shown above.
It
will also be on sale at kiosks at the Basis Zoo.
THL UVITLD NATIONS A.ND We; aP.U. CLNTLIC
To mark this Jubilee two stamps were iseued by the United Nations Postal
Administration in Geneva on 22nd March, with values of 30 & 60 c.
The design,
(as described in .
lawt month's issue) .
GENEfr.
is shown here in
'1.\\ . .
• PREMIER
22 3 74JOUR*d.,0)
enlarged size and
is of a globe
within a golden
oe
posthorn, and has
been devised by the
Norwegian artist
„
e CENTENAI RE t.
04/
Arne Johnson. ,They
;"1:)STAJ LINNEV,F.„1,ti:
will be available
PosTALE
.
from the United
Nations Philatelic
-iervice at the
Palais des Nationa l CH - 1211 Geneva 10.

o

At the same time a commemorative card (the fifth to be issued so far)
will be put on sale with reproductions of the 7 stamps relating to the theme of
the U.P.U. There will be a limited issue of 350,000 cards, No further details

as yet available,

The price of the card quoted in the 3.B.Z. is

1.00.
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19th ANNUAL COMPETITION
AL
TO BE HELD AT THE EINGSWAY N L, W02, ON WEDNESDAY, 10th MAY 1974 at 6.45 p.m.

RULES
1. The Competition, open to all members resident in Great Britain, will comprise
two sections:
Entries of not less than EIGHT and no more
For the 'HELVETIA' SILVER CUP:
A.
than TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special,
postage dues, official or other items, miniature sheets, flown covers etc.
Thematic entries are not excluded, although more difficult to assess in
(Note:
comparison with more philatelic material).
B.

Postal History Competition for the 'MOORE TROPHY'
on any aspect of Swiss Postal History.

Entries of NINE sheets

Members may submit one entry in each section.
2 * Entries sent by post (preferably covered by postage including Compensatory
Fee) should be in the hands of the Competition Organiser: Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley
and sent to 32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG2 6UN, not later than Monday,
8th May. Members attending the meeting may, of course, bring their entries on
the night.
3.

All entries will be covered by insurance during the period from receipt until
return to their owners.

4.

A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries

and award the Trophies to the owners of the entries which they select as most
worthy.
5.

Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the general headings:

The, 'Helvetia' Silver Cup, awarded aonually, shall remain in the possecsion •
Of the winner for 11 monthei and than be returned to the Competition Organiser
named by the Committee and awarded to the next winner. If' the same person wins
three successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup ahall become his or her property
and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition.
6.

7.

The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be held by the winner for 11 months and then
be returned to be competed for again.

We have pleasure in announcing that the Adjudicators on this occasion
will be MR. WERNER GATTIKER, a member of the Leo Baresch Company t _who .will be
partnered by MR. DENNIS HEELEY, a long standing member of the Ilford P.S. and
Treasurer of the Association'of Essex Philatelic Societies.
Our move from Park Road involves a great deal of
re-organisation in order to cope with the forthcoming 'INTERNABA'
Exhibition in Basle, where we will have a stand, the pending
retirement of Mr. E. C. Slate and staff holidays - all in
addition to the move itself.
Our offices, therefore, will be closed for the entire
month of June. Clients scheduled for approvals between the end
of May and early July will receive them at the end of May, and these may be
returned in the usual way, arrangements having been made as regards mail.

Stamps required according to Wants Lists will be supplied
if lists are received before May 20th, if you wish , to have them before this
summer recess.
We estimate that the complete reorganisation will take
six months, but every effort will be made to keep to a minimum delays on approvals,
wants lists, our catalogue etc. We thank you in advance for your kind help
and understanding.
H. L, KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
P.O. Box No. 242, Highgate, London 76 1514W
Telephone: 01-340-0296
P.T.S..
A.P.S..
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Swum Customs Cancellations
By DEREK R. BEAK
CLASSIFICATION OF TYPES -

Part II.

4. Crosses (Continued)

cpoes (Fig. 5). The cross is
arms being 2 mm. across. The cross

(c) Rayed

solid and is 7 mm. across with the
is in the centre of 16 rays of varying
length with a maximum overall cross-section of 28 mm.
This cancellation is
only on the 'Seated Helvetia' issue of 1908 and 'Tell' of 1914.
-

(d) There are 5 other cross types of which I have only one or two specimens so
it is difficult to draw any ,conclusions as to their possible period of use:
(i)
(iii)
(iv)

5.

Fig. 6 - on Z.I25 III and Z.153
Fig. 7 on Z.125 II
Fig. 8 on 2.142
Fig. 9 on Z.125 II - a very crude cross
Fig. 10 on Z.142 - similar to (b) above but a much more refined
example in a 27 ans. circle. The cross has arms which are
17 mm. long and 2 mm. across,

M

(a) 19,111/1
(i)

F (Fig. 11). The letter F is solid, 14 BM4 high and 2.7 mm. thick.
It is surrounded by an octagonal frame with maximum width 24 mm.
I have examples on issues from 1908 to previsionals of 1921. This
probably the most striking of all the cancellations in this class,
(ii)

R (Fig. 12). The R is 10.5 mm. and 0.9 mm. thick and is, therefore, '. a much more delicate type than the F above. The letter is
enclosed in a circle of 22 mm, diameter. The only example I have is On
Z.154 but it is not certain that it ieva customs cancellation as it is 'not
on the usual type of customs form but is on the corner of a plain pale
blue card.- Any confirmation of the actual use of this cancellation would
be most helpful.
(iii)

I have no other letter cancellations but Alfred GOlay in his article
W and 0 which are known without frame and

in the SBZ of July 1971 mentions
P, V and X which are all framed.

(b) Star of David (Fig. 13).
All the six examples in my collection are COM...
bined With railway cancellations of Basel and appear all to have been used
in March 1922 giving the indication of a possible short period oZ use.
(c) Cartwheel (Fig. 14).
8 spokes inside a circle approximately 25 mm, in
diameter.- My two example-0 incorporate Z.115 and 2.125 II.
One also has
a straightline cancellation 'of STEFFISBURG and the other has a blue boxed
cancellation of UTZENSTORF of '16 OCT. 14.

Rj.ngs and P lots

(d)

(Fig. 15) - 5 rings and 8 dots in a square formation
27.5 mm, wide. This occurs on issues from 1908 to 1921. There are

characteristic breaks in one of the outside rings and the centre circle has a
break right across the middle.
(e) Circle and Triangles, (Fig. 16) - a central circle 9.5 mm. in diameter
surrounded by 8 shunky triangles making a rectangular format overall with
dimentiona 28 mm. x 21.5 mia. My two copies Are on the 5c. and 10c. of the
1921 issue.
( f)

•

(i)
1

9

08

8 solid triangular rays set in a circular format with an overall
diameter of approximately 24.mm. (Fig. 17). This is used on

and 1910 issues.

(ii)

-

This type is very similar to (i) above but measures 28 - 29 Issi
overall and is more roughly carved. The only example I have seen

is on the 10c, numeral of 1894,
(iii)

16 rays set in 4 quarter segments of a circle with an approximate

diameter of 28 mm. (Fig. 18). My only example is on the UPU
of 1900.
(iv)
4 triangular rays in the form of a small circle of 11 mm. diameter
(Fi . 19). The inside cornera of th rnirm Ara 1,/%4 ^PP ...,
g

.
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there is a very small inner circular area approximately 5 mm. diameter. 2 of
the pieces have BASEL railway cancellations but unfortunately the dates are
not visible. Issues cancelled in this way are from the 1908, 1914 and 1921
Sots.
(g)

Small rectengles

in

fiorder (Fig. 20). 20 rectangles in 5 rows of 4 inside
border measuring 26 mm. x 19.5 mm. This is used on issues from 1907 - 1911.
The conformation of the rectangles, which vary slightly in size, makes it certain
that there was onlyone canceller Used in this type. Two of the copies also have
railway cancellations - one of CHUR and the other of ST. GALLEN, and the latter

a

is dated 10.1409.
(h)

Honeveopp (Fig. 21). This is a fairly large strike and neither of my two
Oopies shows a complete cancellation.
The canceller appears to have been
made by having circles of approximately 4 mm. diameter drilled out of a solid
wooden or rubber die and forming a regular honeycomb pattern.
The base of the die
may have been cur from a larger piece of honeycomb material'as.the edge of Os
cancellation shows parts of circles cut out.

(i)

Aalaw cancel,

(Fig. 22).
This reminds one of the design on convicts' overalls!:
I have 6 copies all used on pieces of customs forms but it may not have been
applied at a customs post itself. In addition to the arrew cancellation, which
consists of 6 broad blue arrows forming a rectangle 41 mm. x 14.5 mm., each piece
has a different additional cancellation as under:

It would appear that all the forms concerned may have started out at the same
place where the arrow canceller was applied and then taken their own separate'
journeys and passed through different customs poste at the frontier.
But just
wherewas this applied?
The dates above indicate only a very short use at the end
of 1939 as the earliest examples are very clearly defined but the ones at the end
of December are becoming very ragged at the edges. .
B.

.Xdentifieblet

es

to place of use put unclaIed.

This class of cancellations is obviously easier to understand than those in
Section A. There was a great deal of standardisation, although one is still in
difficulties in arriving at the period of use in view . of the lack of dates except
in a few cases where the named types are used in conjunction with dated types,
to be described later in Section C, for the same customs pest.
The main types in this cleat are 1 and 2 and these consiet of the Seise Cross
set in a shield, the shape of which can vary, all enclosed in a double ring circle
with an overall diameter of about 27.5 mm. Many of these types are listed in the
Andres & Emmenegger handbook as having been in use prior to 1882 but these are
really ecarce before that date and are more generally seen. on the 'Numerals' and
'Standing Helvetia' issues and later. The latest use I have seen of the shield
type cancellations is 12th August 1943 in BASEL. The fact that there were these
standard cancellers available tends to suggest that the individual types of
Section A may have been used in the .smaller customs posts on the frontier at which
the use would have been so little as to make a standard canceller an extravagance.
This, of course, can be slightly contradicted by the evidence in the schedule
which follows, of some rather small villages having standard customs cancellations.
As is always the case with Swiss cancellations, they exist in all the three

main languages of the country and there are, of course, variations in the phrasing
of the customs wording within the same language areas. The main French
inscriptions are DOUANES SUISSES and BUREAU DES PEAGES; the German are SCHWEIZ

ZOLLAMT and ZOLLSTAETTE; the Italian DOGANA SVIZZERA and UFFICIO DEI DAZI. Other
inscriptions exist and are shown in full in the schedules where they occur..

(To be continued)
Only a few more weeks to go before Switzerland's
greatest Philatelic Exhibition opens its doors - from

"diAoS•sk

0

11 St..
liana
NM
Dessoci
+00170):0

A.

.

•

4

11 a.m, to 8 p.m, on the first day and 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
thereafter, A magnificent array of exhibits will delight
all co1lector aid thnre will be alez otandz b y 16 yintians.
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DWIGNER OF THE 'TELL BOY' STAMPS

By Adolf Frey - Translated by Eric Lienhard
Albert Welti was born in nrich on 18th February 1862. His life span fell
into three periods: firstly his early youth and apprenticeship; secondly from
1895-1908 during which tide he lived and worked in Munich, and thirdly the later
years spent in Bern and finally in Virich where he died on 7th June 1912,
His artistic talent, inherited from his mother, stirred in him early but in
teachers phowed little promise, so that with difficulties at
home, even at the age of 18 he did not dare to voice his desire to become an artist,
and went to live with an uncle in Lausanne as an apprentice photographer. In 1881,
however, he managed to join the Academy in Munich, where he stayed for 5 years,
although spending moat of his summer holidays with his parents,

the opinion of his

Soon after his.return from Munich he entered a,design for a wall fountain in
the competition of the Industrial Museums of ZUrich and Winterthur. His design,
full of original phantasy and bubbling over with wonderful ideas, earned him the
acknowledgement of Arnold Malin, who suggested a trip to Italy for his further
education, which advice he followed at the end of 18870 A year later Mcklin
In 1894
accepted him into his studio where he stayed until the autumn of 180 0
he married and settled in H8ngg b/Zdrich0

Convinced, however, that he could not achieve success
further teaching in his homeland, he returned to Munich in
of 3000 Marks per annum for 3 years from the patron of the

or acquire the necessary
late 1895 on the promise
arts, Franz Rose-Dochlau,

which enabled him to keep his head above water.
In Munich, after many inner struggles and largely by going his own way, he
developed and established himself at last and he had become famous by 1908 when he
left Munich and moved to Bern to carry out a Federal commission.
Like Arnold B8cklin and Ferdinand Hodler, Welti was a poet-painter. He did
'
not aim to depict the world as it was but followed an inner inspiration, giving
form to his thoughts and feelings. The poetry of Gottfried Keller influenced him
Be was an artist who sought to master the techniques and skills of
strongly.
his craft with diligence and his pictures and etchings mirror his inner force,

ideas and imagination, In contrast to Bocklin his etchings were particularly

original and more outstanding than his pictures in colour. Nevertheless his real
aignificanoe and fame as an artist rests in his pictures, of which some of.the
most renowned are the "Wedding Evening" and the "Exodus of the Penaten", the
latter portraying the end of life and one of the most impressive and original of
burial pictures.
Welti used his talents in other directions. He produced the templates for
stained glass windows in the Federal Palace, depicting the ancient Swiss arts of
spinning, weaving and lace-making and producing masterpieces, the like of which
had not been made in Switzerland for centuries.
His link with philately came when he entered the
competition for designs for new postage stamps to
follow the long 'Standing Helvetia' series, and his
design of the child, Tell'a son, standing behind
his father's crossbow, was accepted, but the
&Amps were severely criticised by the public and
[
• Welti was deeply hurt. Nevertheless, he
re-designed the stamp in a more simple form which
proved much more successful and, as we know, the stamps relained in use until the
It was, however, his one attempt to enter this field of art.
end of 1942.
jIFIVI- VIA

last and greatest creation was the 5 section wall painting in the Council
Chamber of the Federal Palace, depicting a 'Landegemeinde'or Open Air Parliament
in Ct. Unterwalden in the 18th century. By this time he was a sick man and
accepted the commission only on condition that his friend Wilhelm Balmer should
assist in the research and in the transfer of the design to the wall, as he feared
he would not be able to complete the work. His wife had diec1suddenly in the
ilia

autumn of 1911 and Welti died in the following summer, after serious illnesses
which in his later years affected his strength and even more his spirit.
Swiss art has produced three outstanding historical paintings: Ludwig

Vogel's "Confederates and the Body of Winkelried°, Rodler's "Retreat from

Marignano" and Welti's "Landsgemeinde".
Editor's Note: The article from which these extracts were taken was sent to us

by Herr Ernst Stauble of Muttenz (at. Basle) a3 a contribution
to our Helvetia News Letter'.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS COVE:RS
,

Covers posted from the Conferences of the League of Nations become
more interesting if details are included on the occasions themselves.

Herr E. Stauble, in addition to sending the article on Albert Welti,
has also included some information obtained from the United Nations Library
concerning
THE CONFERENCE OF LOCARNO

5 - 16th October 1925

This famous Conference on European Security was attended by; representatives of the various governments, of which the most famous were* Luther and
Stresemann (Germany), Vandervelde (Belgium), Briand (France), Scialoja and for one day Mussolini (Italy), Skraynski (Poland), Sir Austin Chamberlain

(United Kingdom) and Bemis (Czechoslovakia).

La Conference de Locarno

Cercle de la Presse

The Conference led to the signing of the Treaty of Locarno in London,

This pact between Germany. Belgium, France, Italy and the U.K„ amongst other
things l confirmed the voluntary acceptance by Germany of her western frontiers
as drawn up by the Treaty of Versailles.
THE 53rd SESSION HELD AT LUGANO

...

14th December 1928

This meeting was attended by representatives from Canada, Chile,
Cuba, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Persia, Poland, Roumania, with
Sir Austin Chamberlain representing the British Empire. Among the numerous
questions raised were the following:
•
•
•
•

the dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay (the War of the Chaco)
the negotiations between Poland and Lithuania for the re-establishment of
peaceful relations between the two countries
the re-organisation of Public Health in Greece
the protection of minorities in Upper Silesia.
The cover shown for this was franked with '8oci4t4 des Nations' stamps

cancelled with the normal Lugano ode and marked in manuscript 'Lugano Konferenz

1928'.

We have two members who are keenly interested in this subject and who
greatly appreciate the information sent in, together with details of covers. We
are making a chock list of these and if other members have examples we would like
to hear from them, Also for any information on the i aber Schweon l mark and
nlein nvi N W 7 n,,, p nV. I
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DID YOU KNOW?

A Continental sales brochure which
has just come to hand illustrates just
how many permutations are possible on
covers with the new 'INTERNABA'
miniature sheet.
To obtain all the possible
variations on all the vignetted covers
ad with all three special cancellations
one can haves
15 covers with the complete block
24

It

single cut-out stamps

6

It

horizontal pairs

6

fl

vertical pairs

Similar 'sets' of covers are also
offered for the 141'0, stamps and the
portrait issue.
This seems to carry collecting to
absurd lengths as well as being
financially ruinous.
CANCELLATION

44

th Intern_

V.onal M . ter_Shey_ip

Geneva

Pt II
The second part of this
show - touring cars - wis held from
14 - 24 March, during which period mail
posted there received a special cancellsalon
ations '1211 GENEVE - 14.3.74
de l'autol.
LIECHTENSTEIN,

umbers issued:

The following figures have been
released:

PINELlagi

Issued 25.4.1968

50 n.

2.295,341

75 c.

1.555,363

LIECHTENSTEIN LEGENDS II
Issued 29.8.1968 30 c.
500.
80 c.

1,106,559
1,073,161
1,037,915

.glalUtE—P-LD.140

Issued 29.8.1968

Wakigij
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Issued 5.12.1968
'

20 c.
30 c.
1 Fr,

1,064,771
1,037,058
1,046,678

DIDa2LENOW ? ( Cont. from Col. 2)
have had to buy to get a full set of
blocks, and at what-total prioe? Would
it have been cheaper to buy a booklet
instead of a sheet?
t : Of the entries submitted on
Question No. 21, all but one wer e
correct. Mr. Rutherfoord propoaes to
provide a small souvenir from the
'INTERNABA' Exhibition and trusts the
winners will not mind waiting until that
event takes place.

.... that although Switzerland is not
famous for its stamp errors there are 3
l
amongst the 'Pro Juventute that I have
recently heard about. The 1933 20c.', has
a buff background to the Ticino girl in
red, and this buff background has now
been found reversed, so far only on one
stamp. This means that during the print ing of at least one sheet of 100 stamps
the whole cylinder was placed the wrong
way round: One can recognise this error
by the white unprinted marks on the
girl's left sleeve and white marks above
the church tower.
.... that the next one is the 1938 10c.
How
in which the 8 has become a 5.
often this error occurred is not known.
that in 1940 it was suddenly dis•
covered that the PJ 5c. value showing
the famous Swiss writer Gottfried Keller
gave his date of birth as 1818 instead
of 1819. All were destroyed except it
few, which later came onto the market
under mysterious circumstances.
that on 1.11.1973 the new Triemli
•
hospital in Zdrich opened its own post
office,'8063 Zurich 63 Stadtapital
Triemli' and I did not bother to get
some FD cancellations. Now I have come
across some covers showing that at first
a die was used without time reels and
apparently 'a' only (in lower segment).
From about 1.12.1973 two new dies
(slightly longer text) with time reels
have been used 'a' & 'W. Pity I missed
out.
that there is a noticeable increase
in interest in International Reply Coupons
here. This is getting to be a
complicated subject with the floating
(and sinking) rates of exchange. Have
you got yours yet?
.. that the answer to question No. 22
is that during the 'shooting' of the
James Bond film "On Her Majesty's Secret
Service" in and about MOrren in tile
winter of 1968/69 the PTT decided to give
3825 Mftrren a Universal type of cancelling machine (22 sla t !.:!,-am..,towil die) and

a special slogan showing a movie camera

and a view of the
new Schilthorn
mountain-top restaurant. In use from
Chilth m 4.10.1968 until
30.4.1969, but as a
recent letter from
the PTT indicates, this slogan could be
used some time in the future should a,
machine be warranted in that area.

mormu4

.... that Question No. 23 is; How many
blocks of 4, each with a different
arrangement of 20 & 30c. stamps, can be
obtained from the 1953 PJ miniature sheet
of 24 stamps? Roe many sheets would one
etiaued Col. 1)

.
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NORTHERN GR0UP1 Hon * See. R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax

1974

It was 'Ladies' Afternoon' for
Northern members in Leeds on March 16th
when short displays were presented by
Miss R.N. Solly,-MisS N. Chatburn and
also Mrs. H.J; Davis from Hull,

Incorporating National Stamp Day
o be held at the Royal Festival Hall
(south Bank) from May 3rd - 6th 1974
There will be choice displays of
stamps to suit all grades of collectors
from beginner to specialist.

Solly displayed all the Pro
and a most
booklets
Juventute
study of Zillis
presented
beautifully
Church.

An International Dealers' Bourse
will also be held in the 'Waterloo Room
on Friday & Saturday, May 3rd & 4th from
10 a.m. until 5.30 p,m,

Miss

Miss Chaiburn's display was
entitled 'Travellers in Switzerland

Our PUZZLE CORNER query in the
issue brought a solution from
February
from 1188 to 1945' with the star item
orZumstein who tells
Hertsch
M.
Herr
being a card written by Edward Whymper
the 'smaller
certainly
almost
that
4n5
to Miss Annette Whymper posted at Sierre
from a toy poet
come
stamps
normal'
than
Mrs. Davis : displayed a large
office for children. These contain
selection of cards and covers showing
several sheets of miniature postage
the Various changes in the postmarks of stamps, small sized envelopes and postBasel from 1857. Other items included cards, a cancelling stamp, usuallywith
slogans, customs cancellations, labels, the inscription 'AMBULANT', an inking
newspaper wrappers, official stationery pad and a letter-box made of cardboard*
and the Provisional Issues.
:

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCEL

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLA;101

A new circular publicity cancel
will be used from 20th March:
6356 RIGI KALTBAD —Autofreier Wanderberg (K.611)

Auto 3 Zercher Sechselluten 1974
Zunft mur Meisen
8022 24rich 21/22 April .

BEA 74 AUSSTELLUNG 27 April
7 Mai 1974 BEEN
The well is running dry again and
7/5
,like Oliver Twist I am crying out for
3000 Bern 27/4
more ... and MORE! The need for
further articles - long or short is.very
I feel sure there are other
urgent.
are pursuing lines of
who
members
4,
could benefit from help
CATALOGUES .
and
research
Can you come
collectors.
from fellow
ley , E41.4ens were:enplished Sent 19 D
to. the rescue?
E.J.R.
EUR9PE'
..••nn••n•n••n••••nn•••••n•••
ralromnnn••nn•••n.........
48.00
.
Price: .
QUALITY is the basis of a good
48,75
With thumb index:
collection -- the unusual items
SITZERLANDJLIECTENSTEIN 1974
that raise it above the ordinary,
4

.111111011•11111111MMI

:

'ZUMSTEIN
azi

_

Pocket sizes Prices 40.70
00.1/...00•1111

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London WC2 7LW.
••••••n •n•••••nn••

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published regularly in the
i4
T G
N
ERNER BRIE
Annual fees

SFr. 18050

For fine, first class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND E4agEk
send your Want List tot

ZUMSTEIN

Propr. Hertsch & Cie
CH-3001 BERNE
P.O. Box 2585

If, for example, your interest
is in the field of airmails, then
flight covers are a 'Must'.
Postal history is a fine
introduction to the stamp issues that
followed,
Proofs, Essays, Flaws and
Varieties all play their part.
I shall be pleased to supply
material on approval to all Helvetia
Or,
members, or against Wants List.
if you wish, to advise you how to add
to the scope of your collection.
Whatever your needs are in Swiss
philately, write to

j,s.

. ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,
MORECAMBE,

Torrisholme,
Lance,

pv-11LATELir
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1974

28th YEAR

THE ANNUAL COMPETITION
Our 1974 Competition was a little disappointing, with fewer entries
than ever before, coupled with a lower attendance than usual.
Whether this was
partly due to the 'on-off' strike situation of the day we cannot say, but what
ie quite clear is that the high postal charges and risks involved do prevent
members outside London from taking part, and this e much regret.
Nevertheless our Judges, Mr. W. Gattiker and Mr. D. Heeley found
their task quite difficult enough, but eventually the results were announced as
follows:
HELVETIA SILVER CUP - awarded to W.Cdr. R. F. BULSTRODE for an excellent entry
on the IltkuldlajcittLald' issues, a subject which has
not been dealt with previously.

RUNNER-UP AWARD,

to MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY for a well arranged study dealing
with the Swiss Travellin g Post

ofum.

Although there were fewer entries in the Postal History section, the
Judges found it even harder to decide on the final order:

. ---EL.M2U
1400R
10—.

awarded to MRS. E. J. RAWNSLEY for a study of the
19th Century_koakas1A L21:1&12,11 ... by 1 mark from

RUNNER-UP AWARD

MR. H. DIXON (Leamington Spa) for a beautifully mounted
and informative entry on Swiss Route Marks.

Highly Commended

An unusual entry by MR. I. TILLEN (Birmingham)
Postal Labell of various kinds.

on

In a short summary Mr. Heeley detailed the reasons for their choice,
with some friendly advice to the participants designed to help them on future
occasions, and these comments were endorsed by Mr. Gattiker.
After thanking the Judges for coming alon g and undertaking the task,
Mr, E. C. Slate presented the awards and members then had an opportunity to
study the entries, which beaides those mentioned included such subjects as
' Hotel Posts', 'Ambulant/Bahnpost Cancels' 'Sports & Games' and 'Plate Varieties'.

***1****
Mr. Slate will be retiring shortly and leaving London and will, therefore,
be unable to continue as Chairman, a matter of great regret to London members.
An active member since joining the Society in 1958, he served first as a Committee
Member and in later years as Chairman. Under his guiding hand meetings have
been admirably conducted in an atmosphere of good humour and friendliness that
has added so much to the enjoyment of our evenings and he will be greatly missed.
As a mark of appreciation Mr. Slate was presented with a cigarette
table-lighter, together with the good wishes of all present - and we are sure all
members of 'Helvetia' - for a long and happy retirement.

m4i***
During the judging members adjourned to another room when, as is usual
on this occasion, proposals were invited for subjects to be covered in the next
season's programme.
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125 YEARS OF THE SWISS F EDERAL. POSTS
=

By M. Rutherfoord
In this year - 1974 - when the Centenary of the UPU is being celebrated,
philatelists, and the Swiss PTT, seem to have forgotten that 125 years ago, on
1st January 1849, the Swiss Federal Posts took over from the old cantonal posts,
and a very good thing too.
Before the occupation by the French revolutionary army in 1798 Switzerland had - in the main - only a very rudimentary postal service, if it could even
be called that, as the privately organised messengers were sent only where a good
profit would be certain. On the 3rd September 1798 the newly-founded Helvetic
Republic took over, i.e. nationalised, all postal services. They tried to introduce a uniform system throughout the whole country, but due to a lack of funds and
because the French army continuously requisitioned the post horses, it was not
possible within the 5 years of centralised government to achieve anything of
practical value to the country as a whole.
Nevertheless, it was a step backwards when on 19th February 1803, via
the Act of Mediation, the cantons were given back their postal rights, amongst
other things. Bern and some other cantons handed back the post to the Fischer
Family, until 1832.
Other cantons let their bigger neighbours take over again,
others made agreements with foreign organisations. This state of confusion and
almost anarchy, persisted until the new Federal Constitution was accepted on 12th
September 1848, which aimed at a greater degree of centralisation.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

At this time 7 categories of postal service existed, as follows:
Cantonal: GE, VD, VS, - NE, FR, SO, BS, LU, AG, GL, GR, TI, BE
a 13
arich Post, also running NW, OW, ZG, TG
5
Canton Uri, run to benefit =rich (dating Thom 14th cent.)
1
Canton BaselCountry, run to benefit Basel City
1
Schaffhausen, contract with the Thurn & Taxis post
1.
St. Gallen, also running posts in Schwyz (Einsiedeln)
2
The 2 half cantons of Appenzell had no posts at all
2

25
. Imagine the difficulties of arranging a postal service through
Switzerland from, say, Austria to France.
However, this new centralised organisation of the posts on a Federal basis
meant that the individual cantons had to give up not only their postage stamps (if
they had any) but also the profits they had made previously. So they wanted
compensation, and this led to continuous bickering, which did not end until in the
revised Constitution of 29th May 1874 it was clearly stated that all profit from
the posts was to be paid into the Federal coffers in Bern.
For nearly 100 years this not inconsiderable profit was delivered, until

in 1971 nothing could be paid in as the PTT had made a loss on the postal services
for the first time. But in the Constitution there is no mention of what is to be
done with a loss, and therefore no provision for a subsidy. Perhaps this ommision
is why there will be no special stamp or postmark to commemorate 125 years of
Federal poste in Switzerland.

UNITED - N A. TIONS

,

IN

GENEVA

The following stamps were issued on 6th May:

Values . :

SFr. 0.60
"
1.00

)

Fresco depicting a choir of

)

children of all races

Designer:
printing:

Candido Portinari, Brasil
Offset by Heraclio Fournier, Spain

ILLEi s

34 x 26 mm.

Issue:

2,100,000 of each value

A special pictorial cancellation
on the first day which
depicted the painter and inscribed: '1211 Gan,'VE l'art aux Nations Unies 6.5.74 - Premier Jour - Portinari 1903 - 1962 - Administration postale des
Nations Unies.
Two similar stamps of 10 and 18 c. (USA) were issued on the
the same
day by the United Nations in New York.

NEW ISSUE NEWS-PRO PATRIA 1974
l

Continuing the splendid series cm & i.;BAki0lOGICALFINDS FROM. VARIOUS EPOOREI,
.
,
turther examples of art treasures
the four tam7p 1 to be issued. on 30q ta
q
.
erland,
and will conclude the series. •
which Can be rl en. in varionz muse ams ib Swit
.
the
aped
and to mothers and the
will p ..o• to aid hones for
9(:), of the surcharc
t
for
other
purposescohideredtolof
national interest,
remaining 1CS iiill be used
•

w
p
.l'olychromet lass.bo l . from Locerno-EUralto (Roman period), Museo
Civic°, Locarno.
.
The museum in the Castello ij Lcoorno boasts a magnificent
collection of antique place objects, most of the found in Roman cemeteries in
Muralto and. Minusio. During excavations in 1930t 150 Roman graves containink
1350 objects wore laid bare. ?5 glass vessels cohstitute the principal finds, of
wEich probably thc moat vall.nAble piece ic• a hemisphcrioal bowl ofdark green glass,
The ornamertal wori .. hhowing two intertAning
measurinz 8,5 szt.. in diameter.
.
branees of vine and ivy with tl;o brightly coloured birds has been .applied by the
This outstandingly beautiful bowl, of a type .
artiot with a thick onaml paint.
specimens,
must have been imported from the Mediterranean
only
a
few
by
reprecenbeJ.
.
'
at one of the well-known centres of antique.'
have
been...
prcduced.
It
may
even
area.
glaso manufacture, Atlxandria or Sidon, or perhaps at a competing Workshop in
It 'oan be dated.. hack to the first half of the lat century A.D.,
Campania, Italy
and bears witnesb to the high ctandard of the art of glass manufacture and the farflung trade relations in the early Rowan idpipire.

15c.

+

C,

30e. + 10c. Bull's head from

rivtLax (Roman

period), Valeria Museum, Sion.

The life-siZe head- of athree-horned bull was unearthed, together. ;.
with other. bronoo fragaents - part of . a Jupiter statue for instance - from among
Roman ruins at Vartigny in 13), , The hull's head, originally gilded, is the most
.
iMprO iNt of the findc and oh aodont of ite high artistic merit, is considered
to be one of the beet examples of ancient bronze .sculpture found in Switzerland.
The head. must have belongcd to a menurAontal.ritual figure ereoted for public
.
worship tother with a Jupiter statue, in the . centre •of the ancient :settlement.
The sacred bull reprosents'an ancient native deity 'and held an important place in
.
The fact that his worship continued even
the religioun concepts of the Celts.
after Atmanization thows now deeply old religious beliefs were rooted in the native.
called 0otodurus by eaw;ar - vas the
populatioii. cf the Rhone valley..
icing the northern torMinus of the ancient..
cif town of the tri'oe of the Icragrit
paob road over the Great Et. Bernard, OctodurU eocupied a h„ey positloh in Roman
tics for military and trading cperationa out of Up-!der Italy via Aosta ihto the
Valais and Helvetia.
40c. + 20c,

ld fibula

from

1acX

d1
ftribh

Ares), Swib$

Vationul husebm, aria
When the Aeformed church citdated
in the centre of btilach wah being
renovated in' the years 1968-70, itwae. honcd that an arcnaeologioal exploration ••
would yield. riRW . inform:tion about the beginnihgs Of thischurch, ea a church to
Within
Et. Ladrentius wab airea.dy mentioned in a deed goine back to the year 811.
the precincts of a first roligioub builein 4 womon's crave with valuable ornaneat:al objects, each ab nairpino, earringh, necklace, brooch, show decoration
etc., hoh•brob.glit te light. . Tnt most impertantlind wah a circular brocen'of•
z. did with an alMandine in. the centre, colourei.. glaso insets framed in gold, and
intricate filigree work, .wbich bad. Oflee cerved to fasten tbe Cress of thh
of r.re . ' metal, ab well be the .privileged cite inhide the
Teebe precious
church, point to the burial place
of a noble lady, very probably the . wife of the
.
nobleman who founded the Et . Laurent:11;h church as a dropribtary'onura in the 7th
century, and intended. it to bo the burial place for members of his family.•
(Brohze Age), Swiss Vational Kuseum ZUrich,
60o, 4- 20c. Ce arLic bi
re Ztni
.
Outstanding among the numt rous pottery finds from the late Bronze.
Age lake-shore ottlement "Alponquai' within the city of arich is an animal •
It is a hollow 'birdgfigure of grey clay, with elaborate geometric line
sculpture.
The scratched-in an le patterns contain white lime paste, which is set
orhamntso
off against the dark clay and produces a highly decorative effect, Folyenrome
threads were inserted in the longitudial grooves and. faatened at both ends by
means of small wooden pins... This ornamental technique wad often used around the
This clay
turn of the first millenium B.O., wore Tortiouldrly on ves4els.
sculpture : Must in all probability have.. bein a ritual. object, all the more 50 as it
depicts a water bird, wh h occpibc a prominent place in symbolic representation
cultureh threuFhout Europe.
of the Brone Ace and. early Iron
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ie

Eugen and.

Max. Lenz, ZUrich
.

Printing:
, Stamp size:
Paper:

RotogravUre by Courvoisier S.A.,

La Chaux-de-Fonds

size 30.5 x 25 wm.

33,5 x 23 mm. - picture

with luminous substance
ce an violet
2 sheets (A B) of 50 stamps each

White,

Form o Under:

fibres

The special cover will have a vignette of tne brooch from the 4(c.
stamp and the first Day cancellation will show the bull's head and 'Ausgabetag
30.5.74' and round the sage '30 00 BLAN
,

Collection sheet4,
*44%

alid

folders will be available as usual.

***

***

**3.,

400

AB

Date of' iozues

EV

30th Nay, 1974
80 c. New BIT building in Geneva - 3 c olour: blue/yellow/grey
0c,urvoisier S.A., La CLaux-de-ronds
CourvoicAcr S.A. in rotouravure
36 x 26 mm.
x 23 an.)
White, with luminous substance and violet fibres
2 sheets (A & 3) of 50 tamps each

Design:
Desip7lers:
Printers:
y .

S' e •

Ptiper:

Form wvlipders

A

special cover will be available and the First Day cancel will
1
30.5.74 and round the

have in the centre the letters 'BIT' and 'Jour l l emission
edge '1211 =EVE - BUREAU IiiTliElATIOi.AL DU TRAVAIL'.
***

*44*

MILE NEW ISSUES FOR

A. Tw. s-ec
Yalues:

al s

CS

co

0

ft

40*

140

*40,

LISCBTIZSTEIN

JUNE

6th

orate the Centenary,. of the UjpU.

40 & 60 c. Text and shadowy posthorn, UFU emblem and dates
40c. gold/green/black; 60c. gold/red/black
Desialer:
Bruno Kaufmann, Berlin
Printers:
Autotype by Austrian State Prthtig W rks, Vienna
.
Size etc.
39.5 x 23 m. in sheets of 16 stamps

B.

Four commoul orative
l'a.161W

15 c.

ptpmos: ''omall fauna of LiechtensiUal_r_:4pd_Series

Alpine

salamander (Triturua alpestris) - 4 colours:
green/ochre/orange/blue-green
25 c. Common viper (Vipera berus) - 4 colours: yellow/ochre/
light greybk brown
70 o. Violet-Lpotted butterfly (Suphydryas cynthip) - 5 colours:
dk.blue/ochre/,ranee/violet/dk.brown
fr.1.10 Three-toed woodpecker (PicoiLes tridactylus
3 colours:

rod/yellow/black-brown
Designers

Louis ager, Vaduz
Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisior
in sheets of 20 stamps.

White paper, blue-green: fibre
ive stam) to rk 00th nn verar o f death of B sho 'ran Ant°

skze t etc. 36 x 26 mm.

1.4121 :rr.

p

ortrait of the Bishop - 5 colours: yellow/red/blue!

Deaianer: A.ialbert Pilch, Vienna

grey/black-brown

Oomuined autotype an:3 rotary line engraving by Austrian State
Printing worlzu, Vienna
ie etc,. 36 x 26 mm., in sheets of 16 stamps
Special covr4rs will be available for cach issue, out all will
have the. same First Day cancellation, depicting an owl and reading: "9490 VADUZ ALSGABETAG 6.6.1974'.

We have had our last meeting of the current season and many of
you will be relaxing during the summer months. The 'HELVETIA NWS LETTER',
however, must go on, so like Oliver Twist, the plea is for "More ... more."
Spare a thought for your Editor and devote a little time to some contributions,
they will be greatly appreciated.
T n

14; 4
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Swiss Customs Cancellations
By DEREK R. BEAK

B.

Identifiable_m_In_21Ape
1. Shield t

yp

of

Part III.

inte_WLiggilai

e lqth lkn e.1-12241EM4W4.

(continued

( Pig, 23)

Behind the shield in the centre of the cancellation and within
inner
circle there are lines evenly spaced at about 0.75 mm. intervals. These the
are
much scarcer than the cancellations with plain background to the shield. All the
six types which are identifiable as to the place of origin as shown on
the
schedule (to follow) and others where the place cannot be read are on 1882
issue
types only and the TAGERWEILEN ia probably one of the latest use, being
on the
1894 second control mark type. The same six places have shield type
cancellations with plain background too, so one is led to the conclusion that
those
with lined backgrounds were not considered suitable after a reasonably
short use
and were replaced with the more atandard plain type.

2. Shield t ype with Plain laalkamwid. (Fi g.
(a) Words all between outer rings:

24)

The schedule gives

best guide
to the universal use, particularly in the larger customs posts, ofthe
type of
this
cancellation. ks will be seen most of the customs posts use black inking
but
there are a few coloured strikes where shown. Where 'lates

associated dates'
are shown the strike is usually on complete 'Valet d'Entr‘et forms
in respect of
cars and this does give us the information we need as to period of use.
I have

also listed the stamps involved in the various examples of each cancel
lation as
this again, in the absence of dates, does give a loose guide to the
period of use.
There are two very distinct types within this group as follows:
Single outer frame line.
Normal outer frame line but with a very faint inner frame line
about 0.4 - 0.5 mm. inside. In some cases where heavy inking
occurs strikes of this sub-type can be mistaken for those in
sub-type (i).
(b) W ord within outer rings: I have only ever seen two example
s of the
one type bearing this form of cancellation which must be classified
as a ano+nrpe
under this heading. This is from the head customs post at Basel
Central C .;: c-. on
and contains the world 'Eilgut' below the shield. The stamps are
the 3o. ad
5e. Numeral with wide control mark and, therefore, suggest
usage between 1882 and
1894. Has anyone any further examples of this cancellation or any other
strikes
which fall within this sub-type?
(i)
(ii)

3.

3.

(a)

.9.21L22 ( Fi g . 25)

1

There are two types of this very distinctive cancellation
in the
form of a cogwheel with a central monogram of the letters A.C.S.

(i)

Tyne 1.
This is the type that is illustrated and as will be seen
has just 'LOCARNO' below the monogram. This cancellation exists
struck in pale green or in blue. The piece with the green :strike
elle has a dated cancellation of MADONNA DI PONTE of 29th October
1934. One of those with the blue cancellation is us e d in conjunction with a MADONNA DI PONTE dated cancellation of lath May 1935.
Until more dated copies come to light it is impossible to say
whether the blue strikes superseded the green ones or whether they
were used at the same time, or at random depending on which inking

pad was opened!:
yp

e II.
The design of this cancellation is exactly as for Type I
but has 'SIMONE LOCARNO' below the monogram. The only piece
that
I have has a green strike and is associated with a CHIASSO-STRADA
P.T. dated cancellation of lith October 1933.
¶1

2Egaeasia.
This is a most unusual cancellation, it is circular of 32.5
mm.
diameter with a very thin second circle about 1 mm. inside the main
circle. The
centre ip dominated by the Swisa cross surrounded by 85 rays of varying lengths
forming a 12-pointed star. At the top in block capitals 2.5 ramo
high is
CONTROLE FEDERAL; at the bottom in small print is 'Bureau de Tramela t
cancellation is struck on the 10t. Pro Patria of 1936 which is affixend stothe
part of a
pink customs form. This is a most unu8ual uoe of a charity stamp for fiscal
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purposes. In addition to the customs strike there is an ordinary Tramelan postmark of 5th November 1936. Altogether this is a most intriguing piece.
Moillesulaz (Pig. 26)

(c)

This cancellation may not necessarily fit:iatothe same class as all
the remainder discussed in this article as, having only one copy which is not
applied to a stamp, there is no evidence that it was ever used as a cancellation
as we understand it. It may have been the identifying mark of a particular
It. is 20 mm. diameter and is used on a
cuatOms officer at the Moillepulas post.
'Volet d'Entree' with a MOILLESULAZ dated cancellation of 9th ,September 1931.
C.

p

Dated and identifiable with

lace of use

Most of the cancellations in this class are made up as Pig. 27. As will be
seen these are very similar to normal postmarks and if part cancellations only
appear on a stamp they can well be mistaken for postmarks. All, except for two
cases detailed below, have a floating date island. Generally the wording is only
round the outside but in a few cases, as will be seen from the schedule, there is
a word such as 'Bahnhof' or initials such as 'pa.' over the. date island.
shield types as will already have been seen are all of a standard size
There is a great:
but this certainly cannot be said for the dated cancellations.
variety of size betweezicustoms posts and even different types at the same post
are 9f varying sizes, , There is also a greater variety-in the colour of the
The

strikes, there being black, blue

t

i mauve, red and green.

I think the comments on the schedule about these cancellations give as much
information as is needed except in the cases below where a little further
clarification may be helpful.
1. Height of lettering
Almost all the cancellations have lettering of even height and spacing
but the exceptions Are as under:
'BASEL PREIBURGERSTRASSE Type I - the word 'Freiburgerstrasse' i4
in letters - 0.2 mm. less than the remainder of the inscription.

(a) (i)

(ii)- ST GINGOLPH - The town name is in letters 0.4 mm. More than the
remainder.
(b)

CHWEIZ ZOLLAMT ROMANSHORN - The letters SHORN' are much more tightly
spaced than the remainder of the inscription. This gives the
impression that not much care was taken when the canceller was being
made and space was running out so, rather than reset the whole, the last'
five letters were squashed in..

2.

Earliest an jeatest
,

(a) Earliest
(b) Latest

datee
ZOLLSTATTE ROWSHORN 14.1.85
,RHEINHAPEN - BIRSFELDEN-AU ?.XI.57

Charitv -stamps
The only charity stamp on which I have a: customs cancellation is the

20 c. Pro'Juventute of 1924 used with BASEL B.-B. Type II. This is a most
unusual use for a charity stamp with a surcharge.

4. Co4 stamp
It is unusual to find the 30 c. blue Tell stamp with cut perforations
round,
thus indicating issue from a coil machine, but it is even more
all
unusual to find such a stamp with a customs cancellations as one would not
expect a Coil machine to be sited at a customs post. The only example I have
is from VALLORBE-ROUTE-and was used on 21st May 1929.
•

5.

Neuc,4Aek

This cancellation is unusual in that it is the only one in which the
words 'DOUANES SUISSE' do not have an 'S' on the end of 'SUISZE'. Generally
customs cancellations are applied to definitive stamps but my copy of the
NEUCHATEL is on the 5 c. of the 1947 Railway set.
6.

1.4.244ezi

As will be seen from the schedule this seems to be the most prolific
town to have sub-types of the various cancellations. Very careful examination and measurement will easily allow differentiation between the subtypes
provided the strikes are reasonably complete. Basel has many more different
customs posts but I think St. Gallen forms the most interesting group and
worthy of study.

(To be continued)
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.....

that the Swim: Machine Cancellation
Society . (VSM) has now changed its name to
!Swiss Postmark Society (SVP) to include'
!all types of cancellations and marks of
!the 20th century, as well as postcode
imarlcings etc.

This will be
the last official,
announcement before .... that they now issue a monthly
this event takes place and it is hoped ; Bulletin which will include the official
that everyone who is fortunate enough
!I:TT list of slogans for the coming month,
as well as all Society notices etc., and
to be able to visit this exhibition
will have a thoroughly enjoyable time.
of course articles of interest to members
l
i ard philatelists generally. ' Mainly
The special post-office will deal
! German/French.
with all mail except mass consignments
i ...... that they have made a reprinting of
of non-philatelic nature. Available
also will be items only obtainable from the PTT catalogue, including additions up
to the end of 1972, showing all machine
the Philatelic Bureaux, such as atebeche sheets, special issues and service i t•ogans and pictorial Oz. The PTT will
issue the supplementary sheets for 1973/4
issues of the international organisatbut the VSP will make a completely new
ions in Switzerland (except U.N.).
edition in 1976 giving more information.
There will be trade stamps from 16
that the latest printing of the Swiss
foreign postal administrations: Belgium
Canada, Cuba, France, Germany, Great,
stamp booklet (SFr 5,- - salmon-pink) has
Britain, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey,
new illustrations in the 2Unatein advertisement on the rear cover.
Liechtenstein, Netherlands, Norway,
Republic of South Africa, Sweden, U.N.
.... that the first Swiss PO without any
• and U.S.A.
letter delivery service at all has been
The American Moon Post Office wil
opened on 8.4.1974 at 8121 Benglen, on the
have completely new spectacular surN.E. outskirts of Zdrich, in a newly
prises ready, to be reported on later.
! developed estate of about 600 flats in
; medium-rise blocks. Every household
The INTERNABA miniature sheet
i! gets a free box and can collect their own
will have portraits of 4 postal
! mail at any time. Parcels are delivered
pioneers:
from nearby 8117 FIllanden.
NTERNARA 1974

CENMN um ui;u

RASEL
I NTERN ATIONALE Milt:HOAR KEN A USSTELLUNC

30c. Sir Rowland Hill, creator of the
Penny Post.
30c. Beat Fischer von Reichenbach,
patrician of Bern, who organised
the Fischer Post in Switzerland in
the 17th century.
60c. Dr. Robert Paganini, promOtor of
aero-philately.
800. Franz von Taxis, founder of the
posts of the Hapsburg Empire.
Black proof im;:ce5siont of the she
which will have no postal validity, w
be available only to visitors to the
exhibition at SFr.2.- .
This is a.
departure for the Swiaa Postal Administration.

.... that the Swiss FTT does not encourage, nor forbid, box holders to give
their box number in their address. This
is because the boxes are Arranged mainly
alphabetically and according to size, and
the number can be changed at short notice
to maintain flexibility. However, this
does cause confusion as foreign correspondents sometimes think the postcode
number is the box number. It is sufficient for box holders to say simply
1 "Postfach", "Case postale", or "Casella
! postale".
Orange-coloured
labels are being
issued in the
alrich region
accordingly, as
many people are now being given free boxes
to compensate for the -rapid introduction
of only one delivery per day here in

Ulrich.
........ that the answer to Question No. 23
is 6 different blocks from a minimum of
3 sheets for SFr.24.-. Each booklet at
mixed pane, so it
would not help. Incidentally I see that
only 100 odd fewer booklets were sold
than the 84,475 sheets sold.

SFr.4.- had only one

question 24; What is the signifi-

cance of the'background_pattern to the
above stamps, and in fact to all PJ stamps
showing' insects?
M.R.
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LETTER

ZEWW....9-t—RgINITPE

As mentioned in our 'Did you know'
27 April and marked by use of a
Icolumn in January this value abounds in
special cancellation at Agno which had double prints. A similar comment published
the winged globe with 'PISA' and word- in the American 'Helvetia Herald', bulletin
ing '6982 AGNO - 27.4.74 - GIORNATA
of the Swiss-American Stamp Society, has
DELL'AEROFILATELIA.
'prompted some further comments from our
Member Mr. M. Weiner of Montreal:
p
2. International Al ine Ballooning

Being held from 1 May

in Marren,

"I have examined some 50 of these

to 7 July during which time a special stamps and found them as reported, with no

cancel will be uaed reading:
From a block of four,
'other varieties.
'3825 MUREN - Internat. Alpine Ballon- i however, from the lower right of the sheet
sportwoche.
,1 have found the following:

g7th'Assemb2,v,of W.H 1 0, A special 101) L. stam p, :
post office will deal with mail
posted during the period of the
of the head in
3.

The blue field behind the
statue is broken to the R.
the form of a white claw.

Assembly, 7-24 May, and Will receive
L. stamp: Blue field behind statue
a cancel with the usual serpent emblem !Lower
broken both to right and
and date, reading .'1211 GENEVE !Aeft of head. The patch to left runs in
Assemb14 mondiale de la sante'.
the form of a white line frommiddle of the
4. Chasnin g of XVII World Postal
plead to tile end of the arm.
Congress. in Lausanne,- from 22 May
ou H. stamp: Blue field behind statue'
to 5 July at the Palais de Beaulieu.
7
broken by two patches, one t
On 22 May • a special cancel will be
l
above a IR. and one to L. of the head.

used with 'Jour d'ouverture

i

Symbolio'posthorn with date in a 'small i,ower R. stamp: Small white patch to R. 'of
circle and '1000 LAUSANNE - XVIIe
the head plus two blue
CONGRES UPW. for the remainder of thilines running diagonally across the stamp.
Congress the same cancel will he used The lower line starts at the base of the
but with the date in place of 'jour
pedestal across the right arm and shoulder
d'ouverture' and the:circle,left
land left neck; the second line is about
blank.
inch above and runs parallel. "

a

5.

The Special 'INTERNAle cancel
will come into use on 7th June.

Obviously it is worth examining
'closely all copies of this stamp that
,come your way.

ZUMSTEIN

PUBLICITY SLOGAN

CATALOGUES l974
The following are still available:
EUROPE 1974
Price:
44.00
With thumb index:

.0,,z2
81

VOISS S_T .kMPS ,

Price:

40.70

continue

With collectors.

to be prime favourites

As their popularity increases
material will inevitably become scarcer.

Now - before it is too late - it
is time to acquire those items you need
to complete maa.callection.

Please order Catalogues from
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lana,- Strand,

London W02 7LW

Send your Wants Lists or ask for
atonal on Approval:

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published regularly in the
RNE BRIM'

' Allsohwil und seine Fachwerk Bauten'.

48.75

24.Taima..122.1

Pocket size:

A new pictorial slogan showing an
old timbered house cane into use in
Allschwil (BL) on 17th April. It reads:

h ZE TUN

Postal History items
Stamps - all issues - mint & used
Airmails and flight Covers

Ann 1-fee: SFr. 18.50

Commemorative Covers
Flaws and Varieties

For fine, first-class stamps

4*

etc. etc.

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE
send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch &

P.O. Box 2585

Cie,
CH-3000 BUN

4.1 S

ARMSTRONG

14, Low Lane,
M 0ti

Torrisholme,
l

A141.3 Ey

p
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ORIGINS OF THE GENEVA CANTONAL POST
By PETER HOBBS
At the beginnin

g of the last century Geneva cane under the dire
ction of
the post in Bern and was, therefore, at
rather a disadvantage in its postal
relations with

France. Although Ferney, just across the frontier, received
daily deliveries from Paris and other plac
es, as also did Lausanne, Geneva had
only four deliveries each week.
If you add to this the inadequate service.
provided by the Fischer Company you can quit
e understand the reasons behind the
proposition put to the Council of Representati
ves on March llth
and adopted
on April 14th 1850, to create a Geneva
Cantonal Post. The text was as follows:
"Article 1. From the 15t January 1831 the
letter post will be under

loot

the supervision of the State for the prof
it

of the State.

sufficiently to pay
The Council of State is authorised to conclude the nece
ssary
conventions concerning the post with foreign post offices.

only be increased
Article 3.

Article 2. The Council of State is resp
onsible for fixing the tarif for
letters. The tarif shall not be higher
than that already paid by the public, as
long as the foreign taxes are not incre
ased.,
in which case the tarif for letters shall
these taxes.

Article 4

No person may came' out letter or newspape
r deliveries in the canton
to the detriment of the State, with a fine
of 100 florins for the
first offence and 500 florins for subsequent
offenses."

This new law also introduced improvements
in the postal rates and laid
down hours of opening for the post offices.
Article 4 concerning the rights for the whol
e of the canton was of
considerable importance for people living outs
ide the city. It was not unusual,
due to the lack of a regular service, for
a letter to take 3 days to reach CaneBourg, a distance of 3 km.
It remained only to reassure the public of
the discretion of the service
the law made no mention of the secrecy
of the mails - but it seems this was
scrupulously respected and there was no reas
on to think the post was censored.
In 1843, Deputy A. Candolle proposed
to the Grand Council the introduction of the British system of postage stam
ps. This proposal, supported by
James Fazy, was accepted without queation
and the most that is found in the
official journals is the text of the proposal
:
.... manufacture for the cantonal post
, as in England, stamps which can be
sold for the price of a single letter, and
which, stuck on a letter, replace the
tax to be paid.
Reasons: Pre-stamped letters are neve
r a loss to the postal administration, even
those which are undeliverable have been paid
for. The post gains time
as the
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ORIGINS OF THE GENEVA CANTOAAL POST (Continued)
postmen do not have to collect the tax. With stamps, everyone has them on their
desk just like pens and sealingwax. They are often lost and this also benefits
the post."
A few years later the Federal Parliament in Bern
was the setting for long discussions coneerning the organisation of the Federal Post. If the principle of centralising the post and standardising the tarifa had few
opponents, the organisation of the postal districts provoked passionate debates, raised many hoped and gave rise
to bitter resentment, echoes of which are still heard today.
The government project was for eleven districts.
Geneva would come under Lausanne, while the Valais would
have its own direction. The Genevese, in particular.
James Fazy, intended that the claims of their small
republic should be recognised and finally they won their point.
In the same way that the canton of Geneva was 'adjusted' in 1815 before
joining the Swiss Confederation, the 1st postal district was also adjusted,
artificially, to include the district of Nyon, which produced loud protestations
from Deputy Briatte (Vaud). The division of Switzerland into eleven postal
districts has remained virtually unchanged up to the present day.
There remains a silent witness of the Geneva Cantonal Post, well-known
at least to philatelists. In the Place Bel-Air, between the Rhone and a
'modern' building, is a white stone building with the Geneva coat-of-arms over the
It is at present used by the Credit Lyonnais bank, but was once known
doorway.
an the 'House of the Three Kings'. It housed the letter post from around 1848
until November let 1866 when the 'Hotel des Pastes' was opened behind it in the
due du Stand (now Geneve 11 Stand). This in turh became a sub-post office when
the direction for the postal district was transferred to the rue du Mont-Blanc on
September 5th 1892. This building is well known to visitors, and the philatelic
bureau can be found on the first floor if you go through the right-hand door
with 'Grande Bretagne' carved above it.

The iulier Pass
By MRS. C. M. SCHOLEY
The guide books state: "JULIER PASS, from Tiefenkastel to Silvaplana.
Heights 7493 ft. U(sually) 0(pen) - A.A. Guide. Road completed 1827 Baedekker 1883."
In "Our Life in the Swiss Highlands" by John Addington Symonds and his
daughter Margaret (2nd Edition, pp 81-85), there is a description of crossing this
pass at night on 5 April 1888. At Tiefenkasten (note old spelling), three horses
were procured and they travelled in a carriage made for six people. At Mublen
(now usually known as Mulegns) they changed to sledges and reached the Hospiz in a
Miss Symonds states
snow-storm. They continued with a 'cheerful postillion'.
that she could stretch her arm over the telegraph wires and this was sheer depth
of snow, not caused by an avalanche, although they had to cross an accumulation
of snow caused by one further down the valley.
A fictional account of crosainf the sane pass occurs in "Canon in
Residence" by V.L. Wilitechurch, first published in 1904. Again there is a change
to a sleigh at Mublen and the driver is described as standing on the footboard

behind.
cover in

But despite the guide book statement the pass is not always open. A
the writer's possession is cancelled: Chur 4.11.35, Winter Alpenpost'

Julier 4.11.35 - in red, St. Moritz

6.11.35 and,

in blues

"Julierpass Autofahrten / wegen Umwetter um / einige Tage verechobon"
(in 3 lines).
All these are on the front and on the back: /Male Thurnen 7.11.35
(this is in Ct. Bern). Postage was paid by the Sc & 20c Pro Juventute stamps of
1934. The letter is marked 'Julierpost' in manuscript and by the writer as
'Chur - Thurnen via St. Moritz', which is not the direct route.
The writer would like to know if letters are often thus delayed and if
the same cancellation is still used to explain the delay.
-----o0o
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SWISS CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS
By DEREK R. BEAK
i)41see_ef . usa (Continued)

Fart IV.

7 . atiAtigia..... .stilitili-P.SAME.
This csncellatios is not applied on a stamp os the only complete strike
that I have.
It is on a complete 'Volet d'Entrile' of BRIG of 14th June 1932 but
the. date of the blue 'Direction' cancellation is 29th August 1932.
i Was the
later strike applied to renew the
p validity of the 'Volet d'Entre e' which expired
on 6th July 1932? There is a anuscript 'unversolit' (duty unpaid) and a mune
script number 11226 in a red rhombus ... shaped box strike. I have also a 25 c.
brown 'Tell' stamp with a very small portion of this cancellation on it, but the
date cannot be seen. It would be interesting to know where this cancellation
was used and for what purpose.
8.

2U1±9.2L-Rada-Itt9.21
(a) geeellefinet
(i)
BINGEN is about 4 km. over the border in Germany and has a
Swiss customs post which uses Swiss stamps. Between SINGEN
and the Swiss border there is a email village RIELASINGEN which
-*leo has a Swiss customs post.
OONSTANZ is on the Bodensee (Lake Constance) and, although
(ii)
right on the Swiss-German border, is in fact in Germany. As
will be seen from the schedule, this town's name can be spelt with
a 'C' or a
(iii) WALDSHUT is just over the border from Koblenz and the nearest
Swiss customs post is Zurzach.

(h) Ltax
(i)

LUINO is situated on Like Maggiore and is about 5 km. from
the Swiss border. The nearest Swiss village is Astano but

this does not appear to have a customs post. The nearest customs
post on the Swiss border is PONTETRESA which is about 7 km. southeast of Astano. Luinceuses Swiss stamps at the customs post, and
as shown in the schedule has 3 different cancellers.
(ii) DCMODOSSOLA is well inside Italy, about 12 km. from the end
of the Simplon Pass. BRIG is the nearest post inside
Switzerland.
(c)

ita2iditaltiA

SCHAANWALD is just inside Liechtenstein and about . 3 km. from
BUCHS. So far, although the cancellation is obviouslyfor.a
Swiss customs post, I , have only seen it used on Liechtenstein
stamps from the 1930 definitive issue.

(d) &eau
PONTARLIER is about . 7 km. inside Prance and near Les Verriltres
in Switzerland.

9.

22hallUitem ( F i g .

28)
This is a sub-type of the dated cancellation class. The difference between
this and the standard pattern is that the ,date island is incomplete and only has

tie ends as illustrated. No other customs poet has so far come to light using
this same type.

10.asttgal

( Pig. .29)
This cancellation deviates more from the standard type than that of
Schaffhausen and perhaps is even more like a normal postmark than any other
customs cancellation. Are there any othertowns with this type?
Most of the customs posts are in the obvious position, i.e. at border towns
and villages.
There are posts at ZOrich and Lausanne but otherwise those
listed below are on or near the border. For convenience I have started at
Geneva, listing all the customs posts for which I have a record of strikes of

one kind or another and have gone round the border, firstly moving north and
If anyone can help by adding names of posts not in this
working back to Geneva.
list, it will be helpful. There are obviously many more towns and villages On
or near the border which must have customs posts and it would be interesting to
compile a complete record for the benefit of all in the future.
Geneva

Beurnevesin

Singen

La Plaine

Kleinlutzel

Rielasingen (Germany)

Meyrin

Basel

Stein-am-Rhein

Lugano

Mategnin

Kleinhaningen

Berlingen

Chiasso

Sacconex

Birsfelden

Emmishofen

Brusino

Tagerwilen

Pontetresa

Chavannes-de-Bogia Riehen

Campocologno
Castasegna

Crassier

Waldshut (Germany Kreuzlingen

La Cure

Zurzaoh

Konstanz (Germany) Luino (Italy)

Le Brassus

Was terkingen

Kesewil

Madonna di Ponte

Vallorbe

Rafe

Romanshorn

Brig

L'Auberson

Altenburg

Horn

Domodossola (Italy)

Les Places

Trasadingen

Rorschach

Condo

Meudon

Hallau

St. Gallen

Bourg St. Pierre

Pontarlier France) Schleitheim

St. Margrethen

Grand St. Bernard

Verrilres

Bergen

Diepoldsau

Chl.telard

Neuchatel

Hofen

Kriessern

Bouveret

Lew Brenets

Oberriet

St. Gingolph

Biaufond

Thayngen
Derflingen

Buchs (St.G.)

Lausanne

Damvant

Schaffhausen

Schaan (Liechtenstein

Fatly

Diessenhofen

Martinsbruck

Perly

Porrentruy

Buch (SH)

Munster

Moillesulaz

Boncourt

Ramsen

Sta. Maria

fornasette

Annieres

I have tried to cover all aspects in this subject as deeply as possible
in the hope of assisting others with study on this interesting group of
cancellations. I hope that the classification and the types that I have shown
may become recognised standards for the future which can be expanded when new
information comes to light.
To this end I would obviously welcome any information on additional
types, posts, earlier or later dates, or any other information which adds to
any aspect. Please help me to help us all.
- - o0o - To complete this study the July issue will list the schedule of
Shield Cancellations, followed by the schedule of Dated Cancellations.
SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS

Commission du droit international 19491974 1.5.74,
1211 Geneve 10, Phil.
Bureau of.U.N.
100 KM - Biel 7/8 Juni '74 / Bienne 7/8
Juin '74 - 2500 Biel/Bienne 1
SATUS - Bern Verbandsfest - 22-23 Juin
1974 - • 3000 Bern 1
ERLENBACH - am Eurichsee (from 29May)
YVERDON - Courses et Concours hippiquee
1 28juin - 7 juillet 1400 Yverdon 1

Concours hippique national Tramelan ler au 4 Aout 1974 - 2300 La Chaux-de-

SHE 'NEWS LETTER' AND YOU

Your Editor is planning to
move in the near future and will be
exceedingly busy over the next few
months.

Every endeavour will be made
to produce the H.N.L. without interruption and while some members are
being most helpful, it would ease the
situation considerably to have a
'reserve bank' of articles, so that
it can be put together as quickly
and easily as possible during this
period.
Any assistance which you can
give will be greatly appreciated.

I NTERNAE3A

74Ael

BASLE
•

3.' 9 74

or the Greatest Show on Earth, for
Philatelists, this year anyway

won/ •
vosovo

by M. RUTHERFOOP

-v0/419

Very early in the mornineI wandered,
past
the
St. Paul's Gate (Z. No. 363) on my Way
Rk
from the main station down to the Rhein, past,
'The Amazon' (Z. No. 556) and looked back at the red spires of PP-fase (Z. .No. 85).
Basle is a lovely and interesting city, well worth a visit at any time. But the
\.) 4s

-

. But the immediate problem was how to look at and absorb the specialist
Well, you can't.
information carefully shown on the 12- sheets of 3000 frames.
My system is to mark in the catalogue (no adverts, or articles, as all those
were in the 3 Bulletins which preceeded the exhibition), only those entries which
were of particularinterest, or where one had heard of th man before, and then
zooming down the rows feeling terribly guilty.
If only one could have a xerox copy made of the especially interesting
exhibits. But not only does one feel guilty at not studying each frame carefully,
one sets so depressed at seeing so many auparb items which are -quite out of
reach, perhaps not because of price, but because they are unique when put
together.

Perversely I started at the back of the catalogue and am working my way
forward, so this 'report' covers only part, the rest will follow after my next
Anyway ore had to queue to get in, then queue to cash in one's 'Black
2 visits.
Print', more out of piety to the PTT than for its low intrinsic value (too low say
some), then queue to get it cancelled, then queue to get the special covers
commemorating the 'Congress of Swiss Philatelic Societies' holding its anntal
meeting on that Saturday, then queue to get the official, but not PTT, cachet of
Congress. Then queue to get through the intervening queues to get within sight
of the entrance gates.
The second hurdle was to get through the long aisle flanked by the 16
foreign administrations giving away specials, or selling stamps, or happily
signing up new subscribers. Only South Africa neither sold nor cancelled anything; mainly they gave away tourist leaflets.
I may add that the Swiss PTT had 12 sales counters - where the black
prints could be obtained - doing a roaring trade, and then 6 counters with
cancelling machines for hand-stamps, and they could have had twice as many.
To show the new trend in philately, away from straight or specialist
collections, much more space than ever before was devoted to 'Collections based
on special ideas' as the catalogue says. Here were to be found a different type
of thematic than in the Thematic section. Letters, entires, postmarks, documents,
1870 original pigeon post film etc., etc.
Cancellations of Glarus, British
Post Offices Abroad, Postal History of the Canton of Schaffhausen, Posts of
Concentration Camps, Ghettos and Jails, Canadian Contingent of the Anglo-Boer
War, Belgian Invasion of German East Africa 1916, USA Mourning Covers 1789 to
1870, The Postmarks of the Grand Army 1805-1814, to name only a few.
Also under the 'Hobby' section were some interesting special collections,
one of Kocher and similar stamps and labels. Again under 'Study Collections'
were some classics to be found, for instance Ernst Miller's study of the 26 plates
of the Rayon II, also a collection of Hotel stamps.
In all these collections
could be found a wide selection of labels and marks, secondary to the main theme,
but difficult to find elsewhere.
- - o0o - Editor's Note: he hope to publish some more observations from others who were

able to visit the Exhibition in our next issue.
S BATTLEFLUT ?
Searching through some miscellaneous philatelic jottings recently I came
across the following:
In 1853 the Austrian Lloyd started a postal packet service between Trieste

and Switzerland. This seems to be incredible but the itinerary was as follows:
Trieste to Venice by sea; Venice to Chioggia through the lagoon; Chioggia to
Cavanella by canal; Cavanella . to Pavia via the River Po; Pavia to Sesta, River
The service was suspended in 1859
Ticino; Seeto
to Looarno by Lev? Maggiore.
g
at the be inning of the war arl never restarted. tAecount by Valdino Scarps),

F.J.R.
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U.P.U. 1900
In this year of 1974, which marks the Centenary
of the Uhiversal Postal Union, it is perhaps not irrelevant to
look back to 1900 when this Organisation celebrated its first
Jubilee of 25 Years by the issue of three stamps which have been
criticised, even much ridiculed, but which nevertheless, have
provided collectors with material of great interest ever since.
It is doubtful whether any present day issue will ever give the
same pleasure.
Plans were put forward to celebrate the Silver
Jubilee by a festival, to be held in Bern on 2nd July 1900, but
not until mid-April was the Postal Administration invited to provide a postcard
and a special stamp. The Postal Dept. considered copper-plate printing to be
the only suitable process and stated that there was insufficient time available
to do this satisfactorily. As an alternative they suggested the issue of an
illustrated postcard, for which a design had already been prepared and which
could thus be produced in time.
While agreeing to the issue of the postcard, but in two values of 5c.
and 10c. instead of only the 5c. as originally envisaged, instructions were also
This decision
given for the production of 3 stamps of 5, 10 & 25c. values.
resulted in very hurried preparations, both with regard to the design and the
printing.
The design, by Eugene Grasset, was intended to represent an allegory
of postal communications, but did not meet with general approval, and like the
earlier Mulready covers issued in Britain, was extensively caricatured.
For this, the first commemorative issue, it was decided that the stamps
should be twice the size of the normal ones, with 4 panes of 50 instead of 2 of
100 stamps. The panes were to be halved and sold in half sheets of 25 stamps.
The die was prepared by Frederic Florian of Paris and the contract for
the printing was given to Max Girardet of Bern. The haste with which the whole
operation was carried out resulted in an issue in which, instead of searching
for a few varieties, the hunt is to find a perfect stamP!
Further difficulties were encountered with regard to the perforations'.
Only a few days before the commencement of the festival the printers delivered
the first consignment of stamps to the Mint in Bern, where they were to be
perforated and it was only then discovered that insufficient care had been taken
to allow for the size of the stamps and none of the Ries perforating maohines in
use was suitable.
The situation was just saved by the discovery of an old Ries machine,
reserved for use in emergencies, but which necessitated passing the sheets
This 'line' perforation
through twice, once horizontally and once vertically.
was carried across the whole sheet including the margins and is identifiable at
the corners of the stamps. A special new Ries machine was made and used for
later deliveries, which enabled both horizontal and vertical perforations to be
carried out in one operation, the 'comb' or 'Box' perforation, And this was used
also for the so-called 're-engraved' stamps.
All the stamps issued
This term - re-engraved - is in fact, incorrect.
came from the same original die and relief plates, but in the case of the later
deliveries the galvanos were much harder, resulting in sharper, more clearly cut
impressions. 'Furthermore the actual printing was carried out with greater care

and this is most 'clearly shown in the 25c. value which, once seen, will never
be mistaken.
There hag: been much controversy over this 25c. blue in the 're-engraved'
issue. It was first through that they were distributed only as 'grace lc favour'
items, but since then a very few copies have come to light on letters dated 30th
and 31st December 1900, just prior to their withdrawal from sale.
The stamps were on sale from 2nd July - 31at December 1900 and the
numbers quoted - for 'ordinary' and 're-engraved' together are:
50.

16,532,000

10c.

15,196,000

25c.

60344,000

1,900,000

25c.

3,850

and for the 're-engraved' stamps only:
5c.

5,400,000

10c.

---o0o---

On 27 November 1934 it was decreed
that from 1 January 1935-all registered
mail from Government Departments,
together with correspoudence goihg

abroad, should be franked with stamps
which could be easily recognised.
The first method of
distinguishing these from
ordinary stamps litiS
achieved by perforating
stamps currently in use
with a small 5 11010
Cross.

This was applied to
the Small Landscape series (Z. Nos.
194-200), and for the higher values to
the 'Helvetia with Sword' stamps of
1 Fr. values
35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 c.
the
'Arms
stamps
(Z. 'z' Nos.) and
(Z. NOS.
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163-166z).

In 1937 the re-designed 'Small
Landscapes' (Z. Nos. 201-209), both on
plain and grilled papers were similarly
treated.
In 1938 a than ;
,was made by overprinting
the same series of stamps',
with a small Federal

cross in black.
This may have been
due to the fact that some
forgeries of the perforated cross had
been found.

that from let July 1974 the basic
foreign postage rates, of only 1.7.1971,
will rise as follows: 20g. letters to
CEPT countries from 40 to 60c., 20g.
letters to all other countries from 60
to 70c. Postcards will also jump from
30 or 40c. to 50c. for all countries*
Airmail rates will go up by 10c for the
first 5g.
.... that in the excellent book
'Collecting Postal History' . by Prince

Dimitri Kandaouroff there is an interesting error in the caption to the
illustration on the 'Contents' page.
HPS members will, I am sure, recognise
the coat-of-arms of Basel City, and not
the 'German Corporation of Watermen''as
stated. This picture was the original
from which the PTT postcard of the
'Cantonal Messengers' series was drawn
and which in turh has been used for the
one 30c. stamp of the 'Internaba' miniature sheet, and also for the official
medals for the winners, obverse side.
.... that the 30c. Geis definitive has
also appeared in handmade rolls of 2000
stamps, unnumbered, and each 10th stamp
having a selvedge join. These are made
up for business firms' special mailings.
.... that the Zumetein Special Catalogue
did not come out in time for 'Internaba'
as intended. Apparently the number of
Price changes expected between now and
September was high enough to justify
the delay.

1942 brought a further change.
+hat the Zumstein Ganzsachen CataThis time a slanting overprint
logue,
for printed stationery, is also
'Officiel' was applied,
delayed
and will probably not appear
again to the 'Small Landthis
year.
The interest in this field:
scapes' (Z. Noe, 201,-9)
is
rising
fast.
At a recent Markenand also to the 'Historica
Miller
auction,
a
more than complete set
Series' (Z. Nos. 243-251).
of National Fete postcards realised
Only in this latter
'
SFr.7700. Most dealers at bourses have
series are any specific
boxes of such station and cards nowadays.
varieties mentioned,
that according to a list published
these being the double
March
1974 issue of the SHE, 30 diffin
prints which occurred
erent
official
postcards were issued by
on the 70 c. and 90 c.
the
National
Pete
Organisation, without
and also on the F.2.00.
impressed stamp, between 1938 and 1960.
- In 1943 the reddishThe sales per year had dropped from
brown Chillon stamp (Z.
600,000 to 100,000 during this period, so
No. 257) was added to the
they were then discontinued. They were
series, followed in 1950
collected even less than their predecessby the larger 'landscape & Technical'
ors with impressed stamps.
series (Z.,Noe. 298-308).
Then, for some reason, it was
decided to discontinue the issue of
Official stamps, as from 1st July 1959,
with an expiry date of 31st December
1959.
A few covers, showing the use of
these stamps, if they can be found,
will add interest to one's collection.

........ that Question No. 25 is: How many
different (Cat. Nos.) official postcards

were issued from 1910 to 1937 by the
National Fete Organisation?
that the answer to Question No. 24

is that the background of all PJ stamps
from 1950 - 1957 (31 stamps) shows the main
food of the particular insect shown ...
but please don't ask me to give the

botanical names!
M.H,

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS

, It is with the deepest regretl
that we learn of the death of
KR. T. C. BROOKS
which occurred last month. An
expression of our sincere sympathy
has been conveyed to members of
the family.
Until comparatively recently
Mr. Brooks, who became a member of
the Society in May 1955, was one
of our most enthusiastic colleagues
and a most regular attender at
meetings.
As will be known he had for
many years acted as the Society's.
Auditor and was always interested
in the prosperity of the Society.
He will be greatly missed.

UPU DAT , - 8th June,
'INTERNABA'
when delegates to the XVIIth UPU
Congress visited the Exhibition. The
cancel depicted the globe from the UPU
Monument and read: '4000 BASEL , 5.6.74 - INTERNABA 1974 - JOURNEE DE
L'UPU'.

1.

'INTERNAB ' - TAG PER RE242
BASILIENSIS - held on 13th June.,
The cancellation shows a flame with 'TAG
DER REGIO and 13.6.74' beneath and round
the edge: '4000 BASEL - INTERLABA 1974
CENTENARIUM
2.

3. 19..th_kitglutlataaLiabour..22akrenc€:.
Held in Geneva from 3-26 June 1974.
The cancellation shows the wheel and
globe emblem and readp: '1211 GENEVE 3.6.74 -, CONFERENCE INTERiiATIONALE DU
TAAVAILI.
4.

T - EXCHANGE PACELT
Packets still going round are
being called in so that they can be wound up before the holiday season
gets under way.
New.members will be included on
packets going out when the new circuits

commence in September.
Imago
,

ANNOUNCEMENT

A new Edition of the

ZUMSTEIN
SPECIALISED CATALOGUE OF
SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN
is due for publication shortly, and
further details regarding date, price ,
etc., will follow as soon as received. ,

Commemoratin g the CENTENARY OF THE

UPU.
A special cancellation, agsin
featuring the monumental globe in Bern,
was used on 14th June and read:
3000 Bah - 14.6.74 - COMILMORATION DU
CENTENAIHE DE L'UPT.
To mark
5, UNITED NATIONS IE GENEV4.
participation in the 'Internaba'
Exhibition a special cancellation was
used on 16 June with the crozier-head of
Basle superimposed on the UN emblem,
with above 'INTERNABA 7-16.6.74' and
i below ' BALE'. The outer rim wording:
'1211 GENEVE - ADMINISTRATION POSTALE
DES NATIONS UNIES'.
AUTOMOBILE CANCEL
Auto 3. ST. GALLER KINDERFEST 1974 25th June - or if weather is
unsuitable on nearest suitable
day!

Orders for all Catalogues ...
EUROPE 1974
... '
with thumb index

at £8.00
" 48.75

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN,
1974 Pocket size
at £0.70
etc., should be sent to:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London WC2 7LW
Supplements to the Europe
Catalogue are published regularly in
the
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG
Annual fee:
SFr. 18.50
For fine, first-class stamps „.
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND and EUROPE
send your Wants Lists to

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie,
P.O. Box 2585
CH-3000 BERN

Prices of stamps, as with
everything else, are rising all the
time.
Decreasing supplies of earlier
material also contributes to this
upward trend, so it is essential to
complete as many sections of your
collection as possible -- and that
speedily.
: Let me help you in this task.
Send your Wants Lists or ask for
Approvals fort
Postal History items
Stamps - all issues - Mint/used
Airmail stamps and flight covers
Tete-b g che & si-t4nant
Commemorative covers
Travelling Post Office material
etc., etc.

J.S.ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,
Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.

pv-IILATELic
O'N

Founder E. H. SPIRO
President : L. MOORE, M.B.E., F,R.P.S.L,
C/
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28TH YEAR

REVENUE STAMPS OF BASEL
HANDSTAMPED ON PAPER
By Donn Lueck

The fiscals of Switzerland, as well as many other countries, can boast
of a pre-stamp era. The handstamped revenues of Basel are no exception. These
early revenues were used on receipts, promissory notes and other documents.

The appearance of this article constitutes the first attempt at listing
the handstamps used on documents in Basel from:1802 to about 1930. It does not
purport to be a complete listing, nor has any attempt been made to price these
items. Information leading to adequate pricing is unavailable at this time.
Later, with possible receipt of further information, such an attempt may be made.

I trust that the information presented herein will enable those of you
in possession of such material to better categorize your collection. Readers
able to shed additional light on these items are invited to correspond with the
author: 6238. N. 38th Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85019, USA,
I.

CIRCULAR TYPES,
A.

Type a:

B.

HELVETIC REPUBLIC PERIOD (1798-1803)
1 Betz:
Circular fancy "HELV:REPUB: /1. .Batz.'
handstamped in black on white paper. The Bats
was An old German coin, but at that time was probably
used as a term for 10 Rappen.
C 'TON

PLRIOD

All are handstamped

.

in black on white
paper.

Type b:

Single circle
'CANT:BASEL /
1./Batz.' This type

has a colon between
'Cant' and 'Basel' and
periods after the '1'
and the word !Bats'.

Type or

Single circle
'CANT:BAJEL /

2./Batz. 1 This type_has
only a period instead of a
colon-between 'Cant' and
'Basel'.

Tylp d:

Single circle
'CANT • BASEL /
I
2/Batz. This type has

a centered period between
the 'Cant' and 'Basel'
and has no period after
the value figure

The period of use for the above three types of handstamped revenues

is 1803 to 1820.

A pencil note on one of the items (Type c) is '1820'.

(Cottinued overleaf))

Type e:

All are handstamped in black
on white paper.
Single circle 10k:iTeilsSEL,

ST • TUILL /. 2/Batz.'

Three values of

this type are known: 1 & 2 Betz and
Rapp.
The period of use for Type
is believed to be about 1810 to 1820.
There are no complete documents or
notations on these items to substantiate the period of use.

5

Type_ft

'CANT:BASEL /
5/Rapp.' handstamped in black

Sineie circle

on white paper.' The period of use for
this item is considered to be from
1820 to 1830. There is a complete
document with this type in the author's
collection dated May 3, 1822. This is
the only reference available at this
time.
40.1nIII.011100.1i1111.110.1.0.11.

Type g: Single circle 'CAsT • BASELSTADT / 15 / Rp.'
handstamped in black on white paper.

Type ft: Single circle 'KANT:BASEL STADT / 7 / lip.'
handstamped in black on white paper.
You will note the word 'Baselstadt' appears
to be one word on the 15 Rappen value and two words on
the 7 Rappen value. The period of use for the above
two handstamped revenues is believed to be from 1830
to 1840. There are no documents or notations to
substantiate these dates of use.

Type is Double circle 'KANT:BASEL = STADT * / 7 /
handstanped in blue on white paper. The

7 Rappen value is .
known in black
on white paper
on a receipt
dated April 18,
1856.
The
author also has a 7 Happen value on a
stampless cover dated January 9, 1869.

Fro
THE

. The period of use for the type 'j' 1
haadstamps is from 1850 to 1870. The
two complete documents mentioned above
are the only items of reference for the
dates of use. .
(To be continued)

Our most sincere congratulations

to W.Cdr. R. F. BULSTRODE, whose

superb 'Proofs Essays' won for him a
Silver Ledal.
The award is even more well
deserved, since he was the only Briton
with sufficient courage to enter into
competition with the Swiss on their

own ground!:

JULY 10th
AEATEUR

COLLECTOR LTD
will be back to normal -

The following values are known:
7 Rp. in blue or black
15 Rp. in blue only
30 Rp. in blue only

Rp.'

or as

normal as any of us will be:)
We look forward to receiving

your orders, approval requests and
visits (by appointment please).

Remember our new address and
telephone number:

H L KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
F.O. Box 242, Highgate,
(24, Great North Road)
LONDON N6 41A4
Telephones

01-3
p0o-----
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INTERNABA - Second Report ... by

M. RUTHERFOORD

111811it.
' War
eeorree

The PTT Philatelic Service gave all its Standing
0
Order cus tomers a free catalogue voucher to the value of
n
For this voucher, or
Sfr.e.-, a gesture much appreciated.
Sfr.3.- in cash, one obtained a copy of the catalogue, which
N
AR1`)contained 3 coupons: one of which allowed unlimited entry on
any one day (and was also clipped at the US Post Office atand if one took a
'Black
painter's souvenir card). The other 2 coupons could be exchanged for 2
Therefore,
each).
Sfr.2.(or
Sfr.4.additional
an
of
payment
on
Print' folders
There was a designated space for an 'INTeRNABA'
each 'black print' cost Sfr.3.50.
that each 'black print' folder could cost
meant
it
so
page,
left-hand
block on the
visitors bought a dozen or more
of
number
large
a
As
in effect Sfr.6.50.
'black prints', it is doubtful
additional
buy
entriesj just to have the right to
announced that they
Zumstein
if any fortunes are going to be made with them.
Illustrated album
priced.
would be mentioned in their catalogues, but not
Mounted.
easily
be
cannot
publishers will not show them, as the folder
red
It was fascinating to be able to see a real Mauritius cover with two ld.
well.
as
annaa
2
POST OFFICE stamps, with the 'To Fay' mark of Bombay for an extra
The One Cent black on magenta of British Guiana was so dark as to be virtually
I found in an obscure
illegible, not very exciting really - unless one owned it
corner a 4 cent of the same period on cover; it was much lighter in colour and
Other classics which interested me was a pair of
altogether more attractive.
half Double Genevas, an interverti; and the Tessin° forgery shown in the unique
The sheet of GB 'Penny
collection of essays and proofs of Mr. R.F. Bulstrode.
Blacks', nearly complete, caused a lot of justified interest, also the large
But the most unique of all was the collection of WO 'Basel
blocks of 2d. Blue.
back to the place of their origin to celebrate the
flown
all
Doves' which had
from almost the same number of collections: singles,
taken
and
UPU,
100 Years of
pairs, on piece and on cover etc. From the PTT was a cover with no less than 6
Doves, the correct postage from Basel to Kreuzlingen for a letter of Loth (1 oz.)
in the Third Rayon, i.e. 25-40 hours from the sender. That was on 22nd October
No other known
1850, 3 weeks after the new Federal stamps had come into use.
shown by the
not
was
What
it.
on
sort
any
of
stamps
cover has as many Cantonal
or twice
once
shown
been
has
that
but
Doves,
unused
15
of
block
PTT was their
damage to
chemical
prevent
to
gum,
its
of
washed
been
has
it
before (by the way
the stamps).
If one spent only 20 minutes at the stand of each dealer or postal administration (and one sometimes had to wait half that time to be served) then one
would have been busy with that for 3 whole days: The United Nations counter was
The dealers, too,
by far the busiest of all the 'foreigners', but all did well.
This included good furniture,
seem to have recouped the Sfr.4000.- stand rent.
fitted carpets, cleanioe, well-built and painted stands, but being open from
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. every day for 10 day* was a little tiring to some, others said
With several excellent restaurants
they had never had time to think about it
within the exhibition serving good meals at reasonable prices, together with a
The humidity and
coffee bar and official club, everyone was well looked after.
temperature at various points were continually recorded and the air-conditioning
This
adjusted to suit the most important guests, namely the stamps themselves.
made it sometimes rather cold, but better that than the stifling heat one sometimes finds at exhibitions.
An important feature of the 'INTEReABA' was the number of philatelic bodies
These ranged from London's
which took the opportunity to hold a special meeting.
Societies
Aerophilatelic
of
Federation
International
'Royal Philatelic' to the
the UNO Stamp Collecting Group, and many local and regional clubs, while a new
one was founded on the 8th, the Swiss Coil Stamp Collectors, under the aegis of
Rent Amrein, the publisher and author of the well-known Catalogue of Coil Stamps.
Zumatein showed a copy
Another fascinating show was 'Philatelic Literature'.
In all 125 exhibits, in
of apparently everything that they had ever printed:
about 8 different languages, showing how well philately is documented.
The official 'List of Prize Winners' was nicely printed, but most difficult
to get hold of.
Strangely there were only 2 categories: ordinary stamp collections and thematics, although the exhibits had been divided into 8 well-defined
groups, but I don't think that this was necessarily detrimental to anyone, it just
There were 100 golds in the main
made it difficult to find out what was going on.
class and 5 in the thematica, and too many silver to count.
But if one thinks
that all those who exhibited had received a silver, at least, at some previous

(Centinued overleaf)
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The Julier Pass
From DR. F. GANZ:

Concerning the JULIER ALPENPOST enquiry by Mrs. Scholey in last
month's H.N.L., prior to 1935 the Julier Pass (from Tiefencastel

through the Oberha).bstein Valley to Silvaplana) was closed to any kind of car travel
during the winter months. As a matter of fact the Canton of Craubdnden did not
permit private car tratel on any Griaons road beyond Chur until 1924. Sleighs
could, of course, get through the pass, and horse tarts . made the trip to the Julier
Hospiz from the north, i.e. from Bivio-Stalla whenever the road could feasibly be
kept open.
In fact a postal acceptance station (not a postal depot, and not a
post office) had existed in that remote hospice refuse since before 1900.
An early
straightline mark usually found next to, and rarely on the stamps, struck in black
or blue, reads JULIERHOSPIZ.
It was in use until 1944 (Nay 1) (Fig. 1) when the
- region'o official language
N.74

changed to Romansch. Since
then, another straightline,

also in black or blue,
reads LA VEDUTA
2),
P ],q$
the
Romansch
name
of
that
4'sesss's4s.
refuge. It is still in use
;;;
. n>'"f
upon request, although nowFig. 1.
asdaya most mail is handed
to passing postal bus
drivers uncancelled and unmarked, and obliterated at the
end of the run.
1 4

44 fr'i11
11111'
1,414kivOtv,pf
rAl4i:o
t)g

4
Fig. 2.

Starting in 1935, mostly because of the sharply increasing interest in winter
sports in the Engadine'valley's highest villages, a direct postal line from Chur,
vie Tiefencastel - Bivio Julier summit - Silvaplana to St. Moritz (also in summer
from Silvaplana to Maloja Chiavenna - (Lugano) was projected, planned and
eventually announced for early February, supplementing the Rhaetian Railways'
trains and giving direct access to several winter sports resorts without having
to go through St. Moritz.
That winter the PTT bought enormously powerful and hitherto uninvented snow
removal equipment (one such monster is shown on the 1949 Technic series, 15 C.
value) with the intention of keeping both the Julier and Naloja passes open all
year.
But the first winter alpine post bus trip, proudly announced and
philatelically celebrated by special red postmarks for both directions of the trip
(black cds either Chur or St. Moritz) fell victim by a massive snow-storm which
paralysed the entire region for several days. Hence the straightline rubber
stamp cachet announcing postponment of the trip by 48 hours on all philatelic
(and already cancelled) mail.
Since then, except for occasional similarly paralysing storms (none of them
philatelically recorded) the Julier Pass has been open uninterruptedly.
and from Md. W. AUTHERFOORD:

The cover in the possession of Mrs. Scholey is one
of many handed in for first and last "einteralpenpost', even though marked 'I'.
I assume that a far greater number of covers
were posted than expected, to judge by the variety of postmarks used in Chur, even
an old 'Razor-blade' type.
As this was a purely philatelic effort the PTT used
the blue 3-line mark mentioned to explain the unforeseen delay.
Normal mail,
whenAelayed, did not usually get any such mark.
The philatelic nature is also
proved by the indirect route mentioned; also Chur - Zurich via St. Moritz.
By
the ways covers from St. Moritz to Chur are much rarer.
APOLOGY CORNER ...

also from Mr. Rutherfoord:

In my article in the May issue: "125 Years of the Swiss federal Post", I
incorrectly said that no commemorative stamp or postmark would appear this year to
celebrate the event, but there will be a 40 c. stamp, which will appear on 19th
September.
In 1949 there were equal numbers of stamps and postmarks to
celebrate 75 years of the UPU and 10C years of the PTT.
This year there will be
at least 5 times more in favour of the UPU.
(See also p, 56, col. 2 - od.)
'INTERNABA' (Continued)
show, then one can estimate the general standard.
However, that can work out
in 4 negative way, for instance for the visitor from Canada who was desperately
looking for a collection of 'Pro Juventute':
My only advice to him was to go
to a dealer, and that showed up the great discrepancy between the material on
show and what was being offered for sale, an average of 100 years:
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SWISS CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS
Part V.

By DEREK R. BEAK Key to table: Languages

§CHEDULE OF SH;ELD CANCELLATIONS -

DOUA14ES

F

suasss

Language

Name

Colour

CASTASEGNA

UFFICIO DLI
DAZI

Black

CRIAS30

UFFICIO DEI
DAZI

Black

MARTINSBRUCK

ZULLSTATTE

Black

ROMAWSHORN
SCHAFFHAUSEN

m DUGANA SVIZZERA

SCHWEIZ ZOLLAKT

G

Latest
Associated
date if

Stamps

Comments

59A
ONO

59 A
71B

4.XII.93

670,71A

It

Black

!I

Blue

61A

tf

Black

71A

Blue

70A

BAZHOF
ft

11

Black

TAGERWEILEN

11110

66D

PLAIN BACKGROUn TO SHIELD
ALTENBURG

Black

BARGEN

Black

BASEL B-B

Black

1.VI.32

17 7
165,166
176,190
58B,77B
79B

BASEL C.B.(WOLF) ZOLLSTATTE

Black

BASEL
BURGFELDERSTR,

Black

15.IX.31

176

BASEL
FREIBURGERSTR.
HUNINGEHSTRASSE

Black

4.IX.31

160

Black

3.VI.31

115,176
184

BASEL -LISBUCHEL

Black

19.XII.31

152,160
165,174

BASEL-POST

Black

12.VIII.43

BERLINGEN
BEURNETESIN II
BIAUFUND

Black
Black
Black

240(111.31

BONCOURT-GARE
BOURG ST.IIERRE

Black
Black

12.IX,31

BOUVERET

BUREAU DES

71A

BASEL does not appear
in the cancellation
but is used in conjunction with dated
type

Official unfranked
mail envelope. Latest
use of shield type
74D

190
163,164
170,174
184
108
165,173

Associated with dated

183,184

type GRD ST-BERNARD

67D

Black

PEAGES

BRENETS

Black

8.IX.31

163,176

BUCHS-BAHNHOF

Black

20.V1.11

101,103
119,120
125111

Page 54
Name

Language

CASTASEGNA
CHATELARD
CHIA4J0
STAZIONE
CONSTANZ
It

UFFICIO DEI
DAZI

Black
SCHWEIZ
HAUPTZULLSTATTE
If
Blue

60B,61A

Black

61B,64B

Black

59B, 66A
77B,78A
79B,90A
77B
1132;015
164,166
190

KONSTANZ

ft

Black

F

Black
Blue
Black

DAMVANT
DIESSENHOFEN

Comments

70A

Black

GRASSIER
LA CURE
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Stamps
Latest
Colour
Associated
Date, if any
11
lack
160,183
13.V.34
Black
184,190
58A,71A
Blue

2.X11.34

Out of order because
of duplication of
spelling of name.
Type I. Single outer
frame-line
Type 11. Thin inner
frame-line - otherwise
very much as Type I

Blue

70A
125111
66A

Eauve
Black

65B
77A

PurpleBlack

77A

Black

910

Black
nauve
Blue

190
190
603

Blue

56,5913

Black
Black

110,125I1I

Black

593

hoea

Black

66A

ft

Black

ft

DOERFLINGEN
DORFLINGEN

ZOLLSTkTE

EMNISHOFEN
ft

FAO 1
ft

GENEVE FORT-FRANC
G.,„ at. GAR6
P-11Tr.,
Gaial GAXL F.V.
ft
ft
G.-V.
GUNDO

HOW;
KESSWEIL
RHIldNHAFEN
Kla:abHUNINGa

PEAGES
FEDERAUX
PEAGE3

F
BUAEAU
Pt.,AGt;

%IT

125111

Word after PETITE ia
missing in each of
my copies
Thin inner frer.ne-liue

Type I. Letters of
.
HUFEN 2.8 mi.
613,65B Type 11 has very thin
frame-line. Letters
of HOPEI. 2.4 mm.
693

ZOLLSTAETTE PurpleBlack
Black
Black

Type 1. Letters of town
measure 21 mm. across
Type II. Letters more
widely spaced in town
name (22 mm.)

661)
27.V.36

Thin inner frame-line
Type I. Letters 2.5 mm.
Emblems at sides
consist of 4 dots
(Tc be ocntinUed)
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DID YOU KNOW ?

..... that the Swise PTT does not publieh advaace information on which Mobile
The Swiss authorities, and in parPost Office will be used for events
ticular the organioine sub-committee
where a special cde is to be used, saying
drawn from the six Basel Philatelic Soconly that 11o. 213,46 or 5 trailer will
ieties, are to be congratulated on prebe eeed with EPO date stamp and cachet.
senting , a really first 7 c1ass exhibition.
Spread over two floors of one of the large This, they any, rives them flexibility
as to which EPO is to be used,
Swiss Fair buildings, it waa a classic
model of an effective display of ode... that the poetal version of the
bratione of the Centenary of the Universal "
e (K urebuch)
tsi
There was plenty of space: °:- •cial railway timetabl
Postal Union.
has not appeared for public sale since
wide corridere between the various
summer 1973, not enough sales. The uees ections, with feame s w ell sp aced for
at
,
ful little 'Ortsverzeichnis still
good viewing by a large number of people
Sfr.1.-, which was part of the postal
without to mueh overcrowding, Also
edition, can still be had each May.

plenty of rest areas.

Hieh marks, too,

for the lighting: a cunning blend of
that altho the voters of the
natural and artificial light on the ground Bernese Jura have decided to form their
floor was the next best thing to full day- own Canton Jura, the exact boundaries
are by no means fixed, and it will be at
light and on part of the first floor,
where only artificial light could be used, leaet 5 years, and a lot more voting,
before the 23rd (Janton will be born.
illumination of the exhibits was ample.
I found no frames in the half light that
that the 4th and final part of the
io only too characteristic of most British ....
official 'Jtempelwere (Andres dc
exhibitions.
Emmenegger) is scheduled for 1974, but
The Swiss were imaginative in the
ie mere likely to appear in early 1975.
In
If this will consist of more binders or
sectionalisation of the exhibite.
only of additional sheets, I could not
addition to the Court Of Honour; the
official section and usual geographical
find out,
divisions, there were sections for a
.... that the Swiss Postal stationery
special UPU show, junior displaya, preSociety has juet issued a most interestphilately, thematics, air-mails, space
ing 40 page brochure "Die Post der
(with philatelic items from the American
internierte in der Schweiz 1940-1946", by
NASA moon and other space probes, plus
GeorgesS child-atS fr.6.-. For the
models, space exhibits and photographs
104,886
soldiers " of it, nations interned
'
all provided by an enthusiastic and very
in Switzerland there was a maximum
enterprising young Swiss), specialised
number of 330 camps at one time, and
studies, 'special ideas' and 'Internaba)
Hobby' (to attract newcomers to philately,.about
723 different dateless postmarks
All
were issued during this period.
.
Here I found the :1 1.i5r3 too imaginative
information is supported by official
as I lost the difference in distinctionrecords of the Directorate of tge
between the last three sections :
wise Field Poet. A nice essay in the
There were 3,000 frames from exhibi- interaction between history se. philately.
83 dealers from
tors in 42 countries.
11 countries were present with the United .... that the Italian Poet Office has
found a new way of getting rid of their
Kingdom providing a seecial 'Britioh

ieeeo
-und undeliverable mail. They
corridor' in one hall as the biggect over- otr
se
ll
it in 100 ton lots to paper-milis
The main entrance hell
seas participant.
and
e
crepdealereor
f repulping! This
post-office,
had a very larer exhibition
Manned by: the Swiss PTT at which, - despite revelation by the police eas caused an
even greater rush on the Chiasso PO to
its 12 sales counters and 6 franking
machines, there were large queues at the

weekend.

Behind the Sw iss ?TT were

hanSie mail brought there by private

:ceuriere for foreign countries. And

this ecareial has happened in tne Centenstands from 16 other postal authorities,
ary
year of the UPI: :
including the U.K., many of them selling
their country's current mint stamps.
that the enewer to Question No.25
Hee
thee
from 1910 till their end in 1937
The exhibition catalogue was well

there appeared6 5 different tnational
produced and to the point, containing no
siete
picture postcards with an impressed
extraneous articles or advertisements,
''
only information on the exhibition and the stamp.
However from 1931-1934 a small
picture to the left of the 'stamp' was
There were 3 special
special vouchers.
postmarks: one for the exhibition itself included, showing various views; in all
66 additional cards needed to complete
used throughout, a special Uit Centenary
the aet,
.
frank on, 8th June, and :a special Basel
frank on 15th June.
that Question NO4 26 is's 4ho has
been
sh
own on two separate issues of
Next month I will tell you about some
stamps?
.j.
i
of the exhibits, particularly the Swiss
ones.

PICTORIAL TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS
From 19 Junes
1920 MARTIGNY - Vestiges romaine (K.612)
8783 LINTHAL - Ferienort am Klaueenpass - (K.613)
und
Rheuma7311 VALEIT4
Rehabilitationsbadekuren (K.614)
6911 BRUSIO ARII0 - Lago di Lugano
(K.615)
From 10 July:
5603 STAUFER - Glasfenster XV. Jahrh.
(L.616)
9499 SAX - am Filas des Kreuzberge
(K.617)
6825 CAPOLAGO - Monte Cameros°
(K.618)
ECIALCALUELLATI0N
To mark the
100 year
'SATU6'
Swiss
the
of
celebration
special
a
Federation,
(Athletic)
was used on
athletes
cancel depicting
BERN '3000
reading:
22 & 23 June,
.
100 JAHHE SATUS 22-23.6.74'

Centenary

of,'SATUS".

STOF

PRE 3 3

Mr. K. Young advises us of the
following news items just received from
the FTT:
r
The autumn special i .:aue - 125 Years
1.
of Federal Post will now be a 30o.
value and not 40c. as previously stated.
2.
50 +
From
card
rate

Pro Juventute - values and surcharges
will now be 15 + 10, N 20,
20 and 60 + 25 c. (SFr. 2.30 for set).
1st July 50. is the foreign postrate and 60c. is the CEFT letter
(20g.).

LIECHTEN STEIN
As in Switzerland overseas postcards
are one of the items for which new postal
charges come into force on 1 July. The
new rate will be 50 Rp. and the card with
picture of the Hofenberg Chapel in Eschen
and imprinted 40 Hp. stamp has been overprinted 50 lip. It will not be included
in subscription items, but will be available from the Footage Stamp Dept. of the
Nor will there
Post Office in /aduz.
cancel.
Day
be any First
4••••••••111n•••n•••••••••••n•••••••

EXCHANGE

ALCENT

PAcia

.
Don't forget to mount up your
gets
Packet
the
that
spare material so
e er
t
a _f•d s

ZUMSTEIN
1975 CATALOGUES
ForTUblication in August 1974:
•

AlailLjari

Prices
With thumb index ...

£10
£12.

SLOGAli Cii.t4VELS

FERA - Radio TV Pfund Ausstellung 29.8 From 15 July
3.9.74 Enrich Internat. Musik-Festwochen Luzern 14 Aug. 6 Sept. 1974 - 6000 Luzern from 1 July
larche-eoncours national de chevaux
9-11 aott 1974 Saignelegier
2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds from 1 July
Eidg. Schwing.- u. Alpenfest Schwyz
A 24/25 Aug. 1974 - 6430 Schwyz from 1/7
Fetes de Geneve 9-12 aoilt '74 1200 Geneve 1 from 8 July
.o.,Noa•••nn••••••••••••••••nn••••••n••7.0
,
.

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTLIk1975
Pocket Edition •

Price: £0.90

For publication in September:
XI DITIQi
Price: 46.50
Please order catalogues from

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London WC2E 7LW
••• n••••••

Supplements to the 'Europe' Catalogue
are published regularly in the
BERNER BRILYe.ARKEN ZEITUNG
sFr.21.0c
Annual fee 1975 •..
With special supplements •. SFr.23.50
For fine, first class stamps ...
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Want Lists to

ZUMSTE1N
P

Propr. Hertsch & Cie,
C1T-3001 BERN
.O.D. 2585,

il ar,iiait

w
'74"
The success of
will create fresh interest in Swiss
stamps.
Don't miss the chance to fill those
blank spaces before stocks C,windle.

Secure those out-of-the-way items
- flaws and varieties - while they
are still available.
There will be extra demands for
pre-stamp material and many other
sections of Swiss philately so dear
to the heart of the collector.
Make sure of your supplies of
stampa,.covers, special cancellations
•••
etc., NOW
Write for selections on approval or
send your Wants Lists to

J S ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
10?(.1A1 ,1BE,

Lancs.

pHI LATE/ ic
.

Founder : E. H. SPIRO
President : L. MOORE. KB E., F.R.P.S.L.
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: non. Exchange
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II. RI:CT ±G''AR TYPES

A.

Cunt9s211 Period...WO-1850)

Type k.

Single-line frame around ":.1ANT.BASSIJ / 4001
5000 F / Bz. 50" on tne high value.
The tax
rate is 6 Batzen per 1000 Swiss Fr.nc'i
TnL ,ollowing

values ,are found, all are black on thick white paper:
Bz. 6
501 h 1000 F
* Bs. 24 3001 a 4000 F
Bz. 12
1001 A 2000 F
Bz. 30 4001 a 5000 F
Bz. 18
2001 a 3000 F
The period of use for the above handstameed revenues is believed to be
from 1803 to 1825.
There may be some higher values in the set, however, the
30 Bz. value is the highest in the author's collection.
There are no complete
documents available at this time to verify these dates of use.
Type 1. These new handstamps were made because of the
,
currency change to Rappen in place of Betzen. Since
1 Bat was equal to 10 Happen, the taX rate is the same and -is Fr.1.20 per 2000 Swiss Francs,
All values are black on
hAN' 'ON
thick, white paper.
The following valucs'exist:
BASEL STADV
Fr,1.20 F 1001 4 2000 Fr.4.20 F 6001 a 7000
9 o-o1 a t0000

* Fr.1.60
* Fr.2.40
** Fr.300
Fr.3.60

F 2001 a 3000
F 5001 h 4000
F 4001 , h 5000
F 5001 a 6000

Fr.4.80
Fr.540
Pr.6.00

P 7001 a 8000
F 6001 a 9000
F 9001,a 10,000

The period' Of 'use for the above hand-stamped revenueS is believed to be
from ,1825 to 1950. There ere no complitt,', documents -available at thiS time to
verify any dates of usage for these revenues.
B. Federal Administration PerioLI=L-1,111
Type m.
Double-lined- frame around curved "KANTON BASEL-STADT
/ F.9001 a 10000 / Fr.6" on the high value of the
set.
The tax rate remains the same 88 on the. previous issue.
All are in blue on medium thick white paper.
The following.
values exist:
WRP. P 501 a 1000 Fr.3.00 F 4001 h 5 0 00 Fr.4.80 F 6001 h 7000'
Fr.1,20 F 1001 a 2000 Fr.3.60 F 5001 k6000 Fr.4.80 F 7001 a ODUU
Fr.1.80 F 2001 h 3000 Fr.4.20 F 6001 a 7000 Fr.5.40 F 8001 a Woo:
Fr.2 ‘ 40 F 3001 4 4000
Fr.6.00
9001 a 10000
The period of use for the above hand-stampe d revenues is 1840 to
1870.
There are no complete documents available et - this time to
verify these dates

of use.
Type n.

A new tax rate of 10 Rapperi per 500 Swiss Francs was

established.:.This new issue has double-lined
frame around "KANTO BASEL-STADT . / F.10001 a 15000 / Fr.r, on
the high value

of the

set.

The following valuesexist:
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?r.1.20 F 4001 a 6000
40 Rpe 'F 1001'4 200 0
F 31 a 350
4
6000 a 10000
Fr.2.00
10 Rp. F 351 k 500 ." 60 tn. F 2001 a 3000
Fr.3.00 F 10000 ie15000
1000 * 80 Rp. F 3001 , 4 4000
20 lip. F 501
The
All the above, except the high values, are blue on blue paper.
no
are
There
period of use forethese hand-taped revenues is 1870 to ,1900.
this
that
known
is
complete documents available to Verify these dates of uee. It
were
Basel
tax rate was in effect in 1870 when the first adhesive revenues of
issued.
i
but, from informItems with an asterisk are not in the author s collection
ation on other values are presumed to exist.

7 Rp.

14. OVA

14

Type p. Some of the circular types were surcharged with ova
hand-steeps having new currency values. These are
three known varieties:
Fblue on violet paper). .
10 Cts. on 7 Rp.
blue on white paper)
10 Cts. on 7 Rp.
(blue on White paper)
20 ate. on 15 Rp.
The dates of use of these surcharged revenues is from
'1884'. There
1880 to 1890. A pencil notation on two of the items in the year
are no complete documents available at the time to verify dates of-usee
Type q. A double-lined oval around "KANT:BASU-STADT" with
figure of value at the bottom of the oval. The
crozier of the Bishop of Basel is in the centre of the oval.
All are blue handstamps on white paper. The following
values are known:
30 Rp.
15 Rp.
7 Rp.
2 Rp.
The period of use for the above hand-stamped revenues is
ts available at this
believed to be 1870 to 1900. There are no complete documen
time to verify dates of use.
Type r. A new series of handstampe went into use because of a
currency change to centimes. A double-lined oval
around "KANT. BASEL-STADT" with figure of value at bottom of oval.
the oval.
The crozier of the Bishop of Basel is in the centre of
knoen:
are
values
ing
follow
The
Al]. are blue on white paper.
40 ats.
20 Cts.
10 Cts.
The period of use for these hand-stamped revenues is 1890
ble at this time to verify dates
to 1910. These are no complete documents availa
of usage.
with
Type s. A double-lined oval around "KANT. BAELLeSTADT"
The
figure of value at the bottom of the oval.
centre of the oval.
crozier of the Bishop of Basel is in the
known:
All are black on white paper. The following values are
Fr. 5
Fr. 1
50 Cts.
20 Cts.
Fr. 6
2
Fr.
60 Cts.
40 Cts.
The period of use for these hand-stamped revenues is
no complete documents available at
believed to be from 1895 to 1930. There are
this time to verify dates of use.
IV.

OCTAGONAL TYPES

-

T. 3A4eL
Type t. A single-line octagonal frame around "KANThe

JTADT" with value figure at the bottom.
of the veal.
crozier of the Bishop of Basel ie in the centre
The following examples are known, all are 10 Centime values:
Black on blue paper
Violet on red-violet paper
Black on white paper (IlIds.)
- - The End ----Editor's Note:

for
We are indebted to the Editor of 'TEE AL-RICAE RLVENUER'
permission to reprint this article.
---o0o---
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SWISS CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS
Conti riuin
Name

the

KLLINHUNINGEN
KREUZLINGEN
II

KRIESERN
LAUSANNE
LUGANO

By DEREK R. BEAK
of SHI401_,CANCELLATIMS:
Language
Colour
Stamps
Latest
Assoc. dee

G
ZOLLAMT

Black
Blue

-

NEBENZOLLAMT Black
?
Black
EtITREPOT
Black
FEDERAL
I
Black

-

77B

-

125 III

LUZERN P.V.

G

Black

hARTINSBRUCK

G

Black

EATEGNIN
MEYRIN-ROUTE
MUNSTER
OBERRIET
LES PLACES '
PORRENTRUY
I/

RAMSEN-GRENZE
RIEREN
It

RIELASINGEN
ROMANSHORN
RORSCHACH
SACCONNEX
ST. GALLEN
P. GINGOLPH

BUREAU DES
FEAGES
F
G

G
BUREAU DES
PEAGES
BUREAU DES
PEAGES•
F
G

Black
Black
Black
Black
Purple

G

G
B REAP DES
PEAGES

fit

20.IX.31

-

--

149

-

190
58B

Black
Black

125 III
111,115

Black
Black

_
18,7.09

65B
90C
59B 64B.
'71D
103
60A

Black

119,120,
125 III,

f

Black

152,153

Black
:Bl u e

3.VII . c

On Valet d'En ree in conjunction with dated type

71A

M
4

ST. MARGRETHEN ZOLLSTAETTE Black
JT. MARGRETHENG
Black

SCHAFFHAUSEN
BAENHOF

27.VIII.30 113,164,
190
67D

71B

Black
Black

Comments

115
58B,65B,
86C,108,
109
Secondary customs house
65B
64A
Bonded warehouse
190

Black

ZOLLSTAETTE Black
G
Blue

Part VI.

70D
71D,77A
103,119
125 II

71B,72D,
77B
64B

Type I
Type II - new canceller.
'H' of SCHWEIZ in a
different position in
relation to the shield.
Also has a very thin
inner frame line

HELVETIA
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Language

Name

Colour

NEWS

Blue

oc dte
88A

83

IWO

60,864

Black

58B,59B,
70J1,74D,
75D
Has thin inner frame-line
58B

Black

T'AGERWEILEN*
TEGERFELDEN

Black
Black
Bleak

69A

Black

153,157

UNTERHALLAU

Blue

66k

WASTERKINGEN

Black

66k

ZURICH
ZURICH-EILGUT

Black
Black

125 III

ZOLLSTAETTE

TBAYNGENBABNHOF

a

THAYNGEN-DURF

frame-line. This sub-type
is normally Type II but

190,200
59A,59B,
70A,71A

Blue

RAUPTZOLLSTATTE

Type I has thin inner

in this case would appear
to be the earlier of the two.
166,176, Type II. Single outer
178,193, frame-line

Black

SINGER

Comments

Stamps

Latest

Black

SCHAFFHAUSENRHEINHALFE
SCHAFFHAUSEN
RHEINZOLL
SCHLEITHEIE

AUGUST 1974
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613

Has thin inner fame-line

Official mail envelope
franked with overprinted
cross stamps

25.VII.41

SUB-TYPE with word in central area
FLAP BACKGROUND TO SHIELD
59A,60B 'EILGUT' (Express) under
BASEL CENTRAL H-ZOLLSTATTE Black
shield in central area

BAHNHOF

(To be continued)
--NUMBERS ISSUED
The following figures have just
been released by the PTT:
SPECIAL STAMPS
Europa (CPT) 1972

30c
40c

29,900,000
14,006,000

Publicity Series II 1972
10c
Civil Defence
20c
Swiss Alps
30c
Air Resoue
40c
Conservation

15,174,000
23,284,000
20,189,000
13,117,000

Publicity Series I 1973
Satelite Station
Cham. of Commerce
Interpol
PRO PATRIA 1973

15c
30c
400

15 + Sc
30 + 10c
40 + 20c
60 + 20c

9,138,000
30,418,000
9,505,000
5,038,000
9,505,000
4,347,000
3,605,000

PICTORIAL PUBLICITY SLOGAN
JUNGE STADT KIT TRADITION
REINACH BL
(From 7 August),

The excellent record of Swiss
new issues is one reason for their
ever-increasing popularity.
There is also a fascinating
and almost inexhaustible field fOr
study to be found in Postal History.
If you are looking for new
ideas to follow there are many thematic
avenues to be explored. Railway and
TPC cancels alone will keep you going
for a long time.
Send now for approvals - or
submit Wants Lists - for

Stamps - All issues mint/used
Pre-stamp material
& Flight covers
Airmails
g

Tate-b che

s4-tinant

Flaws & varieties
Special cancellations

etc., etc.

J S ARMSTRONG
e,
14, Low Lane, Torrisholm
Lanes.
MORECAMBE,

AUGUST 1974
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To wind up our review here are soae notes on the many greet philatelic rarei
ities or show: the unique 1356 British Guiaea lc., the Trinidad 'Lady MacLeod',
'Post Office' Mauritius on and off cover, G.B. 1a79 2 shilling mint sheet, the
unique 1849 Bavaria 6k black error ia used block of 6 on a newspaper; Hawaii
l viissioneriea', Brazil 'Bulls Eyes' including a unjeue complete sheet, aud many,
i
Famous coileotione were well repeesented, includiog that of Her Majesty
many more.
the Queen. Also special dieplays by postel authorities and national postal museums.
Among all these philatelic gema one would expect the Swiss dieplays to be
Pride of place must gc to the
really scintillating - and they certainly were!
Court
of
Honour:
a
specialised
display of over 100 'Basel Doves'
centrepiece of the
from collections all over the world, many not generally shown at exhibitions. The
highlight was en envelope from the Swiee IT T collection franked with no less than
6 'Basel Doves', each individually cut out and postmarked ,ith the scerce L.B.p.E.
This was sent from Basel to Kreuzlingen
(Lettre de Bale pour Huningue) frank.
end ha a a red date-tamp 22 December 1830. The Federal Rayon stampe had been
introduced the prevous October, but the 'Dovea' were still valid for postage and
the franking amounted to 15 Rp., the correct amount for the third Rayon at the new
This priceless envelope was housed in its own individual
Federal postaee rate.
There was
eafe which wee promptly secured. 15 minutes before closing time each du:
also a faetastic mint bled: of 14 'Doves' (also from the Swiss PTT collection),
plus many others on and off cover and numerous plate varieties and soee easays.
Other Swiss classics were also in profusion: 'Double Genevas', with the scarcw
pair cut the wrong way; 'Zurich 4 Re. & 6 Rp.' with varieties and a mint atrip of
5 of the 6 Rp., , Geneva 1850 'Poste Locale' 5c. with misplaced red print, a cover
franked with a block of 4 of the 1851 'Winterthur' and many more.

Federal steeps included many studies of the 'Orts-Post' and 'Rayon issue
with plate reconstructions, franed and unframed cross varieties, plus'some covers
There were emiee lovely 'Strubel' a items: aseorted colour
with mixed frankings.
paper trials and thread samples; stone proofs of the 10 Rp., plate proofs of the
2 lip., 10 Rp. & 1 Fr, in grey, black and grey-green respectively; a beautiful
mint block of 15 of tee second Munich printing of the 5 Rp., plus covers and ueed
'Standin g Helvetias'
One collector showed the 'Sittin, '
blocks of all values.
complete mint in all papers and perforations - with every stamp perfectly centred
and looking as fresh as thought they had just come out of the post office! One
outstanding 'Standing Helvetia' exhibit was a piece franked with Fr.174.50 worth
of stamps, including a used block: of 50 of the Fr.3.- for bulk newspaper carriage.
Each stamp was individually postmarked "Zurich (Zeitungbur) 6.IV.99'.

As befits the UPU Centenary Exhibition, the first Swiss UPU commemoratives were
much in evidence, both in private collections and in the special UPU display.
Proofs, colour trials, part sheets (including one of the re-ennraved 25c.), firstday covers with the special Bernapostmark and a host of plate varieties were all
there.
A significant item from a private collection was a -113ed block of 10 of
the harrow perforated 25c. postmarked 'St, Imier Uessag. 20,XI.0C'.
There was a
complete seeet of the 1924 50th anniversary 20c. with green gum (PTT collection).
Other exhibits included Swiss Red Croes and Prisoner-of-ear Mails in the

1870/71 Franco-Prussian 'jar, a study of coil stamps concentreting on the 1936
definitives,and 1939 National Exhibition Second Issue, and a study in great depth
of the 1949 !Technical (e, Landscape' iesue.
Our Society was very ably represented
by R. F. Bulstrode who had a lovely show pf Swiss Lssay-6 6: Proofs.
In the other sections, there was o
intereating pre-stamp materal that
unfortunately I wae not able to eee in detail, and many fascinatins,airmails,
with a good variety of early flints, .1913 pioneer issues and 191,9e20 propeller
overprints on cover, plus soee early Zeppelin ;:!ail.
In the 'Hobby' section

(defined by the organisers ae showine: itee), of general interest intended to
encourape newcomers to the hobby of etamp collecting!), I foundete most complete
collection of 'Kocher' 3tau,:T6 I havO ever seen.
Eace tyee wee rePresented by at
,least mint and used singles, but there were also many multiples Mint and used,
many varieties and examples on Cover.
This is what I meant when I said the Jwisa
confused me with their sectionalieinp!
For its official exhibit the Swias PTT had a continuoue illuminated.band
display which provided a pleasant way of resting, since one sat down to view a
selection of essays and trial designs, mostly in full colour, produced since 1948
for definitives, national festival, publicity, Pro Juventute and other commemorative
issues. These were , particularly attractive and I hope the ITT will one day
repro:duce this diaplay in book form as a permaneet work of reference for a wider
audience.

.

THE EXCHANGE PACKET

C. RAUCH on
ets, with
A short while ago my wife posted for me 37 parcels of bookl
ibutors from sales in the
cheques worth over £1,150, being the proceeds due to contr
I am always glad when that stage is reached, sorting
second half of the season.
y the biggest task in the
out accounts and making up individual statements is reall
y all those who have
Exchange Packet season. I must, of course, thank very warml
sales, good show!
loq%
ved
achie
al
Sever
again made such good results possible.
6,273
Value of material contributed
The score is:
37
No. of Packets of 8 booklets:
2,349
Sales
sales a little
The value of material submitted is slightly greater, but
should not
this
but
ed,
down on last year, thus the ')4 sale of material has dropp
.
elis, Sitting
Strub
ials
mater
One reason is that we have had more early
worry us.
this material
of
e
natur
alist
Helvetias and evee some Rayons and because of the speci
I
sales.
of
%
same
the
t
and the fact that it is more expensive, one cannot expec
ent,
ragem
encou
and
on
ciati
must also thank many members for their warm words of appre
t answer all letters.
canno
I
sorry
am
and
you
of
more
and
I am getting to know more
ble.
I alwayo enjoy meeting 'Helvetia' members whenever possi
the report of the
I had one letter in January which said: "1 see from
in circulation.
now
ts
packe
nge
AGM in the 'News Letter' that there are 15 excha
n and this makes
seaso
this
2
To the best of my recollection I have only received
me think my name may have been deleted ....
it takes 7
May I say it again that with a circuit of some 200 members
There is a point here for
packets, each going to 35 members, to go around once.
and re-submitted, but do tell me
contributors: unsold material can be remounted
do not send it out on the
my packet reference letters, i.e. NA, OB, OM, so that I
same part of the circuit.
alist packets.
Specialist Packet: When possible I try to make up speci
e, I have had
chang
These do
In 1972 we established a list of specialist interests.
lish a new
estab
to do is to
amendments to the list, and I believe the right thine
list under the following headings;
Soldier Stamps
Pre-stamp Postal History
Railway & TP0
Bathes: Rayons, Strubelis etc.
Airmails
Postal Stationery
Postmarks (not TP0)
Charity: PP & PJ
will members please advise
As I am discarding the current specialist list,
they wish to continue
if
also
me of their particular interests, even if unchanged,
should be borne
point
This
receiving generalised as well as specialised packets.
n, it will be to
seaso
this
t nothing
in mind, particularly by members who have bough
alist interests
speci
of
list
their advantage, if only to save postage, to go on the
dy been advised
alrea
I have
and thus see only material that really interests them.
r Stamps,
Soldie
of
s
packet
that there will be material for at least 2, if not 3
erland this
Switz
in
while
I hope
which will be sent round on a specialist circuit.
summer to pick up some Postal History material.
Please pack securely; I have
I am afraid there are some.
Complaint's:
second-hand envelopes that
or
y
flims
too many reports of packets being received in
is justification.
there
me
to
ned
have split and from experience of those retur
the beginning of the
It should not be beyond each member's means to buy at
And please put
size.
7-7i"
x
i
10-10
season half a dozen Alma manilla envelopes
age of
this.
In
,
ess.
dampn
st
again
booklets in the plastic bag to protect them
t, all it
cemen
repla
a
find
to
cult
diffi
be
plastics, if a bag is tern it should not
& S if you have none at home.
may need is , a nice word to a young lady at Boots or M
Please, I must have these ehen packets are sent by
Receipts of Postings
: in 1973/4 the rate paid
post. They allow me to negotiate better insurance rates
For £6000 of material this was
was £1.55 per £100 against £1.65 the previous year.
by hand, a signature must
worth £6 to the Society. If you can pass on the packet
tance Advice Note. I am always
be obtained - there is a space for this on the Remit
passing by hand and the more
prepared to re-arrange a circuit if it allows for more
Incidentally, a postal receipt
this can be done, the better the insurance terms.
without postmark

ag accepting officer's initials

is useless e need I say more.

do - but
When you go away, please tell me - by telephone will
action
take
to
me
for
is
it
r
the longer the warning of impending absence, the easie
back
ng
getti
le'
troub
much
had
as far as the circulation list is concerned, I have
gone
had
rned
conce
e
peopl
the last 4 packets at the end of June because most of the
their
This was aggravated because some members also failed to send in
awayiAbsences:
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EXCHaNGE PACKel (Continued)
Remittance Advice Notes promptly, so that
I did not know the precise location of the
Packets, thus often tryin g to contact the
It is not unasual to find
wrong people.
that after hearing nothing for 10-12 days,
I endetenly get an AuviceNeLe from a king
and helpful member 6 names further down
the list:! And I am suppoeed to be in
Please help me by forwarding
control:
Advice Notes p romptly, even if no purchases
have been made.
And nor for Naa SEASON: I will
look forwalei to receiving contributions
from Au, ,net 23th - not before - and intend
to get Packets out as soon after that date
If you are eoinn to be away
as possible.
after let September please tell me.
To
allow each member, to see 7 Packets at
least in a season I need 400 booklets!
T shall sell your material for you, the
e p
figure
rove it.
Good luck.

....
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DID YOU KNOW?

that a Swiss daily paper commented

recently that most countries raise taxes
when they want more money, but that in
Liechtenstein they issue a new postage
stamp! On 5 Sept. a Fr.10.- will appear,

in miniature eeeets of 4 - replacing the
1965 issue.
........ that not every poetmaster in Swit
eerland is the philatelist's friend.

Where I live end where we usually go on
oliday in the mountains, the postmasters
can just tolerate selling special stamps,
consider a clear postmark within limits,
but feel that the collection of Express
labels etc, to be a definite misuse of
public property!
.... ' that in my note last month about
MPOs I should have said that this lack of

information was first noted in the PTA
of 25 Feb. '74 for the Curling Championships held in Bern from 18-23 March,
where a semicircular date stamp with fixWANTED
ed date was used. My efforts to find
Has anyone a spare copy of the LOCKER out which MPG was used for this and subSOLDInk STatP CAPALOGU_:;, Vol. 2, 1939-42 ? sequent special events have been in vain,
wither no answer or conflicting answers.
We are in urgent need of this and would
It must be noted that as the cds carries
be pleased to purchase at Z8•00.
the name cf the town
R labels must
THE AMATEUR COLLnCTOR LTD. P.O. Box 242 have the' same name onthe
them,
30 this
Highgate, London NO 4LW. *
trick cannot work either.

.4n01.11110.•••n•••n•••••••01.0*

•••n•••=e1=a

* APOLOGIOS eOR MISPRINT
Please note that the telephone number
of Amateur Collector Ltd. is 11=148:9226
and not 349 P296 as stated in the July
advertisement.

that when the 17th UPU Congress

closed an 5 - July they had accepted 2 new
member states: Guinea-Bissau and North
Korea, making a new total of 1538 The
next Congress will be held in Brazil.
........ that the new Zumstein Special
Catalo
gue (at a record price of SFr.33.-)
to ap p ear in September, the small staep
booklets called 'Tickets! will be men-

A copy of the study, on the RAYON I
issue, mentioned in the adjoining column, tioned for the first time. Notes they
has been acquired for the Library.
have been mentioned by the Amateur
It
should be eoted, however, that it is a
Collector for yeare!
heavy book and postage will be high!
........ that the Rayon I plating sheets
A copy of the book 'INTERNABA 1974 - which appeared during the last year or
C;IATEARIUE UPW has come te uo through
so in the SBZ can now be bought as a
the kindness of Er. R. F. Bulstrode.
bound reprint for SFr.80. The high price
ThiS contains well illustrated articles
is justified by the superb binding and
on 'Kreuzstrasse - a post-office with a
the inclusion of a number of really
peat': 'Alsace' - liaison point . for the excellent colour plates. Authors are
posts of Europe': 'Some of the Rarities. Colombi, Staedeli & Streiff.
A truly
in British Postal Stationery': 'early
monumental philatelic achievemente
Italian Posts' and 'The Swiss a: German
........ that dales of Pro Patria stamps
Post ie ths Badischen Bahnhof, Basel'.
are
falling again, altho the number of
Noe. 1 ec 5 are in German, No. 2 in Wrench
sets
13 about 4 tiecs that of 20 years
No. 4 in Italian ad No. 3 in English!
ago, i.e. 3,605,000 for the 60+20c.
value of 1973. It will be interesting
J.L.UALg31,0:4,LLIaii,1S:
to see what sales are reached for
1. Bundesfe'er at the
The seecia ........ that the
answer to question No.26
cancel used on 1st August depicted
g
is
a
double
:
Albrec
ht von nailer '(1709the seal of Lu at the time of the found1777)
was
shown
on
the 30a PJ of 1934
ing of the Cunfederation and read:
and
on
the
Sc
of
1958
AND Niklaus von
'6441 RUTLI - BUeDaSF-IeR AN HISTUISChE
der
Flue
(1417-4
487)
on
the 30c. of 1929
STITTE'.
and on the 10c. of 1937.
2. Bundesfeier hetional Fete): Again 1
that question No. 27 is: who has
two csecels were etr eed, each showing
,
.
been eortrayed on both PJ And PP stamps?
buildin
gs:
'1700
Fkl
30L;ac;
FaTt
'
Nall I0JA11 - 1. -. .1974' et '0500 FRAUel L)
BT
14R 1.8.13741.

Some people have referred to me in jest as "Mr. Postmark of
io c
Switzerland", but to show you lust how little even a so-called
how
and
know
may
ly
philate
of
aspect
advanced student of a. certain
easy it is to be unable to come up with answer, is shown by the
following two Swiss cancellations.
The first is on a fiscal stamp of 1899, from Canton Luzern,
and the stamp looks as if it had been affixed to a poster. It is
4.110UEN
known that stamps on posters had to be obliterated in some fashio
an
(often in ink) but why does this fiscal have what looks like
official, postal straightline cancellation (in violet)? Frankly
before. Could
yours truly has never seen this strike from the Willisau post-office
fice?
post-of
the
in
ed
display
posters
it be that the postmaster affixed it to all
?
letters
or
Has anyone seen this cancellation on stamps
The other piece is curious as well. Unless someone played 6
trick with a fieldpost canceller, this strike cannot have been
ape
affixed prior to 1949 since it is on a block of 4 x 25c. 'Landsc
g
Of
But W.W,II ended in 1945.
& Technic' series (Melide Brid e).
course fieldpost cancels are also used in peace-time, for schools
and courses, or for 'repeater stints' of active reserve troops,
AGER /
etc. This one, however, reads 'CAeiP D'ASSISTANCE ABETREUUNGSL
What camps were there inSwitzerFeldpost / Poste de camp / 1103',
appeared? Tibetans? Or
issue
ive
land between 1949 & 1960 (when the next definit
g
with this fieldpost mark
Anyone
1956?
maybe, Hungarians fleein their homeland in
an answer, and any help
with
up
on an entire letter will probably be able to come
Thank you.
given will be much appreciated, via a note to the editor.
The second query having arrived just after receipt of the very
informative brochure on 'Swiss Internment Mails' by Herr Schild
received the following
and being related to that eubject,I contacted the author and
most interesting information:

From the Editor:

rians fled
"I know these cancellations from 1956, when several thousand Hunga
were first

they
from their country and found refuge in Switzerland. On arrival
I have
s.
barrack
army
sent for several days or weeks to refugee camps, usually
ing
follow
the
with
s
letter
found
numbers - of the type described 1114 - 1115 - 1130 (card from Bellinzona)
1975 CATALOGUE S
1334 (letter from Kdo.Fla.La.Chur Kommando Fldchtlingslager). All my
Published in August 1974:
documents had obviously been written by
Price: £10
...
EUROPE 1975
the Swiss staff of these camps. I
£11
With thumb index
have never seen any written by a

ZUMSTEIN

SWITZERLARD/LIsCHTee442ailielai

Pocket Edition ...

Price: 20.90

For publication in September:
3W12&.RL NIAIeCHTEeSTeIN - SPECIALISED
Price: 46,50
'cATAllpGUE XXI EDITION

Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATICLE LTD.
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 71.W.
Supplements to the 'Europe' Catalogue are
published regularly in the
BERnnii BAISFnARKEN ZEITUNG
SFr.21.00
...
Annual fee 1975
Fr,23.50
ents:
supplem
special
With
For fine, first class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITLLRWiD iii;D EUROPE,
send your Want Lists to:
• II •

IN
ZUMSTE
h & Cie,
Propr, Hertsc

P.O.B. 2585,

CH-3001 BERN.

Hungarian refugee with these cancels,

and even don't know if they had the
A new item for
"Franchise de port".
cancellthese
e
study? So I believ
mail of
the
for
ations were only used
el in
personn
the Swiss staff (Red Cross
formed
ly
special
the camps, volunteers,
units of Swiss soldiers etc). It is
possible the same obliterations were
used in 1968 for the Czech refugees.
Concernieg the numerals, I believe the
first two numbers (11... 13...) are
regional numbers, 11 probably for the
North-eastern part of Switzerland, and
13 for the southern part (Graubanden,
Tessin).
At the moment this is largely
supposition, as I am at present on
I may be able to find the
holiday.
solution when I at back in Bern,
although it must be said that the whole
subject is still very "top secret",
despite the fact that most of the events
are more than 30 years ago:"
ae are most grateful to Herr Schild
for his prompt and informative reply.
E.J.R.

so
<<,\•#
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Hon. Exchange Pkt. • Sec.: / 'llon'Secretary&M":
\
MR. C. RAUCH,
MRS. Ed. RAWNSLEY,
-'
353 Raddow Road,
32 Ethelbert Gardens,
CHELMSFORD.Essex.CR27QF
Gants,Hill.ILFORD.EssexelG2,6UN

0245 5414f!..../'

Hoe. Treasurer:
MR. Ad. HARDING,
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19th CENTURY TRAVEL IN SWITZERLAND
'Friday Septemher 5 1 1828

Rapperechwyl u;o1 Lake. Zurich

Yesterday I. left 3drgane at 7 in the morning and ,ut 9 emi.arked In an
.
awkward flat-bottomed boat on the 'in alleastatter Jee (Lake). The iii tt before I
e
had eaten a very hearty supper, for eaeh part of the humble fare wa: excellent the bread, butter and trout - and the wine the lightest sort of the:n wine. In
.
consequence of so much excellent I eat and-drenk mor.,.eethaa I ouget, the result
was that my sleep an not equal to the • upper.
I e'ot up at i past. i and started
r
I ne eT was in my
at 7 for Wallenstatter, which. I 'reached at a little before 9.
life so ennuied than during this tedious row
the sCarped mountains, whose roeky
sides rise perpendicular from the water on the North aide are for the lowrs of
rooks ma gnificent, provided they ere not sleepy, that they are please with their
None of
company and are not over-heated by . the good supper of the overnight.

these were Itly Case and I felt diseoatehted and th( said fine rocky mouitains were
thrown away upon me.
the four
hour x)w was
tediou. to -14esen,
the 5 1:)u.e drive
from 4elen to this
Rapperse'lwyl was
little bttter.
The Post:llion was
half an iiiot and
drove for the 1st
part 3 hOirS and
e road as bad
and narro. I got
here a little pest
7. The Ina-house
ta the best I have
eeen in on the
ontinent, it is
.et is a town, has
ieen built with
, ome attention
to the prosIect

end has u nice garden in its front.

Zurich - e:aturday
I walked one half of the way to this place yesterday- - the carriage road
horrid - the fast road eonducted me thro vineyaide of beautiful culture and

was
all the houses which I passed showed their inmates lo be very well off, but not
rich in luxury. The ,day wae very b. et and. rnihy. There :6 a Grand Duchess of
Russia here with 50 attendants and servants - what hink pu of Russian light
marching order? .
'.5chafflausen - Tuesday the 9th
Yesterday morning, my dearlst pare it, I left Zur:ch. • I set off on foot
at , 9 o' . clock . and walked for 3 hours and t after whlch I wt-i taken up by my
carriage.
At about 5 in the even ire I saw the ,ceebrated Falls of the Rhein the weather was fine, but I was auffiring ur fortentfely at the time 31. r...conveniences of no small magnitude and did not set them leith the' delight that a
Traveller free from my . Uncomforts oh uld ha'e expeeiencad - a gumboil on my cheek
as in the act of swelling, 2nd I fe:t over-fatigutd with tle walk, of the morning!

19th CiZTURyTRAVEL (Continued)

NW POST-OFFICE N ZWEISIMMEN

5dly I was quite- hollow and eupty from
want of food, and was not the enraptures
•
ed spectator that'manynhave teen,
To-day I remain owing to my swelled face
at Schaffhausen but keep my room.
It
is of no consequence nut very uncomfortable and annoying.

•

I

did not tell you thatZurieh is
a very nice town, the country around
is rich and highly cultivated and like
to Geneva it is situated at the foot
of a lake and has a river flowing
through it, clear and as rapid and
beautiful as the Rhone at Geneva..
I
give Zurich the preference.

A new office was opened in June
1974 with appropriate celebrations which
included entertainment by the village
'band. -Invited guests, among them
representatives from the PTT, inspected.
the new building with it movern improvements for both the public and the staff.
This was followed by an official luncheon
at the Hotel Krone.
t

My intended journey is from here
thro the Black forest to Carleruhe
(where I hope to find yr letters),
Heidelberg,,Mayene, Cassel and
CAttingen.
I hope to arrive at
Hannover before the 20th.
Dean now
.
and then from servants and couriers gets
me some intelligence of you but at
Carlaruhe must I first hope to find a
letter.
Begging you to give my kindest
regards to my Sinters I shall for the
present conclude, assuring you, my very
dear Mother, of the tender and dutiful
sentiments of your affectionate on

AUGUSTUS
Note: On the letter the straightlint,,

'Schaffhausen' is in black, and
the Italian marks in red.

The earliest 'Postbureau was
established in Zweisimmen in 1852 (exact
location unknown).
In 1853 it was moved
to the Thunstrasse where it remained for
half a century, surviving the great fire
37
of 1860 :Which severelYldamag0
buildinge.
Another nove was made in 1902 to the
h=trasse, with further extensions
t

The development of the postal
services in the district erew from a
two-horse messenger service operated from
Thun, with uonnections by foot messengers
to Sarnen and Lenk. Then came the
romantic era of the post-coach. From
1850 there was a daily coach service with
places for 6-9, passengers between Thun and
4arnen In
1,897 the railway line from
•
Spiez to Erlenbach was opened. Five
years later there were linka with both
Zweisimmen and surrounding areas and 3
years later with Montreux.
In 1912
the line was extended to Lenk and thus
the last horse-post in Zweisimmen
disappeared.
V. d. HALL

41/1101.06•1100.

INT-ERNMEN'T

FISCALS

MAIL

One of our members in the United
States, Mr. R. C. Ross, has been leading
a research group into this subject, and
has prepared a booklet, based on his
lecture to the Collectors' Club in New
York earlier this year (and which is
complementary to the larger booklet
published, by Herr Schild in Switzerland
and mentioned last month),

We have been fortunate
to purchase a large part of
the famous Dr. F. Berlin
collection, in sone ways even more
remarkable than the , superb lot of
Dr. Thill (of which, incidentally, we
have very little material left),
The Dr. Berlin collection included
Mr. Ross would like to contact
the original Forbin Stock (sold during
any
of
OUT weMberS in Britain whOmaynalso
World War I and never seen on the market
be
engaged
in this study with a view to
since:) for the Cantons of BASEL, GENEVA
compiling
further
data.
FRIBOURG, VAUD, VALAIS AND-URI.
Apart from a fine collection of
singles & sets in all price ranges,
there are museum. pieces in part sheets
and superb multiples of some of the
rarest stamps. An incredible 'find'
which will cause tremendous interest.
If you wish tc see some of the more
normal material from this collection (or
some of the great rarities) before it
is snapped up, please register your name
with us Lait . Approvals available in Oct

H L KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
P.O. Box 242, Highgate, London N6 4LW
Tel. 01 - 348 - 0296

If they will notify the Secretary
(S.J.R.), he will be pleased to send
over some copies of his booklet.
SPECIAL CANCEL - COMPTOIR SUISSE The 55th Trade Fair was held from
7-22 Sept. Special cancel incorporated
the Fair's lion emblem and reads

:1Fil rsl e itU!!!:Feire national'.
, 8904

AE5CH b. BIAMENJDORF - Dam schmucke
Banerndorf (K.619)
9326 HuRN - Das wohnlicht Dorf am
•
Bodensee
(K,620)
8oth from 29 August
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SEPTEMBER NEW ISSUES

.
A. Gentinuing the new series of LaPeeeLeeLeePse INITI 11;11 which began in 1973, on
the subject "Architecture & Art Hsndleraft", 4 values were issued on 19th
The designs again show national treasuree whose beauty io admirably
3eptculber,
expressed by the one-colour line-engraved prieting.

windoor in Lausanne Cathedral. 'Four of the etained glass paintingn
from this window were wed for the Fro Patrie issue of le68;
This mageificeet window,.wnich edorns the
here it is eheen in its entirety.
southern front of the transept, comprises 45 whole medallions, 24 smaller
circular pictures and 28 ornamental fillers, and repreaents the universe in the
Colour: violet.
form of a cosmogony.

Fr.1.--

Fr0I.20 Romaneseue

capitl in the ehorch of St. Jean Baptiste, Grandson (a
similar cepitel from this church was featured on the
Fr.1.79 value of the earlier eeries). It shows one of the four imposing eagle
figurea adorning the fifth pillar in the eouthern colonnade of the oentral nave,
the work of an unknown medieval artist. Tha eagle aymbolitisnot only immortality
but wac also used in heraldry and as a.field badge of the Roman legions. The ten
pillars in the central nave of the 12th cont. church have been identifieA as
Colour: red.
relics from the ruined Roman towns of Yverdon and Avenches.

Fr01.50 Medallion on a ceiling of the former Benedictine monastery of St. Georgen,
Stein-am-Rhein (now a museum). The pictuiesque buildings,
although dating from different epochs, constitute a harmonious whole. The most
lavishly decorated of the group of buildings is the prelature, whose abbot's
The 7 hexagonal
room in the so-called "Davidsbau" is particularly noteworthy.
medallions carved in limewood, in the central part of the ceiling, are considered
outstanding exmaples of late Gothic wood ecuipture. The one depicted shows the
pelican giving its own blood to feed its young and symbolizes Christ's expiatory
death.
Colour: green.

Pea.--

Oriel window adorning a house in the old quarter of Schaffhausen, a town
whose centre is outstanding for its fine old residential
buildings. The 'Oberstadt' boasts many impressive examples with well-preserved,
artistically treated facades and picturesque oriels. The stamp design shows that
on the house num Buchsbaum", built in 1657. Various characteristics point to the
sculptor Lorenz Schreiber as the designer of the oriel, although no written
confirmation exists.
Colour: reddish-blue.

Designer:
Engraver:

JELL4Laa:
Size/Papers
Form cylinder,:

Hans Hartmann, L8niz
Albert Yerein, St. Sulpice (VD)
Line-engraved intaglio p y the FTT 3tamp Printing Works, Been
29 x 24 mm. (26 x 21 mm.) on white, fluorescent paper, with
violet fibres
4 panes (1-4) each of 50 stamps

A special cover was issued and the First Day cancel read simply: "3000 BLRN
19.9.74 - AUSGABETAG".
Collection sheets and folders are available.
B. SreCIAL

.
:;.iT.Eti)LS

Second JerieS 1974.

Three stamps were issued on the same
day.

15 Rp. 100 Years of the rederal Conetitutione Following the plebiscite of
19 April 1374, the Revised
Federal Constitution was adopted by the swiss people with 3409199 votes in favour
and 198,013 againet; 14.5 Cantons for and 7.5 against, showing a majority of
affirmative votes.
The new Constitution became effective on 29 May 1874. The
design of the Centenary stamp shows a picture of Werner Witschi's iron sculpture
"The Oath of Allegiance" which was a striking feature on the 'Avenue of Switzerland' at the National Lxhibition in Lausanne 10 years ago.
It now stands in the
vicinity of the railway station at FiBelen, while a copy is in the 'Place des 22
cantons' in Vidy, near Lausanne. 2 Colours: lt.-eriolet/olive-brown
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30 Rp. In Aid of Sport. The Foundation in Aid of Swiss Sports was set up in 1970
for the promotion of swiss competitive sports. The
stamp IA iesued,ep peblicise the Foundation's official emblem.
5 Colours: 'dk=red/red orange/yellow-orange/silver
he
Teiawee celebrated on 1 January 1974.
postal monopoly of the Confederation,
which became effective on.). January 1605enot only aimed at the unification of the
Swiss postal se±v.ces, bu Was intended*o=be , o'ne cf ti principal sources of revenue
for the Federal ,State set up by the, COnstitutibh of 1848, . To mark the jubilee of
one of the Government's major enterPrieee • the stamp, of modern esign, shows two
conveyor belts pointing to the different paths along which the mail moves during
transmission and delivery.
5 Colours: red-brown/violet/blue/red/yellow.
30 Rp.

2 Year • 'the Fe.e .l Pos

•

Designers , :

Print,
:
SizeLPaD er
Form cylinder:

l hp. Hans Hartmann, Ktiniz
30 ap. Hansruedi Scheller, Arich, (who also designed the
Foundation's emblem)
30 ap. Emanuel 3osshart, 1:echlikon
Multicoloured rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.) White, fluorescent paper, violet fibres
2 panes (A,B) of 50 stamps each.

epecial covers were issued, one for each value and one for the set, and the
The usual
same , "'irst Day cancellation was used as for the Definitive stamps.
collection sheets and folders are available.

RANDOM NOT ES

COMPILED ON HOLIDAY
by C. RAUCH.

1. TPOS: I tried to get TPO cancellations of the various 'private' railways,
It is now very difficult to
mostly narrow gauge, on which I travelled.
While staying at Bulle I :get these as more and more TPOs travel unattended.
attempted several times to put covers onto TP0eaand always an official, after
explaining that it would travel unattended and no mail would be cancelled on it, then
arranged for my covers to have TPO cancels applied at the Post Office and delivered
How many different TPO cancellers are held at the Post Office I,
to me next day.
was unable to establish.
One Sunday evening I posted some covers at Gstaad, hoping to get either
railway station cancels, or the Montreux-Zweisimmen TPO cancel. I saw the letterbox emptied ' and the mail loaded into the TPO, yet when delivered on Monday morning
the covers had a Lausanne cancellation. The mind boggles as to why these covers
had to travel so many miles!!
On the Brig-Visp-Zermatt railway things were differeet and a full TPO
service was in operation. The TPOs are new and there are 2 types of cancels in
current use, one very new and clear and of the large diameter.
Checkin g the cancellations thus acquired I found some interesting changes
in relation to similar cancellations collected in 1969 and 1971:
PalezieuxeBulle-Nontbovon e. now reads
eisine,In AeLetzaze-Ze_
q

AMBULAeTinstead of

liEGIONAL. Same Not 360.

1

New type - stars between 'AM3ULA1T 11TREUX-ZWEISIM1EW.

It shows that it pays periodically to get new samples of cancellations
in use as these do vary from time to time.
On my way up from Zermatt I kept passing a house marked
After a number of
'Zollamt • etc., and was intrigued.
attempts to find someone in the building, I eventually met a Customs Officer and
after an interesting discussion got a couple of strikee of the plain and the dated
handstamps used at that Customs post, mainly in the winter when ski-ing takes place
These strikes and a photograph of the house
over the mountain to and from Italy
are now in the possession of an expert on the subject!!
20

cusTons CANCELLATIONS:

STAMPS: Some local postmasters seem to have a habit of overstocking, to the
Thus at Binn, in the
extent that some stamps are 10-15 years old.
1959
(date
on stam p margin).
in
Binntal, near Fiesch, stamps purchased were printed
I confirmed that some post-offices still have sheets of the rare Fr.2.- blue:

3.

Very few post-offices appear. to stock 5c. stamps, as there is no use
for them, and where available were the old 5e. messenger design. .Will the new Sc.
become as rare as the 3c. Technical/Industry stamp of the 19500

(To be continued)
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SWISS CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS
By DEREK R. BEAK

Fart VII

SCHEDULE OF DATED CANCELLATIONS - Key to table:
Language;
Type:

As for Shield Types
All dated cancellations have a floating date
island unless indicated 181
If the only date quoted is in this column, it
is the only example I have seen
Black, Mauve, red, green, blue and purple

Earliest date:
Colours:

--o
00
0
Language 1Type Gol- I LIianl. lLtrs Earliest I Latest
nate
mm.
Date
our
mm.
0----0
• ,

Name
1
ANARYS

I

Blk .

26.5

2.5

9.X.29

Blk

27.5

2.5

4.7.11.35

3.0

112. vI1.30

Comments
'A' of ANIIRES
level with top of
date island.

_ 'A' of ANIRES
above level of
date island,

L'AUIARS014

F

Bik

t

26.0

Mve

fl

Blk

27.6

3.0

28. v .31

1.VI.32

sCliWEIZ
HAUPTZOLLAAT
ZULLAMT

131k

27.0

2.9

2.11.35

21.X1.37

131k

26.5

ZOLLAar

Blk

25.0

3.0
2.8

14.XII.33
?.V1.32

17.A1.36

SCHATZ
POSTZOLLAAT
SCHWEIZ
ZOLLFREILAGER
DREISPITZ

Blk

28.0

3.0

Red

27.0

2.5

G

Urn

BARGEN
BASEL S.B.b.E.G. GEPACK
nASEL BAD. BAH1N
BASEL S.B.E. w.
t.V. over date
island
BASEL

BASEL FRACHTGDT
w. BE over date
island

129 .X.35

It

• Yve

“

Blk

1.X11.52 27.111.58

28.0

2.-

270(11.39

2.9

19.VI11.36
11.1.35
Arst 'B' of SBB
12.V111.30 27.AI.37

26.9

FRASHTGUT
II

Customs warehouse

31.V111.35

5. 111.3

Blul

BASEL S.B.B.

Latest date uses
shield type..

level with top of
date island,
.. - 111.35 Second 'B' of EBB
level with top of

3.0

Blk

27.0

Bik

26.4 2,6

date island,'
i.V

bASEL

(,;

BkSEL B.-B.
rl
IS

Blue
a

23.1.38
t10.V11.34 12.11.36
20.V1.29

I

Mve

25.5

2.6

II

Mve

25.5 2.5 10.X11.24

'B.-B.' w. serifs
U

It

*Voutrzerifs
20c P.J. of 1924 unusual use,

BASEL B.
RANGIERB.
BASEL,
GRENZACRERSTR.
BASEL,ST.JOHAM
with RHEIN over
date island

16.X11.33 29.VI11.42

Bak

27.5

Blk

27.0

2.9

Blk

27.0

2.9 29.X111.22

26.11.34

TI

?.111.34
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0

o

P
Name

o

9

0

)11

Language 1Type C91- Diam. Ltrs 3arlias:t i Latest 1
Date
our
Date
mm. -1 mm.
o
0
----o
0
------0
0
:

BASEL ST.JOHANNRHEIN
BASEL ST JOflAI4N

Blk 27.0 2.8 12.V111.52
26. c1

G

Comments

31.V.57

2.5 21.X11.34

15.?.36

Small 'T' in ST with

4.X1.35

underneath,
Fullstop beside
full size 'T'

ith fullstop
27.0

tf

2.6 4.VII.22

in ST.
2.8

16.1.35

27.0 3.0

4.IX.31

4.1V.35

21.VII.31

1.1X.34

27.5 2.2

15.V1.34

19.V.35

27.0 3.0
27.8 3.0

27.111.22
3.VI.31

27.0

BASEL S.B.B.
EILGUT II
BASELBURGbw1.01RTR.
BASELFREIBURGERSTRASSE
' ft

BASELHUNINGERSTRAS
BASEL-LISBUCHEL

Letters all the
.
, same height,

MIR

3,111.34

27.0 2.8 15.VII.29

in 1929 date shows

signs of wear,
more obvious in
1931-34. In 1930
'0' of ZOLLANT,
has distinct break,
II

17.1111.3

9.11.32

Slightly larger
but otherwise good

Blk

27.5 3.0

BASEL-POST

Blk

copy of Type I.
27.5 2.8 12.V11.57 20.111.59 On complete parcel
card Luzern to USA.

BIAUFOND
RHEINHARIN.
BIRSFELDEN-AU
BONCOURT-ROUTE
BRASSUS
BRENETS-ROUTE
BRIG

131k
13Ik

27.0 3.0
27.0 2.7

Blk

27.0 3.0 22.11111.30 25.X.33
27.5 3.1 10.V111.31
8.1X.31
2.IX.31
27.5 3.0
30.1.35
27.0 2.9 14.111.22
9.111.21 22.X11.39
27.0 3.0
4.A1.31 27.11.32
27.0 3.1
10.1V.31
27.5 2.2
28.0 2.9 8.11.22 25.M1.32
6.X.36
25.0 2.3 8.111.22
16.X1.31
26.5 2.8 27.X.31
27 0 0 3.0 13.V.34
26.o 246 10.11/.30

Blk
Blk
Blk
Blk
Blk
Blk
Bik
Blk
Blk
Blk
Bik
Blue

BRIG G-V
BRUSINO
BUCH-GRENZE
BUCHS-BAHNHOF
BUCHS B.
Cit,TOCQLOGNO
CRATELARD-ROUTE

OHAVANNES DE BOGIS
CHIA=

24.V111.31

Latest use I know,

?.Y.1.57

111

OM.

2 partial strikes
on 1882 issues further details 8:
better strikes
needed,

CRIASSO-STAZIONE
G.V.

I

ft

II

CHIASSO-STAZIONE

I

Blk

25.5 2.5

Blk

27.0 5.0

Blk

25.0i 2.2

Bak
Blk

2,8
27.0; 3.0

31.111.22
24.IV.22

27.01 3.0

18.111.22 29.111.35

Size is the main

difference..

P.V.
CHIASSO STAZ.P.V.
P.-V.
"
CHIASSO-STRADA

P.T.

I

Blk

3.1.36

Larger than Type
Larger than Type I

hyphen betw.

( To be continued)
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LIECHTENSTEIN HIGH V UE ST P

DID YOU KNOW.?

On 5th

September a new definitive
Stamp was issued, bearing the portraits
of Prince Franz Joseph II and Princess
Details are: .
Gina.

Page 71

that the 6BB/PTT TPOs have now
taken on their first girls to work
alongside the 700 or so men at present
e mployed. This follows a general trend
to use women to deliver the post, as
w ell ae general sorting and counter .
work. The latter has for years been done

almoet exclusively by girls. Women can
now 'advance further up the PO ladder
then was allowed before, but I don't
think any have yet been made actual
head of a branch office. For many weeen.
such half-day jobs as delivering mail
are ideal.

The First Day cancel read:
0
'949 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG 5. SEPT 1974
with initials tf, ,J.
G' in centre,
surmounted by a crown.
Another RANDOM NOTE by C. Rauch
4. AUTOMATIC leeTTER. aleTING.

There he
been a
very good series of , articles by Nicolet it
the i3Z recently on this subject.

Mr. Rutherfoord haa reperted that the
use of phosphor coding marks and automatic
sorting has been discontinued since
5.2.74.
Through a friend. who lives at
MEIKIRCH, just outside Bern, but within
the Bern sorting area, I have obtained a
number of covers with phosphor markings.
The dates of these covers that have datestamps on them are 20 & 28.4.74, 30 & 31

5.74, 2.7.74, 5.7.74 & 7.7.74.
In Bern I posted to myself a number
of covers, some within the main post
office, where the equipment is installed,
but no luck.

It would thus appear thet the automatic letter-aortieg equipment is in use
intermittently, possibly for sorting mail
for selected destinations, i.e. outgoing
mail from Bern, or incoming mail to Bern,
or just local mail, probably all part of
a development programme to get : thr system
working. Through this investigation,

however, I got an in-itation to visit the
Stamp Printing 4orks of the FTT, which
are located in the same building, next

time I am in Switzerland,
MON

-GROUP

The Autumn Season opens on
Wednesday, October 9th - see page 72
for details of our new meeting-place.
We look forward to seeing old
and new friends.

Visitors are always welcomer,
so why not bring along a friend?
--o0o-----

that .the St. Gallen Childrens'
Festival was postponed time and time
again. from the original date of 25th
June until bthAeieust, because of the
weather or becaece of an expected
epidemic of diphtheria, and it did rain
on the 6th, following days of sunshine.
But wisely the Philatelic Bureau did not
cancel in advance covers etc., sent in
by collectors for the Mobile PO cds and
cachet, as they usually do. The last
time, in 1971 0 they had fallen into the
trap, with the result that covers sent
in were cancelled on the planned date
of 24th June and the MEC cancelled on
the actual day, 6th August. According
to PEN catalogue the former are considered more valuable.
....

that on 19th August a new PO was

opened in Zurich to replace the old
buildings of 8026 . Austersihl, the
counters being protected by bullet-proof

glass, as is apparently necessary in our
modern European civilisation. It is
remarkable that this is the second new
p0 - following 3o7 Wipkingen to have
its counters on the 1st floor, but
reached by escalators from street. level,

also a sigm of the times we live in.
........ that the Rayon II plating study

by:Ernst Miller reprinted from the 31344

but including additional colour plates,
is now out of print. All the more reason

to buy the identically .bound volume on
Rayon I.
........ that the common theme for next
year's Europa etampe will be 'Paintings'
and for 1976 . 'Arts & Crafts'. It will
be interesting to zee what Switzerland
produces.
........ that the answer to Question No. 27
is again Niklaus voa der Flue, shown on
PJ of 1929 & 1937, and on PP of 1962
showing anilvenTaler of Obwalden, with
the famous hermit on his knees.
........ that ceeestion No.23 is inevitable
new that the UPU issue is in the new 1975

catalogues! How many commemoratives were
issued between the 75thafe lOOth UPU Anniversary sets, i.e. between'Z.No. 296 &
552. There were 0 for the first 25yeare,
3 for the second and 72 for the third,
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Members are reminded that
meetings this season will be held in
THE AUCTION ROCK
at Stanley Gibbons Ltd., Drury House,
Russel Street, Strand, at the back of
Drury Lane Theatre.
Time: As usual -

6

.

3 0

8

.

PACKET
'l==========

THE. LACHANCE

LO:NDOLi GROUP

5

0

p.m.

(Latecomers - please ring for admittance!!)
197415 -JE1211N2a
Wed. Oct. 9 - POSTAL STATIONERY All Members
Nov. 13 -

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Dec. 11 -

AUCTION & time permitting RECENT ACaUISITIONS

During last season several
members, because they were moving house
or were away for indefinite periods,
asked to have their names removed
temporarily from the Packet list.
Changes of address, where
notified through the Secretary, are
passed on to me, but if you wish to ensure
that your name is reinstated, it would
be best to advise me to this effect. A note is enclosed to those
members concerned and if I do not hear
I will assume that Packets are still
NOT required.
C. RAUCH

(a)
Plans to include a special
display in the programme not yet having
been completed, the remainder of the
subjects and dates will be published
as soon as possible.

BORTHERNe GROUPNo details of the forthcoming
programme having yet been received,
this, too, it is hoped will be available for publication in next month's

issue.

ZUMSTEIN

ARE LOOKING

MEMBERS

'FOR

A copy of the Slogan used to mark
the Chess Olympiad in 1968.

International Bureau of Education
forerunners 1940 - Pestalozzi and
1942 - Father Girard & miniature sheet
(at reasonable prices).
(b)

.

If anyone can help please contact
the Secretary in the first instance.
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS

Auto 3 13e CONCOURS HIPPINE -NATIONAL ler au 4.VIII.1974 TRAMELAN
2000 Neuchatel 2 3/4 Aug.
3 MARCiLE-COLCOURS NATIONAL DE
CELVAUX - 9-14 Aoll t 74 SAIGNELEGIER
2726.Jaignelegier 1C/11 Aug.
i

Gy l,

UP ...

Published in August 1974:
E U A 0 F.
1975.
with thumb index ...

Price: £10

SWITZE1 AND - LORTENSTEIN
Pocket Edition ... Price: £0.90
For publication in September:
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN SPECIALISED
£6.50
CATALOGUE XXI EDITION a
Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PULICATI044S . LTD.,
42, Eaiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E

UP ... and

U P

go the prices as material becomes
scarcer and stooks, once sold, harder
to replace.
Do not fail to fill any blank
spaces in your collection while you
can.
If you are pursuing a special
subject, --;(') t as much material as you
can, while still available, by means
of my APPROVAL SELECTIONS or against
Want Lists:
.

All stamp issues - mint/used
Supplements to the 'Europe'
Catalogue are published regularly in the

lit;a it BRIEFLARN

ZEITUNG

§Fro21.00
Annual fee 1975
...
with special supplements: SFr.23.50

Postal History

-

Airmail stamps and flight covers
Commemorative cancellations
Railway stamps and TPOs
Soldier stamps and covers etc.

For fine, first-class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAaD AND EUROPE

send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTE1N
Propr. Hertsch

P_O_R_ PcPc.

RERN_

e

S AINISTROIVG
14, Low Lane, Torrieholme,
NORECAMBE
I
r% v. , rt.

-c,

‘

Na '

S

Founder : E. H. SPIRO

LETTER 1(<("*„\.

ece,„, • NEWS
\ •

flion.Secretary&EdItor:

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Sec.:
MR. C. RAUCH,

353 Baddow Road,
CHELMSFORD.Essex.CM2 7QF
0245 5414,2.1

0

‘

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32 Ethelbert Gardens,
Gants, Ili11.1LEOD.Essex.IG2 6UN

flon. Treasurer:

)

MR. A,:j. HARDING,
Woodland, BIo'Norton,
DISS.Norfolk.IP22 2117,
‘4.....wowroar

NEW REGULATIONS FOR LETTER-BOXES
By N. Rutherfoord
In the PTA (PTT official weekly bulletin) of 22nd April 1974, the
long threatened regulations were promulgated to become effective from let Juno
1974, in that the size. and location of all letterboxea and receptacles is now
legally laid down for those who wish to have their letters delivered to their,
house or place of business. This is to save the postman's time an increase
his efficiency.

Briefly, the slit must be at least 25 x 2.5 cm., and the box at least

35 cm. high, 25 cm. wide and 8 cm. deep. The position must be accessible at
all timee and at the street entrance to a private house, block of flats, or
business premises. Also the reoipient's name must be clearly shown. New
buildings must conform now - advice had boon given in time by the PTT -existing ones haveAultil-1976 to be altered, partly at the4TT's expense.
It will be interesting to nee what the 'Return to Sender' labels will
actually say when letters
N. 1.64 1. 964become undeliverable to
No. 3.. 67 1967
some addresses:
Briefkasten
Brief kostenanschrift
an der Strasse
kliop und kler...

I

n 4111WIM AIMMo nn

Also shownshere are the

Promote Post
das ganze Jana

publicity slogans used by .
the PTT during the last few

Po:Azustequng

years.

The Italian ones,
especially those with the

old "incorrect' text, are
worth looking for.

clair et net
sur la boite
aux lettree
tacilile le travail des PTT

llOiZes aux lettlas
fil'entree de
la prom iet6
-DiAribution
. ace0,Lfif;:.:

Slogan No. 10641

issued in 1964.
Corrected Italian
No. 1.71, 1970:

Un
indirizzo
chlaro sulla cks3etta
leftere racilta
la distribuzione postale

"Your name, clearly
shown on your letterbox.
assists postal delivery".

No . 1.71 1970
Un
indirizzo
chiaro
sulfa cassette
delle lettere tacilite
la distribuzione postale

Slogan No. 1.67 1967.
Corrected Italian
-

No. 1.”. 1970s
"Tour letterbox at the

entrance to your property
peeds delivery".
---o0o-=-

No. 1.73

1970

Cassette delle tettere
alrentrata
della proprieta
Distribuzione
acce l erate

I
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UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA
Two stamps will be issued on 18th October to mark the "AnniS aondiale
Year. They will be valid only for

de is population" - Woad Population

Corroppondence from the Palais des Nations in Geneva. Details are as follows:

Desisners

Group of children round a globe
60 Rp. - 5 colours: green/red/blue/yellow/black
80 Rp. - 5
brown/red/blue/yellow/black
"
26 x 36 mm,
Henri Benosath, U.S.A.

Printinc:

Heliogravure by Heraclio Fournier, Spain-

P.00.4111
Values:

s

2,100,000

60 Rp.

' 80 Rp.

2,100,000

The special FDC has a globe with a compass-like emblem in the centre
and round it the inscription* 'Annie mondiale de la population' and date Premier Jour. Round the outer edge: 1211 GENEVE - ADMINISTRATION POSTALE
DES NATIONS UNIES.
' Similar stamps of 10 & 18 USA cents will be issued by the U.N. in New
York on the same day,
COMPARISON

OF SWISS AND U.K.

COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS , •

K. Rutherfoord

Taking the 4 periods of 25 years between the UPU celebrations, I have

drawn up the following table, with quite interesting results.' The UPU stamps
have been included in those of the previous 25 years each time, but no blocks
have been counted.
25 Years

UK
o s'

CH
ms

let 1900
2nd 1925

9

3rd 1949
4P2 1974

23
275

5
75

.

Surcharge
Air i Air. J PP 3..
0
0

178

4 100 41 10
2

s
3

33

28

7

Ca
To

119 120

237
419

xll

'9

x702

x 2.5

x1.8

x11.9

WINNOW.

261

7

6

247 16X 10

122,

This shows the trevendous
rise in 'the number of stamps Issued

B. P E

in
recent years, and that the rate of
rise is much greater in Britain. In
fact it won't be long before Switzerland is overtaken completely, in

This year, for the
first time, we are.

participating at the
BRITISH PHILATELIC
EXHIBITION.

numbers at least!
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
1.

This annual
event will be held from 10 - 20 Oct.
Mail posted during the period will
receive a special cancel incorporating
the Federal Cross and reading:
WOO St. Gallen - date - OLMA
SCHWEIZER NESSE".
,
Consultative Council for
Postal,
Studies,
Thia year s session of
the CCEP_ was held from 7-12 October.
A'speoial cancel was used showing the
globe emblem of the PTT monument and
reads '3000 BERN 15 - date - Conseil
consultatif des etudes postales'.

2,

The show begins on

30th October until 2nd November.
Please note the
dates and make sure you do not miss
this Exhibition - we know you will
enjoy the visit.
SEYMOUAI

Seymour Place,

atlimallatALsa2Aijia

was
celebrated in Bern on 9 October.
The special cancel also featured the
3.

We hope you will.
visit our Stand at this important and
famous Show. We shall be able to
fill your Wants List during your visit
and show you many interesting and fine
items from our superb stock.

UPU globe and read: '3000 BERN, -.date
TAG DES WELTPOSTVEREINS'.

maira

ANNUAL GENERAL
Wednesday, 13th November - 6.30 p.m.
PROMPT - See enclosed Agenda.

WALL

Marylebone,

London W.1
Oct,
'

Novl - 10.30 a.m. -, 8 P.m.
Nov.2 - 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

H L KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,
P.O. Box 242,
Highgate,
London N6 4LW

SWISS CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS
By DER( R. BEAK
SCHEDULE OF DATED CANCELLATIONS (Continued)
Language IType

Name

Part V II

Diem, Ltrs Earliest
mm.
ma.
Date

POSTA CHIASSO

Blk 25.5 2.6 14.1.12

II Blk 28.0 2.8 2.111.73
CONS

SCHWEIZ
S
ZOLLSTITTE

Z

I

T over date isd
FORDIASETTE
COINTRIN GEAVE
MANE GABE PV CREW DES
PEAGES
POSTE
GEAVE-GARE P.-VJ F
•t

Blk 27.0 2.3
Blue 23.5 2.3
Blk 27.5 2.9
Blk 27.0 2.2

GEAVE-GARE P.V.

Blk 26.5
Blk 27.0
Blk 25.0
Blk 26.5

GENEVE-GARB P.V.

Blk 27.0 2.7

It
tt

to a company in
Winterthur.
A quite individual
type; no date
island, but date
enclosed v. lined
bars above & below
& smaller cross.
Place name at top.

2.5
3.0
2.7
2.8

On a Volet d'Entres
comb. with BRIG G-V
strike of 14.IV.32

?.V11.32
13.VII.39
9.?.85 6.11.86
15. IX. 58

7. II .34 4. IV.36

P.-V. with hyphen

and serifs
II
It
*
It
13.VI.34 7.V111.35
II
ft
If
*
10.1.22 30.V11.36
It
It
It
27.111.22
19.VIII.35 17.11.36 P.V. w/out hyphen

but with serifs
29.111.35 1 3.1/.36 P.V. w/cut hyphen
o serifs but hyphen
beim. GARB & P.V.
Blk 25.5 2.4 8.111.22 J23.11L22 G.-V. with hyphen

. -V

albs ENTREPOT-

Blk 25.5 2.2

GONDO.
GRD ST.-BERNARD

Blk 25.8 2.5
Blk 27.0 2.5

RIVE

RHEINHAIPENKLEINE'S INGEN
INLUTZEL
KREUZLINGEN

1.111.22 Earliest use on
Italian parcel card
On cover houCkiasso

Blue 25.0 2.3 2.11.65
(Place)
2.0
(S.Z.)

Blk 27.0 2.9

Comments

Date

Blk 26.5 3.1 23.V11.31 2. X 11. 34
Blk 27.0 2.6 20.V.32
?.?.36
Blue 27.5 2.8 29.VI11.32

LA CURE
DIEPOLDSAU
DIRECTION GENERALE
DES DOUANES w.

"

Latest

a

Blk 27.0 2.7
27.0 2.8
Blk 25.0 2.5
Blk 26.5 3.0
Mve

REBERZOLLAMT

and serifs
Riverside bonded
warehouse

17.111.22
11.VIII.30 1.11.31
11.11.31 12.11.31
22.V.35 28.VII.39

of BOURG ST PIERRE
Suburb of BASEL

?.?.33
4.1a11.30

29. 11.30

Secondary customs

"Liv.34

house

LAUSANNE
ENTREPOT

Blk 27.0 2.7

5.V11.32

LOCARNO

Blk 26.0 3,0
Blk 26.0 2.6

11.1V.22 29.V.22

WINO-STAZIONE

Used with shield type

23.V.22

Bonded warehouse
14.11.36

Luino is in Italy on
Lake Maggiore but ,has
Swiss customs post

WINO
DOGANA
SVIZZERE

Blk 27.0 3.0
Elk 27.0 2.8

17.11.35 28.11.36
Type II varies from
Type I (a) SVIZZERE
instead of SVIZZERA
(b) WINO starts
hi r up dateAeland
Smaller letters
(

ILanguage TYPe

Col:- Diem

OUT

Lta I Earliest
Date
mm.

Bik 27.5 2.9 26. v11.31
Elk 25.5 2.5 27.VIII.30
BIk 27.0 3.0
Bik 25.0 2.4 9.VIII.31

MADONNA DI PONTE
MARTINSBRUCK
MEUDON-NERRIERES
MEYRIN-ROUTE
MOILLESULAZ
NEUCH1TEL

mm.

Elk
DOUANE
SUISSE

27.5

Blk 27.5

2.7 30.111.30

Latest

CoiiuAer ts

Date
18.V .35

20.IX.31 Latest date also
has shield type

9.1X.31
No S end of sUISSE,
only type with this
variation. One of

2.8 9.1X.47

very few post-war
cancellation*
Blk 27.0 2.5 6.111.22
Blk 24.8 2.4 15.1X.41
Elk 27.0 2.8 12.11(.41
Elk 25.5 2.5 20.V11.31

PERLY
Lk PLAINE

Ai PLAINE-GARE
PONTETRESA
PORRENTRUY
PORRENTRUY

Bik 27.0 2.9 6.111.33

.IX.31
00

14.1(1.37

Blk 25.0 2.7 2.111.83

PEAGES
FEDERAUX

Blk 26.5 3.2 29.IV.30
?
II Elk 27.0 2.8

P
RAFZ-CR .....

Blk 26.5 2.2 18.V11.35

RHEINECX

Elk 27.0 2.9 17.V.29
Elk 27.3 3.0 25.X.29

RIEHEN

23.11,30

Size is only

difference
Remainder of name
missing on my only
example

of 28.V.33
29.VI11.38 un strike
, ,
first E in RIEHEN
completely missing

in otherwise very
clear strike
RIEHENWEILSTRASSE
ROMANSHORN

Elk 1 27.0 2.9 22.111.30

a
ZOLLSTATTE

I

I Bluef 25.0 2.1
II Blk 26.5

2.7 13.11.22

Blk 27. 0

2.8 22.x.35

II

Elk

RORSCHACH

14.1.85

25.0 2.4 24.XI.33

II Elk 26.0 2.8 17.1.36

ST. CALLER

EIDG.

ZOLL-

Blk 27.0 2.8 ?.11.35

FREILAGER
ft

a
ft

II Elk 27.0 2.8 30.V.36
Elk

27. 0 3.0 3.xI.34
5.V.35

II Elk 26.0 2

1111 Elk 27 .0

.t

25.111.85
Letters evenly
spaced

.6.1.39

Letters 'SHORN'

much narrower thin
'ROMAN'
20.X1.36 'R's in name have
sloping tail
'R's in name have
tail parallel to
main stroke
1.' 11.36 'D' of E1DG. level
with corner of
date island
1
G' of EIDG. level
With corner of
date island
Small ' V in ST
2.x11.37
With stop below
,
Small 'T in ST",'
7.V.35
stop below but
smeller letters
than Type I; date
island very worn,
almost non-existent

21.V. 35 J ?.X.36

I 0
Small T in ST

Stop below; medium
letters compared
w. Types I & II

(To be continued)

k9RE RAND ON igOTE;
from

....

C.:RAUCH

7.1.2Laint2LESALS
. CIIBELKEEkl
On the way home through Bern I
was able to pick up a further quantity of covers dated 26.8 and 27.8.74
with the phosphor postal ceding
marks. All these covers were from
Bern to Bern addresees (I am not saying
there are no others, my batch was
small and selective). Of all the
covers collected during my holidapone
is different: instead of exhibiting
short time delay bright yellow fluorescent marks, one had long delay white
phosphorescent code marks, though still
addressed from Bern to 3045 Meikirch.
There is a lot to be understood still:
Forwarding of Mep.
I was prompted by the quick
comment from Herr Schild in Switzerland
to a query in the 'Helvetia News Letter'
to draw attention to the very efficient
letter-forwarding service provided by
the PIT.
For a sum of Fr.2.- any temporary
absence, regardless of the number of
days, the local Post Office will forward all your mail, in : a special
envelope, PT? 128 06 V70 B5 (176x30x25)
411,60, on a-daily basis toyour temporary address. This service is used
extensively and the envelopes can
easily be collected from fellow guests
at hotels!

11102.411.01.M1-121nALUVLSAMM.
From 25th September:
1254 JUSSY
8957 SPREITENBACH

K.621
K.622

A reminder is enclosed with this
isaue to those members whose renewal
subscriptions will be due 912 1st Jan.
1975.

DID YOU KAVOLIV

that a recent independent 'Gallup'
poll indicates that 90 of the Swiss
population are satisfied with their
postal services and that 81% think the
distribution is fast enough. However,
in the cities the satisfaction is somewhat less than in the country districts.
.... that a number of slot machines are
being re-modified to take 50c. coil
stamps again, as the foreign postcard
rate is now that high. These stamps
have been printed again (Z,No.485) such
to the disgust of the hoarders. I have
noticed that a few of these machines at the railway station in Vevey, and in
one of the main Bern offices, have never
been changed and apparently, are just
using up the old stocks of rolls.
.... that collectors of the 1st August
postmarks may have wondered about the
buildings shown on the 1974 ode used at
Fribourg.
On the left is shown the
' Tour Henri', part of the old fortifications, and on the right is the new
PTT building, mainly to house the new
centralised postal giro offices (see note
in 'Did you know', Oct. 1973 MIL).
.... that the UPU Centenary book I
mentioned in the Oct. 1973 issue has
appeared, at SFr.48.- but is too general
for the serious UPU student. Interesting illustrations of postmen etc., the
world over, postal mechanisation, UPU
history and achievements, philately (by
President Andre Savoie of the Association
of Swiss Philatelic Societies, list of
UPU member states etc. Published by
Vie Art Cite, Lausanne in German - "Die
Post" - and I believe in French and,
perhaps, in English.
.... that collectors of "Electricity"
or "Telephone-Radio" on stamps will
retember that in 1965 the International
Telegraph Union celebrated its centenary,
so is 9 years 010er than the UPU:
(See
Z. Nos.4)i, 436 & 437).

that since the 1968 August stamp
issue
for the Liechtenstein 'Silver
Negotiations for a special display
Wedding',
a small 3-language brochure
are still in progress, but meanwhile
(Ger.,
Fr.
& Eng.) has been issued by the
the following dates can 00 noted:
Philatelic Bureau in Vaduz for each new
issue. The latest, for the 5th Sept.
1974 Fr.10.- issue, has an interesting
Wed, Jan. 8 - 'STANDING HELVETIA'
potted history of Liechtenstein and its
" Feb. 12 - 'ROUTE MARKS & :SHIP,
Ruling House.
(Price SFr.1.50).
CANCELLATIONS'
.... that the answer to Question No.28
" Mar. 12 - To be arranged
is 175 stamps issued from 1949 - 1974.
" Apr. 9 - UPU 1900' - Display by
that Question No.29 is: When and
Mr. W. R. Morrison
with which set of stamps did Switzerland
" May 14 ANNUAL COMPETITION
regain its lead over the U.K. in the
number of plain commemorative issues?
We hop, to see as many members as
M.R.
possible at these meetings, since the
sharing of knowledge can help everyone.

•
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LONDON GRKP

Hon.Sec.
Mrs. E. J. Raw:1810y

OCTOBER 1974

NORTHERN GROUk: Sec. R. A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.

The new season's first meeting
wae held in the new venue in Drury

Northern Group members held their
first meeting of the new session iu Leeds
on Sept. 28th. Mr. J.N. Highsted and
House and it was unanimously agreed
Mr. R.A. Hoyle combined to produce a 200
that this was highly successful in
sheet display on VARIETIES.
every way,
This included studies of the 'Sitting
. The subject was 'POSTAL
Helvetia Perfo', 'Standing Helvetia' and
STATIONERY'.
'1900 UPU I issues, with many photographs
Mr. I. Tillen of Birmingham
of retouches etc. Then a section devoted
provided the main display covering
to the many varieties to be found on the
very wide va4ety of items from early,
International Offices overprints, studies
envelopes, postcards and newspaper
of the 5 & 200. values of the 'Small Landwrappers with imprinted stamps, to
scapes' and concluded with sections on the
freight cards, Pro Juventute cards etc. Pro Juventute and Pro Petrie issues, also
many varieties on cover and in blocks.
Mr. C.E. Redmill showed an array
of Pro Petrie cards, and Kr. E.Lienhard
PROGRAMME 1974 - 1975
a full range of newspaper wrappers,
money order Cards And other items for
official postal use. A fee early ones Sept. 28 - VARIETIES
Oct. 19 - CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY - Dr. Ritchie
showed use of the old 'Batson'
Nov.
16 - MILITARY MAIL & SOLDIER STAMPS
currency. Mrs. Rawneley also showed a
Discussion Leader: Mr. Gilchrist
range of covers and cards.
Dec. 14
ISSUES OF THE GENEVA INTERAmong a fee sheets displayed by
NATIONAL OFFICES
W.Cdr. Bulstrode was a curious item
Disc. Ldr, Mr. Highsted
which appears to be a design for a
1171
Jan. 11
STRAIGHTLINE OFFICE HANDSTAMPS
reply-paid letter-sheet. 'No informDisc, Ldr. Mr. Wilson
ation has so far come to light on this.
Feb,
8 - REGISTERED MAIL
Mr. J. Beken, a welcome visitor,
Disc. Ldr, Mr. Moore
showed 2 examples Of early Swiss inter- Mar. 15 - AIRMAILS & FLOWN COVERS
national reply-paid postcards With
Disc, Ldr. Mr. Swift
Liechtenstein stamps covering addition- Apr. 19
A.G.M.
al postage' from Vaduz by airmail.
Meetings held in the SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS ROOM, CITY REFERENCE LIBRARY,
LEEDS, on dates shown above. Chair
taken at 2 p.m.

ZUMSTEIN

19,25-9-A1-4.1-9-211-1
Published in August 1974:
EUROPE 1975
Price: 410
With thumb index
411

_i,
Sw MZMLLJLCLLTFAL!..
TE--L
nz1931
Pocket Edition ... Price 40.90
For publication in September:
, Ecirras
-IBILANIAZAM
LLWAMOLLL
II
CATALOGUE XXI EDITION at

46.50

Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW
Supplements to the 'Europe'
Catalogue are published regularly in the

Autumn means a return to indoor hobbies.

How is your collection shaping?
Are you going to follow a new Aspect of
Swiss philately?
Material on approval will get you off
to a good start.

AIRMAILS

&

FLIWLayna are always

Of interest.

TP0e & RAILWAY CANCELS offer a wide
field.

FLAWS

&

VARIETIES , provide material

for detailed study.
..or 214.zusmAjsouBla the scope

is endless.

BERNER BRIEYKARKEN ZEITUNG
Annual fee 1975
...
With special supplement

SOr.21.00
SFr.23.50

For fine, first-class stamps

...

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE
send

yourKant Lists to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie
P.O.B. 2585
0H-3001 BERN

These are only a few ideas ... there
are man* more.
Whatever your interests, write now to

JS
ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane,
Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE
Lancs.

p v-11 LATEL ir
Founder : E. H. SPIRO
President : L. MOORE, M.B E., F.R.P.S.L.

\.•

so
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MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K DURING
By L. M. C. DUTTON

jairsoatua

Writ TEAR

WORLD WAR 11

Part I

Recently I was lucky enough to inherit a few covers which had come
from Switzerland during the last war and, on examining these, it was clear that
significantly different routes were followed by mail at various times during that
period.- 1 started, therefore, by making enquiries within the Helvetia Philatelic
Society, and thanks to the enthusiasm of our Secretary and the kindness of several
members and other philatelists who are interested in the same period, it has been
possible to compile the details of about 80 covers. I have included a few covers
posted to the Americas as they travelled for some way along the same route as mail
to the U.K., and the detail. Of a few covers from the U.K. to Switzerland are also
given.
A cursory look at the compilation shows that the war divides into
several distinct periods as outlined in the following sections:
1.

Peripd 1.

1.1

LatiLaLigu
iv
,

September 039 to

MY 1940.

Covers 1 to

The immediate pre-war routes are given in the 1.IX.39
.
issue of the PTT leaflet 'Communications postale. avec
l'etranger' (C.p.a.l'e), which was also issued in German and Italian. At this
time letters and pest:se:1.de were automatically carried by air without anysurcharge
on one of the following routes: .
a)

The twice daily Air France flight from Geneva (Cointrin) to London
(Croydon). The early flight left Geneva at 08.30, called at Paris (Le
Bourget) and arrived in London at 12.15), The second left at 11.45 and
called at both Lyon and Paris and arrived at 16.15.
The nightly Swissair flight from Basle to Brussels. Except for Saturdays
and Sundays, this flight left Basle at 23.25,- called at Frankfurt and landed at Cologne at 02.30. Mail was transferred to the Cologne-London
flight which left at 03.05 and arrived at 05.35.

)

The twice daily flight from Zfirich (Dabendorf) via Basle (Birsfelden) to
London (Croydon). The first left at 09.00, arrived at 12.40 and was
operated by Swissair. The second left at 15025, arrived at 19.00 and
was operated by Imperial Airways Ltd.

However, in the issue of C.p.a.l'e dated 10439, none of these air
services are mentioned. Indeed, all air services from and within Switzerland seem
to have been withdrawn from close to the outbreak of the war until the new Swissair
Locarno-Barcelona and Locarno-Rome flights were announced in the C.p.a.l'e of
1.IV.40. Internal air services were not re-introduced until the Alper flights
linking Geneva-Laueanne-Bern-Zurich4t. Gallen were announced on leVIII.40.
After the airmail service was suspended letter mail to the U.K. was
carried by daily trains leaving nrich, Basle, Lausanne or Genova. After crossing
France this mail crossed the Channel by boat, but none of the issues of C.p.a.l's
give any details of the routes employed. With few exceptions, the only French mail
which was also carried by the trains from Ulrich, Basle and Lausanne was that for
re-distribution from Paris. The only exceptions were that the train from Basle

also carried mail for Belfort from December 1.939 to May 1940; and that from
Lausanne also carried the Dijon meil from April1 to Juee 1940. Except for November
and December 1939 (1 have no copies of C.p.a.1 . for January to March 1940) the
trains carrying U.K. mail from Geneva also carried mail for all parts of France,
including Paris,

By let April 1940 Air Treace had started weekday airmail service from
This ie mentioned in all subsequent copies of C.p.a.l'e until
Paris to London.
g

Mail
and includin that of let June, but the timetable is stated as 'unknown'.
to
mail
surface
carried
as
trains
same
the
using this facility left Switzerland on
mail.
Paris
carried
also
which
Geneva,
the U.K., plus an additional train from
It is possible, therefore, that all U.K. mail went via Paris.

In the copy of ' Peuille officielle des P.T.T.' (F.P.T.) of 3rd November
announced that "With regard to Great Britain and Ireland, the parcel
is
1939, it
postal service operated by l'Agence continentals et Anglaise (A.C.A.), which was
suspended at the start of the war, has been re-opened in both directions. Swiss
parcels will be collected at the bureau d'exohange at Beale 17, which is the
dispatching centre for A.C.A., London. These dispatches will be carried by the
Boulogne route until further notice."
Thus, if letter mail went by the same crossing, the probable surface
routes are:
1. Zrioh - Baden - Basle - Dello Belfort - Chaumont Paris - Amiens Boulogne - Folkestone/Dover - London
2e Lausanne

e.

Vallorbe Dijon'- Paris etc.

Geneva - Bellegarde

Dijon. e Paris etc.

.
However, Boulogne had been captured by the -Germane by 20th Mey 1940, so
if as the C.p.a.l'e of lst June implies, the Swiss UeKe postal service operated
at the end of Kay, the Channel _crossing must have been moved further west to Dieppe Newhaven or Le Havre - Southampton.
The foot that a letter Posted in Poschiavo on 2nd December 1939 was
censored by the French, suggeste that it may have entered Frente by an Unusual
route, possibly via Italy, although Italy did not enter the war until 10th Alm
1940. The natural outlet from Poachiavo is vieeTirano, Lecco and Milan, but the
only official route to Italy eV:on in the C.p.a.l'e of let December are via the
Oimplon Tunnel or Chiaseo, which were
used for mail to Portugal, Spain and

the Amerieas, as well as to Italy itself
t
and the Eaat.
1.2

Transit Time.

The only indication

of the transit
time during the period is Cover 6, which
took 8 days to get from La Plains
(Geneva) to London.

SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE

1975

To be published December 1974
SWISS STARS MARCH OS!

7,319 price
increase.
I have no official
1.3 etateenjattgee
34 ''price
ieformation on the
reductions
rates for surface mail from Switzerland
to the U.K., but it is clear from the
312 additional
compilation (to follow) that it was
'Priced: listed.
300. for letters and Cover 6 augge
that it was 20c. for postcards.
The copies of C.p.a.l'e from let
April to let June 1940 imply that the
surtax for mail using the Paris - London
air service was 10e. per 20g.
be continued.

lismitergUreeeat

Dee. 14 - ISSUES OP THE
GENEVA INTERNATIONAL OFFICES

.(Dise : Leader: Mr, Highsted
keamizateat Dec, .11 - AUCTI
.please provide with lots 2
copies of list with reserves.
Plum - time permitting RECENT ACQUISITIONS b Members
rORMIZOInt

•nn •••••n

Rayon stones
now. included.
411P01000M

The Catalogue you cannot
afford to be without, not only from
the collecting angle, but 'alsoasaa
guide to present market movements.
Order now separately from other
items please - at £2.22 including post
and packing - U. K, andlCurope.
Overseas: £2.70 - U.S. 86e50.

H.L.KATCHER

TEE AMATEUR ' COLLECTOR LTD..
P.O. Box 242, Highgate, London 16 eLW
---000---
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SWISS CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS
SCHEDULE OF

TED

Name

..._
t

ST GALLEN

By DEREK R. BEAK
(Continued)
IONS
CANCELLAT
Col- DiamilLtre Earliest Lates
Date
Date
our mm. mm.
IV Bik 27,5 2.8 13.VI.35

1

Small 'T' in ST
but no stop
29.11.36 FUll size 'T' in
ST and no stop
01111

V Bik

n

ft
T GALLEN P.

ST. GINGOLPH

ST. GINGOLPHE

ST. MARGRETHEN-ST

Comments

a

ST. MARGRETHENBAHNHOF
ST. MARGRETHEN B.
STA. MARIA
SCHAANWAID i.L.

27.0 2.7

?.I.36

26.5 2.7

?.X.36

26.0 2.4

31.X.33

27.0 2.

25.VII.35

24.0 2.2

17.VIII.29

?.?.36

1Mb

Small 'T' in ST
w.'stop beside it
Small lettering;
'11-1 of GALLEN below
evel of corner
date island
Larger lettering;
of GALLS; level
w. corner of d. is.
Lett g all same ht;

'L' of GINGOLPH:
level w. corner of
date island

II Blk 27.0 2.5
(p S )
' ' 11.VIII.34 13.VII.34 Larger lettering;
2.91‘
'P' of GIFGOLPHE
(name)
level w. c. of d.i.
6.VI.34
?.?.29
Blk 25.0 .9i
Blk 27.0 2.51 29.VII.33 5.V.36
Blk 26.0 2.51 2.111.22 2.1.25
Blk 28.0 2.81 29.VIII.35
Blk 28.0 3.01 22.V111..33 24.V111.3

Swiss customs post
in Liechtenstein.
Both ay examples

on Liechtu stamps
SCHAFFHAUSEN

EA ZOLL
TkTTE

HAUPTSCHAFFHAUSEN v.
ZOLLAMT
BAHNEOF over
date
SCEAFFHAUSEN w.
BAHMOF over
complete date is:
SCHAFFHAUSEN with
RHEINHAIDE over
date island
SINGEN
;

Blue

25.0 3.0

OIR

I

10.11.85
Pple
S Blk 25 • 0 2.5 20.111.39
Blu

4.11.01

Date 'island' is
just 2 ends w/out
being joined
01111

Same cancel used
over long period
of time

25.0 2.2

Blk
Blk 27.

22.XII.36
2.5 9.V1.31

Blue 25.0 2.4 60(1.24

WNW

Swiss customs post
in Germany

Last letters of
name missing

STEIN a/RG-GRE

Mve 26.5 2.5

TAGERWILEN
11HAINGEN-DORF

Blk 27.0 3.0 22.V11.31 17.VII.32
Blk 27.0 2.8 14.VII.27 21.VII.27 Short use of incorrect spelling
Correct spelling
25.V.33
2.1X.30
2.6
Blk 27.0
Blk 26.5 2.6 15.XI.39
Blk 26.0 2.5 100E1.21 28.XII.36
Blk 27.5 3.0 21.V.29
Blk 25.5 2.6
?.?.22 24.i.36
Blk 27.0 2.5 3.IX.35 30.IV.37
(Continued o erleaf)

1

r

THAYNGEN-DORF
TRASADINGEN
ALLORBE-GARE
VALLORBE-ROUTE
VERRII/ES-GARE
VERBARES-ROUTE

13.V.34
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Small Stamp Booklets
By C. RAUCH
Through the years I have been picking up, where available, the small stamp
booklets with strips of 10 stamps. I first net these at Zurich railway station where
the booklets were available from slot machines, containing strips of 10 x 5c. stamps
and which currently contain 10 x 10c« Weis stamps.
I have tabulated below the combinations of covers and values I have been
able to acquire. I do not know what others exist. The purpose of this comment is to
bring out the fact that these booklets are now on eale at the Philatelic Counter in Bern
although not advertised in their publicity literature.
Beck Cover

Front Cover
I

lephone in free
of interruption

Airmail - the fastest
transit method
-do-

On all tespetches,
Postal Code without
exception

2555

Nicely franked mail
gives pleasure

Fragile despatches to
be peeked extra
carefully

Z355

Do you know of the
Philatelic Service
in Bern?

'Telediffusion' ensures
perfect reception

I

Z356P*

241

23562

Swiss stamps Issue Service Subscription

Philatelic Service
and Bern address

Z356P

Z413

2355

New

.1.••nn••••••nn.,•nnnnn

Postal despatehes must
have the Poatal Cote
Do you use our New
Iseee Service, etc.?

o you know of the
Philatelic Service

Give pleasure Prank philatelically

On all tespatchee,
Postal Code without
exception

* Available from Philatelic Bureau, Bern
One last point: Did you know that the Philatelic Bureau in Bern is only a
lift journey from the platforms of the railway station? You lust have to make sure
you catch the right lift!
CUSTOPISC

NC

-

Continued

ea
Earliest 1 Latest
WALDSMUT
IAT

a

Date

Date

23.V11.25

.11.33

23.IX«59

224[11.61

over
islant
ZURICH-FRACHTGUT
tURZAOH-B....«.

.5 3.0 19.VIII.30
27.0 2.6 24.VI.30
o
6
THE END

Comments,

Neither used on
stamps but on
parcel cards

OS*

0

p
Teare are a num er of shield type cancellations which appear in the
Andres & Emmenegger Handbook which I have chosen, at this stage,
-someone can advise
not to include in the foregoing list and the schedules until
me that they actually have examples of those cancellations and can supply se with
the additional information I should need to bring them into line with entries
already in the schedule,
D.R.B.

i ga_agas
Aizal
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SWISS REGISTRATION LABELS AND MARKS
By A. RUTHERFOORD
In "The Swiss Philatelist" of 1969 (Noes 54/55) Dr. Cans made the only
publication - as far as I know - on Swiss registration labels, and very welcome it
was too.

Since then I have gradually come across further types and hope Dr. genz will
accept my continuation of the numbering system he used in the notes below. However, if a re-numbering should be considered then I think the labels used by the
Philatelic Bureaux in Bern, Vaduz and UN Geneva should be handled separately.
Further, if stamped-on marks are to be considered; as used to-day, than at least
one number must be given to the 19th century marks.
Tvne 6. Self-adhesive label, layout same as Type 5 with postal code (see Fig. 1).
Introduced in 1968 for use at the Philatelic Bureau in Bern only, but
use for FDCm discontinued after a year or so when it was pointed out to them that
the rubber-type adhesive would dry out in time, leaving a nasty yellow mark on the
FDC, but no label.
(However, still used for
3000 Bern 1 Annahme
9490 Vaduz
their brown covering
esetwerceractionetene

A

envelopes). I have seen
Pro Juventute FDCs for
1969, 69 & 70, as wail

554

dor Furetl. Regierung

493

in&

as some between, but
F
exact period of use I
have not yet determined. Same notes apply to Philatelic
Liechtenstein.
(Fig. 2).

Fig.

2

au in Vadcz

Tyne 7. Small label with large 1 11' in leu only.
Only very recently did I realise uhat I did have some of these, in fact
in 3 different types: They aro applied onto incoming foreign mail which is
considered to have an unclear designation of its registered statue t te. stamped-on
registration mark in black only, or number only written in with ball-pen. Used
mainly on mail from South American and Arabic countries. In ay experience only a
very small percentage of the poorly marked foreign letters are 'corrected' in this
way and some that are don't need it.

MEY. glIMP011110E

-Fig.
(a)

Label 13 z la mn. perforated 11 al/ sides, red 1 R 1 11 - mm. high (F so
I have coverts:
5.401960 Peru to Bern
12.5.1960 USSR to Bern
15.8.1963 Lebanon to Winterthur
2506.1964 USSR to Nrich

3)

•
(b)
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Label 13 x 18 mm., rouletted all sides, red 'R'

11 mm.

high (Pig. 4)

My exampies are: 24.5.1971
24.5.1971 USSR to -Winterthur
(2 joined labels)
23.3.1973 Brasil to Winterthur
15.8.1974 Brasil to Winterthur

A•gair

(0) Stamped on 'R' in red, 8 mm. high

rig. 4
Pig,. 5 & 6)
now have 17 examples, ranging from Brazil 3.9.69, Roumania 29.12.1969,
0
3
BYP t 19.3.197 , Peru 18.9.1970, Chile 23.10.1970 to the latest of
23.7.1974
from Rbu-

Maar
enough to
convince
myself
that the

Pig. 5

similarities of size and colour
can only indicate that this mark
is of Swiss origin (which I had
doubted until recently). All the

Fig. 6

above covers are addressed to
Winterthur, but certainly not stamped there I was informed. All these
labels must be put on in Geneva or Ulrich, that is where the incoming
airmail is opened and sorted. Perhaps the one uses labels, the other

stamped-on marks.
1. PrivateLy stamped-on 'label' in rod and black. Size ranges from

60 x 21 mm. to 45 x 18 mm. 'R' and its frame on

place-name, 4 or b figure number, and

remaining

3

sides at left in red,

frame-lines in black
(Figs. 7 & 8).
Cantonal

offices in
Ulrich were the
first users in
C081
about 1969,
being followed
Fig. 8
by some banks
in 1972, and
now in 1974 by various shipping and
insurance firma. This seems to follow
4001 SASEL I

3027 ZURICH VENCE
,

0657
Fig. 7

the practice in many foreign countries,

notably in South and Central America.
The quality of these Swiss mark3 is not always very high, some indeed having had
the number re-entered with a ball-pen.

The earliest example I have was illustrated in the HL in June 1972,
with, however, the red missing, which confused things: In th ..7 December issue of
the same year an example was shown, complete, from the Geneva branch of the same
bank whose Ztrich Head Office had started the ball rolling.
So far I have about 25 examples for 7 different PC. 4 Mostly since
Let March 1974, as follows: 8021 grich 1 Amiebfte, 4 fig. 59 x 21 um.
8021 "
1 "
6 "
58 x 21 mm.
8027 " 27 Eng.
4% x 18 mm.
4
8023 " 23
45 x 18 am.
4
"
4
(2 :
4001 Basel 1
47r x lot mm.
4001 " 1
45 x 17t me.
6901 Lugano 1
4
44* x 17t ma.
8401 Winterthur /
4
4% x 17t mm.
L2ttio1 nsCE:ntiveEs 10
R

No

1211 GEN EVE le
Nations Utiles
R No

356

Z011-00IIMIE.. ,.01. 13AFCHLER
,,Feut Rio Overt d'offito
Jimbros poste it envelope i
(Miss Onto tar ,
t?Kt lon: '

SULIBLRGST
CH-8400 W
SUISSE

rig. 9

lot)

* 1 O's

1

41

Li '

MICHAEL

JT

ZOLL-DOUANE*
Peat no newt taffies

tikE I IL Sri:431°)E 8,2

Timbres posts
et enveloppes
Notion (Nies peer

Cii — b1J03 OAS SiNSOCH:F

, Collet/1ot*
Mem

S•

SWITLEF*,EAN0

g.

Cont. on p. 84)
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DID YOU KNOW?

PRO JUVENTUTE 1974
As part of the series 1973/6 depicting forest herbs and fruits, this year's
stamps draw attention to four poieonous
plants which may damage man's health,
90A of the proceeds from the additional
charge will go to the Foundation and the
remaining 10A to other youth welfare
work of national importance.
November, 1974
;MAW , 29th
15+10 C. Daphne, - 5 colours: brown-ochre)
yellow/red/violet/green
30+20 C. Belladonna (Deadly Nightshade)
5 colours: red-brown/yellow/
dk.blue/red/green
Laburnum - 4 colours: lt.green/
yellow/brown/dk.green
Mistletoe .e 4 colours: blue/

50+20 c.
60+25 C.
Designer:

Paper:

greenisheyellow/grey/dk.green
Hans Schwarsenbach, Bern
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
24 x 29 mm. (21 x 26 mm+)
30+20 & 60+25 c. White with

luminous substance and
violet thread
15+10 & 50+20 a. White with
luminous substance, no
coloured thread
ammiw 2 (A & B) of 50 stamps each
yjajatis Unlimited; on sale at Philatelic Bureaux till 30.6.1975
A special cover will be used with a
motif of mistletoe, which is repeated in
the special cancellation: '3000 BERN PRQ JUVENTUTE - AUSGABETAG 29.11.74'.
Collection sheets & folders will be
available as usual.
A stamp booklet with gold cover has
been prepared at the Foundation's
request. It contains eight 15+10 and
eight 30+20 0. stamps and costs
SFr, 6.60 including 60 c. production cos

galuggilguivoliLABEIA (Continued)

.

Label used by the Philatelic
Bureau of the UN in Geneva,
2ftte
eelf adhesive,
This interesting label combine
the I R' label, Cl Customs label and the
address label. Two versions seen so
far since started in 1969, both
110 x 43 Mm. Red 'R', green background
to Cl, text in black. (Figs. 9 & 10).
M.R.
AUTOMATIC LETTER ... 0RT1Ni - Correction

to Ni'. Rauch's note in Sept. H.N.L.
In the Bern Head Post Office, only
the phosphor inward codieg has been
suspended, the outward fluorescent
coding remains in use.
A more cleteiled article on 41040
codinels being peepered
H. KITHERFOORD
The Report on the ANNUAL GENERAL

MEETING will be given in the 'December
2118110.

Page 8.5

.....

that a booklet by F. Berger - 'Die
Aushilfsstempel der Schweizer Post' his
appeared, mostly reprints of his articles
in the Swiss monthly 'Philatelica'. At
SFr.3.- a most useful survey of these
elusive emergency, temporary or skeleton
handatamps.
..... that in November each year the
senior classes of the local schools in
each village collect orders for Pro Juv.
stamps, booklets and Xmas cards? These
are then distributed 3 — 4 days in
advance of the official day of issue, in
parallel with the PTT. My daughter's
class sold SFr.7670.- last year in the
village, just over SFr.1.- per head of
the population.
.... that the Swiss Specialists Club
celebrated its 50th birthday with a small
exhibition in the Zurich Town Hall from
1-3 November. About 70 members showed a
frame each (of 16 sheets), making it a
real jewel of a show, an excellent crosssection of Swiss philately, from Rayon
platinge, many studies of 19th century
cancellations, Sperati forgeries, Kocher
stamps, hotel stamps, first booklets of
1904, a block of 4 of the Gottfried Keller
P.J. with incorrect date of birth, 1818
etc., etc. All of the highest quality
and presentation,
.... that at the same time they have
published a 64 page booklet 'Ueber die
Ftankaturen der Sitsende Helvetia
gezillent" covering the postal usage of
these stamps from,1862 onwards, inland &
foreign. 16 pages of petfectly printed
reproductions of covers in colour make
this a fascinating study. A loose
enclosure is a photo-copy of the Swiss
Postal Ta if, inland & foreign, of 1st
,June 1869, most intriguing and itself
worth the SFr.10.0 price for the hardi
covered , booklet.
that the LUPO organisation have

found 50,000 unused aerogrammes, 2nd type,
and have printed a picture of the airship
'Lucerne' in the bottom lefthand corner.
To bring the 65c. value printed on them up

to the 80c. now required, the PTT have
imprinted an additional 15c. in the same
frame as the local postcards which were
uprated to 20c. The whole thing goin at
SFr.2.- but still a genuine aerogramme
that can be used, not only at the 1975
LUPO exhibition.
that Question No. 30 is: A recent
non-Swiss stamp showed the oldest postbos
still in use in Switzerland. Where is

it situated?
that the answer to Question No. 29

is with the 1932 Peace Conference issue
of'6 stamps. Up till then there had

been 9
ones.

0 commemoratives and only 7 Swiss

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Your Secretary's MOVING DAY in
approaching - if au goes well before
Christmas or very early in the New Year
- and the laborious task of packing is
under way.
To this end it will be necessary
to suspend the Library Service for a
period which will be kept as short as
possible.

The following will be issued on
5th Decembers
A.

ariiLLIAM-LiiiikL

.

30 Rp. St. Florin,.
50 Rp. St. Wende3in
60 Rp. Sta. mails., Anna & Joachim
Christmas crib
70 RI),
All in 5 colours: yellow/red/
blue/Ak.brovrtiblack
lludjmov Walter Wachter; Schaan
WA/1W Roto-hellogravure by
lourvoisier S.A.
33.6
mm. in sheets of 20
210_23.2. 26 r
brown/green fibres
White
with
LOAMX.1

Every effort will be made to maintain the 'Helvetia News Letter' according to schedule and to answer urgent
letters, and I am sure I can rely on
your co-operation until the upheaval
is over and I am settled in my new home. B. aligatmlmia additional value
Fr.1.70 Portrait of the heir
I should be able to advise you of
Prince Rs
ut Adam - 1 colour
my new address and date of change in
dart sea-green
our next issue.
Designers Walter Waohter, Schaan
E. J. RAWNSLEY
katILUZI Werner Pfaler, Vienna
Rotary line-engraving by the
Rrilitines
to
report
the
We regret to have
Austrian State Printery.
recent death of
30 r 39 mm, in sheets of 16
i.Le etc.
MR. D. L. MoJANNET
Special covers will be available for
of Harlow, Essex. mr. Maannet
each issue and FDCa will have an ornamentcame from Canada and was a comparaal cancellation.
tively new member.
-

TOURIST PUBLICITY CAsGELS - 6 soy.

9501

2UCKENRIET - Schloss Spiegelberg

(t.623)
6718 0LIVOHE - Numb storico (H.624)

ZUMSTEIN
Published in August 1974:
U R 0 P

A 1975

Price LIO
Lli

With thumb index ...
CH_

1 za
Pocket Edition ... Price 40.90

4MIZZAJAAND/LIE

1.10-1-11V-cank
A special stamp waa issued on 22nd
November symbolising the resources and
uses of the oceans.
e
V11
ues
a
l
s Ft •1• 30 - 5 colours:
blus/t
..J1togu/
silver/yellov/red
PAW'S : Ship, fish and set-bed
Desi gner: A. Halderon, Iorael
Printin gl
Heliogravure by Heraclio
Fournier S.A., Spain
26
x
34
mm.
i
Llamas 2400,000 2 similar stamps of 10 & 26 c. will
be issued by the U.N. in hut, York on the
same day.

agv

To he published shortly:

Why not give yourself a.Christmas
SPEC LISED gift of those Swiss items yott long to
CATALOGUE 'CAI EDIT1014 at 46.50 ! possessY
Please order Catalogues from:
xou will never have a batter chance
HARRIS PUBLIOATIONb LTD.,
since the cost of stamps, likv every42 Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2E 7LW !
thing else, is rising rapidly.
Supplements to the 'Europe'
Send your Want Lists without delay,
Catalogue are published regularly in thell or ask for Selections: on Approval for
BERNER BRIEFOARHEN 4E1TUaG

Annual fee 1975
With special supplement
---------

SFr.21.00
81er.23.50

For fine, first-class stamps
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE
send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie

P.O.B. 2585

CH - 3001 BERN

-----o0o-----

POSTAL HISTORY MATERIAL
STAMPS - all issues - mint or used
SPECIALISED 3TUDIE8I
StruCelle

Sitting Helvetia pert.
Standing Helvetia
etc.
AIRMAILS & FLI T COVERS
VARIETIES, TETE-BECHE & SE-TlibAsT
POSTAL STATIONERY
and many more

J14,SLowARMSTRONG'
Lane,
Torrisholmet
MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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ITU/UIT STAMPS USED FOR POSTAGE PRE-PAYMENT
BY P. HOBBS
In the course of a conversation about postage due stamps with the Postmaster at the International Conference Centre in Geneva, I asked if the UIT'and
OMM stamps were ever used to pay postage due. He explained that the stamps of
these two organisations were never used for this purpose and could not be so used.
The UIT and 01/11 mail is all handle& through the post office in the International
Centre; any incoming mail with postage due is recorded and the amount due is
claimed by him "in bulk". The organisation then pays the amount due by "Giro".
Over and above this is the fact that the I T' in circle canceller is also not used
in his post office, unless you specifically ask for it the normal counter hand
canceller is used when necessary. Therefore, any ITU/UIT or WMO/OKM stamps with
a I T I cancel are forgeries.
I then asked what the UIT and OMM stamps were used for and why print
them at all? He explained that they are mainly for collectors and are sold
through the PTT philatelic bureaux. The organisation gets 50 and the PTT the
rest, after deducting printing costs. It seems they are doing very nicely:
When either organisation wants any of its own-stamps to use for a
special mailing they order them from him and the face value is deducted from the
'50P they get on philatelic Sales. Some of these stamps are sold to their
employees for their -collections., but all post from these organisations is pre-paid
by franking machine!

The point of all this preamble is to see now if it is possible to get
ITUAIT stamps cancelled. It is, and this is how. Buy a complete set of mint
ITU/UIT stamps from the philatelic bureau on the first floor bf the PTT in the
rue du Mont Blanc, Geneva. Take an F or 0 bus outside the railway station to
the Place des Nations. With your 'covers prepared and correctly stamped, go to
the old original building of the ITU/UIT (not the new tower block), go up the
steps, in through the doors and just round the corner, past the doorkeeper's desk,
in the passage on the right is a yellow Swiss PTT post-box. Posted:in this box
they are considered as genuine ITU/UIT mail and they are collected and franked
by the International Conference Centre post office either with the normal date
stamp, vhleh reads "1200 GEN M 20 - CiZTRE INTERN. DES CONFERNCES", or if you
are lucky you will get the larger publicity cancel "1200 GENEVE 20
CENTRE
INTERNATIONAL .DES =Mai= 0.I.C. , G." with a picture of the building in the
centre*
No doubt this procedure for getting genuinely used copies of ITU/UIT
stamps also works for the WMO/OMM, but I have not yet walked over to their
building to find the post-box.

reetingo
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By P. Hobbs
Recently I had to reply quickly to a letter from someone in G.B.
In order
thqt they should receive my reply rapidly I sent the letter 'Express' from the Aeroport
in Geneva.
This was a mistake on my part because the letter was cancelled 17 hours
on the Saturday and for some unknown reason was then held until the Monday morning
before being again hand-stamped and sent into the control office for hand-stamping
and sorting, before returning to the airport to start for G.B.
Needless to say my letter arrived too late to serve its purpose.
The
recipient sent me the cover so that I could see the date stamps and I took it into the
main office in Geneva. My complaint about holding the letter for 36 hours before
sending it was listened to politely and I was assured it would be investigated;
would I please leave the cover with them as they eould check who had handled it by
the handstamps.
Three weeks after I received an envelope from the 'Direction'
postmarked 'Philatelic bureau', containing a compliments slip and a 'cover'
manufactured by the PTT.
The stamps were the same values, the address was typed
instead of hand-written and the stamps were cancelled once only with the airport
canceller for 5 p.m. on the Saturday I had originally posted the letter!
Now was this an attempt to cover up a mistake on their part
have
never received an explanation of the .delay to the original letter ... or did the
PTT suspect I was a philatelist and this was one way to try to shut me up? The fact
remains that an express letter was unreasonably delayed and to destroy the evidence
the PTT have i manefactured' and 'cancelled to order' a cover.
It remaine a curious
item tucked away in my collection.
And to close on a lighter note:
Some of you may know that the Swiss
National Tourist Office issue a magazine called "Switzerland", mainly in German and
French.
No. 5. '
:974, of the 47th year, was an issue devoted to the 125th
anniversary of the Swiss Post Office,
Copies may be available from the local branch of the Swiss National Tourist
Office or try, hopefully, writing to them at 8023 Zurich, Talacker 42, no guarantee
they y in supply though, but well worth it if you can get a copy.
Editor'

te:

A copy of this
publication is being
added to our Library.

HURRY

RECENT AiARDS TO MEMBERS

We were delighted to hear of the

'Vermeil' award achierod at 'Stockholmia'
by MISS A. GRUNBERG for an entry of
'Sitting Helvetia'.

-

At the B.P.E. there was a sad
lack of Swiss entries, but the day was
saved on behalf of 'Helvetia' by
W.Cdr. R. F. Bulstrode who was awarded
a Silver medal for a superb display from
his collection-of 'Proofse&-Essays l ,

Our heartiest conflfatulations to
both winners.
Incidentally, while at the B.F.
B.F.E it was Very pleasant to meet
our Founder, Mr. E. H. Spiro who had
It
come up to London for this event.
is obviously difficult for dedicated
philatelists to give up our hobby
entirely.

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS - As from
6th Nov.
9501 ZUCKENRIET - Schloss S p iegel berg
OLIVONE - Museo storiop (K.624)

to add your name to
the waiting list to
see selections from
the

DEL Bt.N ' LIN

COLLECTI N

of REVENUE (FISCAL) STAMPS.
At the recent B.P.E. about a
quartet of this collection was sold
during the preview.
Personal sendings started in the
last . week
November and we might
just squeeze you in before Christmas
if you contact us immediately.
---o0o--The Staff of The Amateur
Collector send their Greetings for
the Festive Season to allhembers of
' Helvetia'.

H.L.KATCH ER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR Ltd.

Highgate,
F.O. Box 242,
LONDON N6 41;4
Tel.
01 - 348 - 0296

MAIL CARRIED FROM SWITZERLAND TO THE U.K. DURING WORLD WAR 11
By L.M.C. DUTTON
•
Part II
1. (Cost.) Thrived 14,
setewierl
oM10. Covers 1 to 11
1,4
D,zuk
shslaa
_
saujja.
P.C.66 British censor seals #ave been recorded at

early as 30th October 1939M-but thn COVerd "posted
on 15th December and 2nd December 1939 „(Covers 1 & 2) would suggest that
it was
not uncommon for private mail to pun; through London uncensored up
to mid-December
1939. Ftom then on it appears that Swiss mail was censored in London, althoug
h
it is surprising that as late as March 1940 some commercial mail was
unopened
(Covers 9 & 10).
The following abstract from Reference 2 is of interest, and follows
an

enquiry to the Imperial War

NUSABUM;

"A pamphlet was issued by the War Office in 1939 called 'INSTRUCTIONS

TO THE POSTAL CENSORSHIP STAFF'.

was first separated by the Sorting Dept. into trade and private

letters, then passed according to their type to the examiners, who had to
open them with paper-knives along the short side of the envelope. They were
read, the envelopes examined for writing hidden under the stamp or the tissue_
lining or in any other way. If anything doubtful was found, it was passed
to the Deputy Assistant Cans or to deal with or otherwise it was sealed
examiner. If the D.A.C. found it necessary it would be transferred toby the
another department, perhaps the Uncommon Language Dept., the Testing Dept.,
or the Prisoner-of-War Branch. If higher authority was needed, it would be
passed to the Assistant Censor, Censor or Branch Censor,'
_During this period, the opened envelopes were sealed with a P 66 label,
which consisted of a rectangle of gummed hite paper.with the words 'OPEN
ED BY
CENSOR' and
the examiner's number (Fig. I

•

Both the text and the number were

OPEIED •
•
Agfa
Fig. 1
Type A
Fig. 1 - Type B
printed on the label in one operation, in contrast to some of the U.S.A. labels
on
which the censor's number was added later. Two different types of printing occur
i
on the covers listed.

These ha rs either thick or thin lettering and are indicated
by (A) or (B) respectively in the compilation. Examples of both
types, taken from
Covers 3 & 5, are shown in F i g . 1. The earliest re9orded use
of
the label by the
Civil. Censorship Study Group 18 29th September 1940 ll).
The postcard from La Plains of 8.II.40 (Cover 6) was stamped
with a red
octagonal T.14 handstamp. This has 'T.14' under a King Edward
crown
with
'PASSED'
to the left, I li 7' above and 'CENSOR' to the right of the crown.
1,5

imekSsatemaia.

The French censor seal on the cover from Poschlavo of .
2.1(11.39 (Cover 2) has the words 'CONTROLE POSTA L
MILITAIRE' in a 64 x 12 mm. frame and is tied to the envelope on both
the front and
back by a 44 x 26 mm, oval handstamp with 'OUVERT' at the top, 'PAR L'AUTO
RITi
MILITAIRE' at the bottom and 'WD 372' in the centre.
This seal and handstamp

occurs on 4 letter posted in Grenoble (Isere) to Antrim on 11.VII
.41 and so was
presumably also used by the Vichy French after the German occupation
of northern
and western France in June 1940.
References tg date:

1. A.R. Torrance (Editor) 'The Civil Censorship Bulletin'
4 (June 1974) 39
Ib4c1,
1, 2 (February 1974) 26
V.W. Hall
'Censored Mail', Helvetia hews Letter - March 1974, 22.

2
3,
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MAIL (CENSORP) -

September 1939

Period 1.

---0
ation Postage Weight Airmail Language
Label j , of
Applied
,
envel e Letter

0—
1.1X.39
3.1X.39
1. X.39

0

4- 41 LMCD
2
3

IM

r

15.XI.39

Beckenried Stone - Staffs 70 c. 67 g. : No

2.X11.39

Poschiavo

LMCD 114.X11.39

23.1.40

4 LMCD

5

LMCD

C.p.aal'es Letters Carried by air from Geneva(Air France)
Britain at war with Germany
11 a.m.
C.p.a.l'es All airmaileiervices from Switzerland suspended.

!

6.140

Hafelfingen
Basle
St. Gallen
La Plaine

6 JCRH

8.11,40

7 -11.1CD

18.11.40 Hafalgen

8 LMCD

4.111.40

Hafelfingen

9 LMCD i26.111.40 Zdrich
10 LMCD 128.111040

1.1V.40
6.1V.40
0—o
11 LMCD

Zarich

30 c.
30 c.
Bath
a'fs 30 c.
one
20
London
Bath
30 c.
30 a,
Bath
i 30 c.
London
i
I 30
London
Bath

CPS

ce,

!

No
No

English

No

English
-

No
No

French

No

.English

No

:English

No

No

C.p.a.l I e: An airmail service operated by Air France
An air service via Lisbon was surveyed by a special flight

e-Hafelfingen

24.1VO40
10.V.40
16.V.40
by 20.V.40
22.V,40
27,V.49
28.V.40
290V.40
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P.O. Circular: Letter service by air from U.K. to Denmark
Opening of German offensive through Holland and Belgium.
Holland surrendered.
Germans had captured Calais and Boulogne.
P.O. Circular: Letter service, including airmail.
Denkirk evacuation.
3,,V1.40

Belgium surrendered.
Correspondence of all kinds to Northern
P.O. Circular:
Routes to U.K. from Switzerland unchanged from
C.p,a.l'e:

REVIE W:

The latest edition, the 19th, is to hand and is a MUST for all
Well printed and illustrated, it includes Hotel Posts,
collectors of Swiss stamps.
I
Geneva, Blocks of Four, quantities issued and a
in
U.N.
Dues,
T'
Frank Stamps,
rising value of stampe is reflected in 7319 price
The
wealth of other information.
,
increases, mainly in the region of 2.5;L to 4LY although some of 100/L to 200 .% can be
There are only 34 reductions and 312 additional items.
found.

Producing a . catalogue is not without difficulties.

In the time needed

for printing, not only have the Pound and Dollar gone down in value, but
Franc has risen in relation to other currencies.

the Swiss

In September 41 equalled SFr. 6.90 ... to-day the rate is SFr, 6.10

SFr. 2.61
SFr. 3.0 ...
$1
You cannot afford to be without this invaluable guide, if only to
ensure that you secure any wanted items without delay.
The Catalogue costs in the U.K. £2.22 and overseas £2.70 ($6.50),
both prices inclusive of postage and packing.
E.J.R.-

WORL

WAR

D

II.

to May 1940
o
German! - British British Arrival 1
Censor I Date
Censor Censor
iNo.
Label
Label
Basle

sair/IAL) to London.

Swissair/IAL) or Zdrich

Letters to U.K. sent via France by train from Basle, Zdrich, Lausanne or Geneva,
o--=-!Idg
'T'
&
None ! None
7 35 in pencil Lg env. Excess wt for
, erased normal postage
None
None
;French censor seal
one
None P.C.66(A)! 394
None

597

'None

None

80

iNone

597
144

6.II 4 4None
iNone
iNone

None

T 14 (440
None :P.C.66(A)
t
None
None
None
None i None
t

Commercial mail
-

N one

Commercial mail
I

operated between London an 'taxis.
between Heston and Lisbon 3).
o---0P.C.66(B)1 2020 1
!None

-6
41

Finland, Norway and Greenland suspended.

airmail from U.K. to Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg suspended.
France subject to indefinite delay.

those announced on 1.IV.40; postal service to Holland & Belgium suspended.

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS

Auto 3 'Archer Knabenschiessen 974 Frth tbt sich was ein Meister
werden will - ZUrich 7/9 Sept.,
5 Delemont - Fete du peuple
Delemont 7/8 Sept.
jurassien
3 25 ZUSPA arich Herbatschau
26 Sept. - 6 Okt. 74 Zurich 26/9 - 6/10
PP

t

t

3 M0RGA2TEN Histor. Schiessen und
Schlachtgedenktag, - 15 Nov.

Pt

3 Timbres - Francobolli - PRO
JUVENTUTE - Marken - FUr unsere
Jugent - Pour notre jeunesse Per la nostra gioventu
7/6 Dec.
5 ESCALADE GENEVE 1602 1974
1
4/ 1 5 Dec.

.
.1 $ ARM
sends Sincere Good Wishes
for a HAPPY CHRISTMAD
and a
GOOD

RV

YEAR

to all Helvetia Members and will be
at their service during the year
ahead for all supplies of Swiss

material:
STAMPS, COVERS, AIRMAILS,
POSTAL HISTORY & STATIONERY,
TPOs SOLDIER STAMPS, VARIETIES
etc. etc.
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Held at Drury House, Russell Street, London WO2 on
Wednesday, 13th November 1974 at 6.30 p.m.
A

s for absences

Received from Mr. 87 Mrs, Salmen, Ne ed. Hertzberg and
Mesisrs. Beak, V.e. Hall and Mistely.

Meeting hele on 4st November 1911.
These were read by the Secretary and agreed.
2, hatters arkaLsag_from the Minutes
Mr. Rauch said that as far as he could
a) Packet insurance and burst epi p es.
ascertain this would in general be covered provided it was not due to carelessness on the part of the member.
Very few members failed to make some purchases
b) , Purchases from Packets.
and with many taking up new studies could frequently find suitable item in
general packets. Endeavours were being made to circulate specialised
1.

Minutes of talt.ljulalAtossli4

packets but this depended entirely on the material sent in for circulation.'
3.

Phairman'e.Addrese;

Unfortunately no report had been received from Mr. Slate who was, no doubt,
still occupied since his recent move to Devon.
4,

Hon. Treasurer's Report & Statement of Accounts

The Statement had been circulated and it would be agreed that the Society
For
was in a very sound position. Expenses, however, were constantly rising.
instance £24 had been paid for the room for this season's meetings, but a letter had
new been received saying that from January (i.e. 4 meetings) there would be an extra
charge of 42 per meeting, so the total now was 432.
The item in the Accounts on Cor p oration Tax results from the suggestion at
last year's AGM that some of the Society's funds should be invested. During
enquiries the bank had advised referring the matter of possible liability to tax to
the Inland Revenue. At first it was said tax would not be involved, but later it
was stated that the Society must be regarded as a corporate body and, therefore,
liable, with no tax reliefi and a claim had been received claiming tax for the years
1963-72. The auditor was consulted and was of the opinion that it would be better
not to pursue the matter of investment but to leave things as at present, particularly as the Society is now carrying out all legal obligations.
Agreement to this was proposed by Mr. Gotch, seconded by Mr. Rauch and agreed.
Adoption of the Accounts was proposed by Miss Grunberg, seconded by
Mr. Bulstrode and agreed.
5.

AIP-9-Le
t

.}...12L

Mrs. Rawnsley said the 1973/4 season had been excellent in every way especially if the volume of correspondence' received is any indication of interest.
30 new members had
Meetings had been well attended, averaging 21 on each occasion.
been welcomed, which is most encouraging, and there were the few inevitable deletions.
The Northern Group had encountered some difficulties but it is hoped these will, be
soon overcome and the Group restored to its full enthusiasm.

Most grateful thanks are due to those members, both at home and in America,
who have contributed to the success of our 'Helvetia News Letter' by providing
erudite studies on many completely new subjects, thus opening up new avenues of
research. These are invaluable and such help, if continued, will enable everyone

to widen their knowledge.
Despite the upheaval of a forthcoming change of residence every effort will
be made to keep things going, with a plea for indulgence for any delays which occur.
Otherwise it is with confidence that the Society can look forward to an equally good,
if not better, year ahead.
6.

Hon

Pci

r's Report

The value
Mr. Rauch confirmed the comments previously given in the H.N.L.
The percentage of sales was
of material submitted was 46,237 with sales of 42,349.
0
down a little on last year, but already material totalling some 3,000 had been sent
Thanks are due to members for their support
' in and 18 packets were in circulation.
and the many letters of encouragement received.
To meet the request for specialised packees three containing Soldier Stamps
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were now circulating and there would shortly be one on Charity stamps. Unless
suitable material is received it is not possible to send out more. Endeavours to
obtain postal history material in Switzerland (when on holiday there) were unsuocessful and is in equally short supply there.

Once more members were asked to ensure that postal receipts are sent in with
advice notes (or signature if passed by hand); failure to provide these can
completely invalidate the insurance. More booklets are urgently required in order
to provide an adequate number of packets during the season.
Adoption of the Packet Accounts was proposed by Mr. Houtris seconded by

Mr. Hubbard and passed.
7.

Election of OffiesztjUomeittee for 197415
The following were proposed and elected 'en bloc':

President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Hon. Secretary
& Editors

MR. L. MOORE
MR. L. .=.4. STILES
MR. G. M. HODGES

Eons Treasurer:

MR. A. J. LARDING

Hon. Exchange Pkt.
Secretary:

MA. C. RAUCH

M. E. J. RNSLEY

Hon. Auditor:

To be arranged

Committee: MR. J. A. EASTWOOD
MR. J. N. HIGESTED
DR. G. G. RITCHIE
MR. G. W. HUBBARD

Northern Group
London Group

Hon, Auditor:

Mr, Harding was asked to ascertain if Mrs. Huntley, who had
carried out this year's audit, would be willing to act for
the Society on future occasions, and-this he agreed to do.
Miss Grunberg asked if on next year's Agenda for the AGM the names of the
present Officers etc. could be stated, partially for the benefit of new members.

This was agreed.
8.

Anv Other Business
a) , Ineurance: Air. Rauch stated that Packet insurance cost 490 - 4100 per
year, i.e. approx. 4270 Over 3-years. He asked members if
they would (1) consider the Society operating its own insurance or (2) prefer
to continue to be covered by an insurance company. The matter was discussed
but it was felt that it would need only the loss of 2 packets to equal the
cost of insurance and . itwas agreed to continue under the present system.
b) Mr. Gotch asked if booklets returned after circuit, with only small sales,
could be re-submitted without remounting. Mr. Ranch said that provided
a note of the Packet reference number was given to avoid going on the same
circuit, and if used spaces were covered over, booklets could be 'patched up'
and go out on a new circuit of 35 members.
c) Mr. Rauch also gave details of the philatelic weekend at Wansfell College,
which had beenattended by A number of Chelmsford members.
It had been
so successful he wondered whether this would appeal to Helvetia members. The
weekend - Friday eveninp to Sunday afternoon - would cost about 49. Mr. Stiles
said this was well worth considering and details of the next event would be
published when known.
d)

Mrs. Rawnsley said that for some years the Northern Group had been
affiliated to the Philatelic Congress of G.B., but as they now had no
delegates available to attend, had withdrawn, and asked if members wished
this affiliation to be continued. Mr. Rauch said he regarded it as a very
worth while project and after some discussion it was agreed that negotiations
for membership should be made.
111wOMM••••••110/01. alM

There being no further business : , Mr. Stiles wished to record a vote

of thanks to the Officers for all the work undertaken during the year and for their
willingness to continue, and also to Mr. Slate for his past services.'
The A.G.M. closed at 7.50 p.m.
The remainder of the evening was spent in general discussion on
various matters.
JANUARY

M

ELTINGS

IsEaLGAOsz:

Wednesday, January 8th

'STANDING HELVETIA' - All Members

NORTHERN GROUP:

Saturday, January llth

'STRAIGHTLINE OFFICE HANDSTAMPS' Discussion Leaser: Mr. n_n_ w lgann

.....

that the Swise PTT has announced
massive price increases to cover their
or-rising deficit, not only for telepho•
but also postal services, as wages now
form 79% of total costs. In January the
fee for express letters doubles, from
SFr.1.50 to 3.- 4- the postage. In 1976
the letter and postcard rate goes up to
400., and parcels leap as well.
From
1977 foreign rates will also go up.

On Oct. 19th Dr. G.G. Ritchie gave
his Ch ' an's Dieplex.
The first part
was devoted to 'Labels' of various kinds,
;through which ran a story theme of 'Swiss
Used Abroad'.
Items shown included
iregistered mail from 1850, to date, Exptess,
!Franco Paid, Retourzettel and postage due
covers.
The second part ofhLisdisplay consisted of one of Dr, Ritchie's 'sideline'
collections of passes and mountain tops
with cards from and photographs of such wellknown places as the Burgenstock, Purke Pass,
Matterhorn, Simplon etc., while the last
ipart was devoted to an extensive collection
of Swiss Pictorial Stationery.

•
that a few month ago i sent a
letter addressed to myself at an old
address which I had left
years ago.
The letter came back, having also gone
via an intermediate address I had left
12 years ago:
That cost 50c. a time
then, now it costs OFr.2.-.
Also for
On Nov. 16th members were entertained
the few weeks of a holiday 'change of
by Mr. LiGilchrist at his home in Poole-inaddress', as from 1st Jan. the cost will kiharfedale and were treated to a magnificent
rocket to SFr.6.- !
display of Swiss Military Mail and Soldier

la

..... that all post office boxes, howeve ri Stamps.
Included were Field Post covers from
will now be rent-free, as a further
11870
and early official envelopes, while
labour-saving device4
the early stamps also had a complete sheet
•
that under the long-standing FIP
issued for the 11th Regiment in May 1916.
rules a stamp issue will be blacked if
1
Mr. Gilchrist also displayed a
the value of the charity surcharge
!complete collection of Second World War
exceeds --the total postal value of the ;soldier stamps and two volumes from his
set. The 1974 PJ issue has a postal
'extensive collection of varieties.
value of 41.55 and a surcharge of 750.
h
R.A.H.
giving 48.44
In 1973 it was only 3,
but in 1971 & 72 was exactly 5 ,
The
Dutch got into trouble with this a couple!
of years ago with a very attractive bloc1S
of children's Christmas stamps. I expect
1975 A_LA L 0 G U
the Swiss PTT will be more careful.

ZUMSTEIN

.... that the 30c. Simmental (Z.No. 527)i
is now available in handmade rolls of
1000 stamps without control numbers on
1
the back.
This follows the 30c. Zurich 1
and Gais, all for use by private firm
and some PTT packet counters.
The 25c.
Lausanne was also available in rolls of
2000.
•
that the biggest price jump I have I
noticed in the new Zumstein Specialised
(1975 XXI edition) is for the 2 x 20c.
1927 National ETrte postcards.
Both have i
moved from SFr. 40 to SFr. 475.- each

... that the answer to Question Mo.
is: . The German BR UPU commemorative
shows an old German letter-box and also 1
the Swiss box designed by Melchior Berri
before he drew the Basle Dove, and which
is still in use at the back of the Spalentor (3t. Paul's Gate) in Basle '(see 50d. 1
Z.420). A second such box is also still'
in use at St. Albans in Basle. A delight
ful stamp to have in a Swiss collection. .
.... that Question No. 31 is an easy
one:
Which stamp shows part of the
largest lake entirely within Switzerland?
M.R.
PUBLICITY SLOGAN
eiILLISAU - freundliches Stgdtchen

Now available:
EUROPE 1U1. ... Price:
410
With thumb index ..e
411
SWITZRLNDJLIHGHTN5TEIN
Pocket dition
Price: 40.90
SWITZERLAND L1hCHTFNSTkIN SPECIALISED
CATAL sUS XXi DITI0N
Price: 46.50
Please order Catalogues from:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,

42 Maiden Lane., Strand, London WCZE eLe
_Supplements to the .'Europe'
Catalogue are published regularly in
the
BERNER BRIEFMARKEN.ZEITUNG
-Annual fee 1975
048 SFr.21.00
With special supplement - SFr.23.50
For fines first-class stamps .4.4
,RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE
send your Want Lists to:

ZU11/1STE1IV
Propr. Hertach & Cie
P,0.B.'2585
CB-3001 BERN

